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ABSTRACT

Software has eaten the world with many of the necessities and quality of life
services people use requiring software. Therefore, tools that improve the software
development experience can have a significant impact on the world such as
generating code and test cases, detecting bugs, question and answering, etc. The
success of Deep Learning (DL) over the past decade has shown huge advancements
in automation across many domains, including Software Development processes.
One of the main reasons behind this success is the availability of large datasets
such as open-source code available through GitHub or image datasets of mobile
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) with RICO [113] and ReDRAW [268] to be
trained on. Therefore, the central research question my dissertation explores is: In
what ways can the software development process be improved through leveraging DL
techniques on the vast amounts of unstructured software engineering artifacts?

We coin the approaches that leverage DL to automate or augment various software
development task as Intelligent Software Tools. To guide our research of these
intelligent software tools, we performed a systematic literature review to
understand the current landscape of research on applying DL techniques to
software tasks and any gaps that exist. From this literature review, we found code
generation to be one of the most studied tasks with other tasks and artifacts such
as impact analysis or tasks involving images and videos to be understudied.
Therefore, we set out to explore the application of DL to these understudied tasks
and artifacts as well as the limitations of DL models under the well studied task
code completion, a subfield in code generation. Specifically, we developed a tool
for automatically detecting duplicate mobile bug reports from user submitted
videos. We used the popular Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to learn
important features from a large collection of mobile screenshots. Using this model,
we could then compute similarity between a newly submitted bug report and
existing ones to produce a ranked list of duplicate candidates that can be reviewed
by a developer. Next, we explored impact analysis, a critical software maintenance
task that identifies potential adverse effects of a given code change on the larger
software system. To this end, we created Athena, a novel approach to impact
analysis that integrates knowledge of a software system through its call-graph
along with high-level representations of the code inside the system to improve
impact analysis performance. Lastly, we explored the task of code completion,
which has seen heavy interest from industry and academia [178, 359, 174, 310, 62,
196, 192, 39, 172, 183, 283, 319, 320, 349, 350, 402, 87, 97, 148]. Specifically, we
explored various methods that modify the positional encoding scheme of the
Transformer architecture for allowing these models to incorporate longer sequences
of tokens when predicting completions than seen during their training as this can
significantly improve training times.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We’re making this analogy that AI is the new electricity. Electricity trans-

formed industries: agriculture, transportation, communication, manufacturing.

Andrew Ng (Baidu)

The 21st century has seen the fruition of the computation revolution in the 20th through

the ubiquity of computers in the world from large datacenters down to wearables. The

heart of this fast adoption across all sectors of life I believe to be due to the software that

has unlocked the usefulness of these computers. With many of the top businesses in the

world being software first companies 1, i.e., companies whose main product is software,

and the projected growth of software developer jobs to grow over the 2020s by 25% 2,

it is safe to say that improving the construction, reliability, maintenance, and security of

software can have a huge impact on the world.

The computation revolution has also brought the storage and access to large amounts

of data that is extremely diverse. Such access has lead to a huge success of one specific

branch of Artificial Intelligence called Deep Learning, where statistical methods inspired

by the human brain are used to learn a model on data for a specific task such as classifying

a movie review as positive or negative. With the growing access to software artifacts on
1https://www.forbes.com/lists/global2000
2https://www.bls.gov/ooh/computer-and-information-technology/

software-developers.htm
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sites such as GitHub and GitLab and the processing of such data in the field of Mining

Software Repositories (MSR), Software Development tools have begun to explore using

Deep Learning to improve or automate tasks. These tasks include code search [190],

program repair [364], code generation [178, 359, 174, 310, 62, 196, 192, 39, 172, 183, 283,

319, 320, 349, 350, 402, 87, 97], bug detection [115, 301, 237], and GUI sketch generation

[48, 268] to name a few. With this in mind, this dissertation focuses on exploring the

following research question: In what ways can the software development process be improved

through leveraging deep learning techniques on the vast amounts of unstructured software

engineering artifacts? This research question gives rise to the following hypothesis:

Deep learning allows for learning novel automations from software engineering

artifacts that can help facilitate the software development process.

To answer this question and verify this hypothesis we both expanded on the set of

tasks as well as improving the performance of existing tasks in the research field of deep

learning for software engineering (DL4SE).

1.1 Contributions

Chapter 3 presents our survey that we performed which canvases the application of deep

learning for software engineering tasks. It gives insights into the progress that has been

made in the community and where future work is needed and is instrumental in guiding

this dissertation’s work. The survey collected and analyzed a total of 128 papers across a

10 year period, which included 23 software engineering tasks.

Chapter 4 discusses our work on leveraging advances in computer vision that uses troves

of Android screenshots to learn high level representations that are useful in determining

if videos of bugs in mobile applications are duplicates of each other. This work uses

a popular self-supervised learning approach, i.e., no labeled data is required making it

extremely scalable, called SimCLR [89] to learn a representation of frames in videos that

3



are then used to compute a global video representation of video-based bug reports that

can then be used to compare against other video representations in a corpus of previously

submitted bug reports to determine if a new video is a duplicate or not.

Chapter 5 investigates our work on improving upon information retrieval techniques in

impact analysis (IA) by incorporating knowledge about a system through its call-graph.

We introduce a novel IA approach, called Athena, that combines a software system’s

call graph information with a conceptual coupling approach that uses advances in deep

representation learning of code without the need for change histories. Our approach is

unsupervised and therefore does not require any labeled IA data. Previous IA benchmarks

are small, containing less than ten software projects, and suffer from tangled commits,

making it difficult to measure accurate results. Therefore, we constructed a large-scale

IA benchmark, from 25 open source software projects, that utilizes fine-grained commit

information from bug fixes.

Finally, Chapter 6 discusses our exploration on the generalizability of current state

of the art code completion architectures. Specifically, a recent trend in NLP research

has been the idea of generalizing to longer sequences than seen during training [109, 303,

392]. Press et al. [303] introduced a simple and efficient change to the standard decoder-

only Transformer’s positional encoding scheme that showed an ability to generalize to

longer sequences than trained on compared to other approaches such as Rotary embeddings

[341] or T5 bias [305]. We present a large empirical study evaluating this generalization

property in the context of code completion of a total of four positional encoding schemes

proposed in the literature, namely Sinusoidal, xPOS, ALiBi, and T5, as they have been

at the heart of this generalization debate in NLP. We found that none of these solutions

successfully generalize to unseen lengths and that the only safe solution is to ensure the

representativeness in the training set of all lengths likely to be encountered at inference

time.

In addition to the works discussed in this dissertation, the author has worked and

collaborated on a wide array of other works, which included the following topics: multi-

4



task learning for software engineering [264], support for interpreting neural code models

[288], program repair [101], soundness in cryptographic misuse tools [30], and reproduction

of mobile bugs [52, 168, 51]. Lastly, all work discussed in this dissertation was not done in

isolation and is the product of a large collaborative effort among my talented colleagues,

collaborators, mentees, and mentors.

5



Chapter 2

Background & Related Work

In this section we will provide the necessary background on software development and

maintenance in general and specific to mobile. Additionally, we will provide a landscape

of the related work that exist in this area.

2.1 Duplicate Bug Report Detection Tooling

In this subsection, we outline work related to our research, Tango, that helps develop-

ers find duplicate video-based bug reports in an issue tracking system. This research is

specifically related to work in near duplicate video retrieval, analysis of graphical software

artifacts, and duplicate detection of textual bug reports.

Near Duplicate Video Retrieval. Extensive research has been done outside SE in

near-duplicate video retrieval, which is the identification of similar videos to a query video

(e.g., exact copies [122, 216, 194, 164] or similar events [90, 195, 315, 212]).

The closest work to ours with Tango is by Kordopatis-Zilos et al. [212], who addressed

the problem of retrieving videos of incidents (e.g., accidents). In their work, they explored

using handcrafted-based [256, 47, 391, 418, 197, 198] (e.g., SURF or HSV histograms) and

DL-based [81, 213, 227, 214, 358, 75] (e.g., CNNs) visual feature extraction techniques and

ways of combining the extracted visual features [200, 315, 338, 195, 72, 214] (e.g., VLAD).

While we do make use of the best performing model (CNN+ Bag of Visual Words (BoVW))
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from this work [212], we did not use the proposed handcrafted approaches, as these were

designed for scenes about real-world incidents, rather than for mobile bug reporting. We

also further modified and extended this approach given our different domain, through

the combination of visual and textual information modalities, and adjustments to the

CCN+BoVW model, including the layer configuration and training objective. We discuss

Tango in-depth in Chapter 4.

Analysis of Graphical Software Artifacts. The analysis of graphical software

artifacts to support software engineering tasks has been common in recent years. Such

tasks include mobile app testing [199, 271, 184, 52, 245, 272, 244, 388, 133], developer/user

behavior modelling [69, 44, 138, 243], GUI reverse engineering and code generation [120,

284, 49, 84, 268, 86], analysis of programming videos [259, 220, 400, 297, 23, 415], and GUI

understanding and verification [76, 416, 269, 273]. None of these works deal with finding

duplicate video-based bug reports, which is our focus.

Detection of Duplicate Textual Bug Reports. Many research projects have fo-

cused on detecting duplicate textual bug reports [55, 59, 78, 79, 169, 177, 179, 211, 221,

230, 250, 282, 292, 307, 306, 321, 325, 343, 342, 347, 354, 355, 382, 374, 375, 422]. Similar

to Tango, most of the proposed techniques return a ranked list of duplicate candidates

[203, 78]. The work most closely related to Tango is by Wang et al. [374], who leveraged

attached mobile app images to better detect duplicate textual reports. Visual features

were extracted from the images (e.g., representative colors), using computer vision, which

were combined with textual features extracted from the text to obtain an aggregate simi-

larity score. While this is similar to our work, Tango is intended to be applied to videos

rather than single images and focuses on video-based bug reports alone, without any extra

information such as bug descriptions.
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2.2 Impact Analysis

The task of IA is concerned with determining the rippling effects a change to a software

system may incur. It is composed of two parts, the first is the change entities of which

there are several types, including feature requests, bug reports, or refactorings. The second

being the impact set that contains all the entities that would be impacted by the initial

change [229]. In this dissertation, we structure our dataset such that, for each IA task,

there is a single change entity which is the initial method modified by a given bug fix and

the impact set is the set of affected methods.

Lehnert [229] constructed a taxonomy of different IA approaches illustrating the differ-

ent underlying techniques that have been utilized for IA, ranging from program slicing [357,

141, 420, 215, 372, 329] and call graph construction [314, 326, 393, 40] to information re-

trieval [35, 73, 74, 370, 300, 381] and history mining [140, 397, 398, 407, 423, 317, 299].

Most of these approaches can be classified as coupling approaches, where a coupling metric

is used as a proxy for how likely a change to one entity will impact another. For example,

Briand et al. [61] introduced structural coupling metrics such as Coupling Between Objects

(CBOs) where usage of methods or attributes between classes classified them as coupled

or information-flow-based coupling where the number of method invocations (weighted by

their parameter counts) between classes are used for IA. Dynamic coupling metrics take

into account dynamic analysis, such as dynamic binding and polymorphism [37, 166]. Evo-

lutionary and logical coupling [140, 423] use co-change occurrences to determine coupling.

Poshyvanyk et al. [300] introduced the use of information retrieval on source code to de-

termine a conceptual coupling metric using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [112] for IA.

Huang et al. [187] are among the only to leverage Neural Networks to tackle the problem

of IA. However, unlike our proposed technique, they rely on handcrafted features that are

then used to train a neural network.

The most similar work to our own is work by Wang et al. [381] wherein they combine

an LSI model with doc2vec [222], a canonical neural network that takes a bag of words
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and generates a rich vector representation. However, they focus on using change requests

to find impacted methods whereas we strictly use method information for both the change

and the impact set. Additionally, we leverage information from a software system’s call

graph to improve the performance of our technique.

As for the evaluation, most previous IA techniques for estimating impact sets have

been evaluated on fewer than ten open-source projects. This dissertation constructed an

evaluation benchmark based on well-curated and accurate impact sets sourced via manual

labeling of changed lines in bug fixing commits from 25 open-source projects [176].

2.3 Neural Code Representation

Neural representation of text has been common place in natural language processing since

the advent of word2vec [265], with recent Transformer [369] based methods such as BERT

[118] achieving state-of-the-art results across a multitude of tasks. Unlike natural lan-

guage, programming languages can be represented in multiple ways. For instance, one

useful representation that has been commonly used is the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST).

White et al. [387] introduced a DL method that utilized source code and ASTs to perform

code clone detection. Similarly, Alon et al. [29] introduced code2vec, which learned a

dense vector representation of code snippets that were useful for tasks such as method

renaming and retrieval. Code2vec relied on AST representations to generate these dense

vector representations. Feng et al. [134] adapted the successful BERT model to function

with bimodal code information, namely, code and the code’s corresponding documentation.

Using masked token prediction [118] and replaced token detection [99] pretraining tasks

followed by a downstream finetuning scheme, the authors were able to achieve high perfor-

mance on many code-related benchmarks including code search. Similar to White et al. and

Alon et al., Guo et al. [155] integrated code specific information, namely Data Flow Graphs

(DFGs), into the training of a BERT-like model by introducing two additional pretrain-

ing objectives aside from the masked token prediction task. These two objectives involve
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predicting edge information of the DFGs and aligning the representations of the code and

its DFG. Guo et al. [154] introduced UnixCoder, a unified model for code understanding

and generation leveraging different attention masks to accomplish several pretraining ob-

jectives, i.e., masked language modeling, causal language modeling, and denoising. The

authors also incorporated AST information, which through ablations, was illustrated to

improve performance across multiple tasks including code search. Finally, they also define

two tasks, including multi-modal contrastive learning and cross-modal generation, to uti-

lize the multi-modal inputs and align code representations among programming languages

based on code comments.

Although these transformer-based code representation models achieved state-of-the-

art performance across multiple code-related tasks, they have not been applied to the

task of IA. Our work is the first to evaluate three representative neural models, (i.e.,

CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT, and UniXCoder), on IA with and without incorporating

additional contextual information related to the call graph of the entire software system.

Next, we discuss the necessary background of these models to aid in the understanding

of our approach description (Chapter 5.1), by focusing our discussion on the overarching

architecture upon which they all rely – the Transformer [369].

2.4 Transformer Architecture

Originally, the Transformer architecture was proposed for the task of machine translation

leveraging an encoder-decoder architecture [369]. However, the main advantage of the

Transformer architecture is the usage of attention [41] without any recurrent mechanism,

as was used in previous architectures for machine translation, such as Long-Short Term

Memory networks [181]. More specifically, the Transformer’s attention mechanism uses

three vectors that represent keys, values, and queries, which are different token represen-

tations akin to an information retrieval setting.
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In this setting, the query vector represents a word that is fed into the model, and the

key and value vectors represent the "memory" of the model, i.e., all the words that have

been processed or generated previously. Key vectors that have a high dot product with the

query vector have a stronger "memory" signal that focuses the attention of "head" with the

keys’ matching value vectors. Transformers leverage multiple types of attention, referred to

as multi-head attention, wherein each head can specialize its attention for different things

(e.g., co-referencing, parts of speech, etc.). In essence, the attention mechanism can be

thought of as a fuzzy dictionary look up with an input word being transformed into a

query vector, and searches for keys in the memory (i.e., other words in the sequence) and

then a softmax function is used to "select" which previous word values to "pay attention"

to and how much to weight them. This can be represented mathematically by:

Ahead = softmax(αQhead ·Khead) · V (2.1)

where Ahead is the attention head, and K, Q and V are the query, key and value vectors.

The main benefit of this formulation is that it is completely differentiable allowing for

gradient optimization to be applied. The information that is routed between the layers is

represented by the V vector in the above equation. For CodeBERT and GraphCodeBERT,

only the encoder portion of the Transformer is used whereas for UnixCoder, both encoder

and decoder portions are used. However, during the embedding phase, only the encoder is

used in UnixCoder.

2.5 Code Completion

We discuss the literature related to (i) code completion, (ii) techniques aimed at improving

the generalizability of Transformers, and (iii) NLP studies aimed at investigating the extent

to which Transformers can generalize to instances different from those seen during training.
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Code Completion: Code completion has been studied extensively for several years in

SE [178, 359, 174, 310, 62, 196, 192, 39, 172, 183, 283, 319, 320, 349, 350, 402, 87, 97, 38,

137, 285, 24]. It has seen many iterations going from techniques able to generate simple

predictions such as method calls [261] to recent DL models able to predict multiple code

statements [87, 97, 137, 286, 24].

Our work can be thought of as a research thrust continuation to that of Ciniselli

et al. [97, 98]. In their work, they explored the applicability of Transformer models

for the task of code completion, especially as the number of tokens to complete grows.

They found a T5 architecture to perform fairly well on this task, reporting however a

performance degradation as the number of tokens to predict grew. While Ciniselli et al.

[97] study how a T5 model trained on a specific dataset can work with prediction tasks of

different complexity, we study how models trained on different datasets featuring instances

characterized by different lengths generalize to unseen lengths.

Hendrycks et al. [175] and Chen et al. [87] proposed a systematic evaluation for

code generation tools using functional-correctness. However, their focus was on generating

complete programs rather than completing existing code.

Fried et al. [137] investigated a novel infilling pretraining scheme for decoder-only

Transformer architectures that allow them to use bidirectional context to complete code.

They found this infilling scheme allows for models that achieve a higher code comple-

tion rate than left context only models for single and multi-line code completions. Our

study is complementary to these since we focus on encoder-decoder models and on the

generalization to code completion length, rather than general performance.

Methods to Improve Length Generalization: There has been a plethora of literature

on different techniques to improve generalization of inference length of Transformer models.

Neishi and Yoshinaga [279] demonstrated that replacing the positional encoding scheme

in Transformers with a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) improves machine translation

performance on sentences longer than those seen during training. In a similar vein, Dai

et al. [109] take inspiration from RNNs by adding a segment-level recurrence mechanism
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to improve performance on long sequences. Dubois et al. [123] introduced a separate

location and content based attention to improve generalization to longer sequences than

those seen during training. Newman et al. [280] showed that training models to predict

the end of sequence (EOS) token significantly degraded a model’s ability to generalize to

longer sequences than those seen during training. Specifically, they found that the hidden

states of models trained on predicting EOS tokens lead to stratification of the hidden state

manifold by length and get clustered into length attractors, which are areas where the

EOS token is given the highest-probability prediction. This causes a failure to generalize

to longer sequences that are not present when omitting the prediction of the EOS token.

Lastly, several works [210, 239, 303, 341, 345] introduced various modifications to the

positional encoding schemes of Transformers to improve generalization to longer sequences

not seen during training. Among those, we considered in our study the four described in

Section 6.1 due their good representativeness of the different types of encoding schemas,

namely Absolute Positional Encoding (APE) and Relative Positional Encoding (RPE). In

addition, we considered the T5 model since Press et al. [303] also showed it had an ability

to slightly generalize to longer sequence lengths than it had seen during training.

Evaluations of Length Generalization: The most similar work to ours (from the NLP

field) is Rosendahl et al. [323]’s study on analyzing a variety of positional encoding schemes

and their ability to generalize to longer machine translation sentences than those seen dur-

ing training. Similar to other works [279, 303], they found that relative positional encodings

are superior to absolute positional encodings for generalizing to longer sequences. Lake

and Baroni [218] and Hupkes et al. [189]’s work focused on measuring the composability

of language models. One type of composition was specific to generalization of sequence

length and they both found current language models to be unable to perform well on such

tasks.
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Chapter 3

A Systematic Literature Review on

the Use of Deep Learning in Software

Engineering Research

Software engineering (SE) research investigates questions pertaining to the design, devel-

opment, maintenance, testing, and evolution of software systems. As software continues

to pervade a wide range of industries, both open- and closed-source code repositories have

grown to become unprecedentedly large and complex. This has resulted in an increase

of unstructured, unlabeled, yet important data including requirements, design documents,

source code files, test cases, and defect reports. Previously, the software engineering com-

munity has applied canonical machine learning (ML) techniques to identify patterns and

unique relationships within this data to automate or enhance many tasks typically per-

formed manually by developers. Unfortunately, the process of implementing ML techniques

can be a tedious exercise in careful feature engineering, wherein researchers experiment with

identifying salient attributes of data that can be leveraged to help solve a given problem

or automate a given task.

However, with recent improvements in computational power and the amount of mem-

ory available in modern computer architectures, an advancement to traditional ML ap-
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proaches has arisen called Deep Learning. Deep learning represents a fundamental shift

in the manner by which machines learn patterns from data by automatically extracting

salient features for a given computational task as opposed to relying upon human intu-

ition. Deep Learning approaches are characterized by architectures comprised of several

layers that perform mathematical transformations on data passing through them. These

transformations are controlled by sets of learnable parameters that are adjusted using a va-

riety of learning and optimization algorithms. These computational layers and parameters

form models that can be trained for specific tasks by updating the parameters accord-

ing to a model’s performance on a set of training data. Given the immense amount of

structured and unstructured data in software repositories that are likely to contain hidden

patterns, DL techniques have ushered in advancements across a range of tasks in soft-

ware engineering research including automatic program repair [364], code suggestion [151],

defect prediction [379], malware detection [234], feature location [104], among many oth-

ers [258, 373, 248, 387, 399, 156, 356, 252, 289]. A recent report from the 2019 NSF

Workshop on Deep Leaning & Software Engineering has referred to this area of work as

Deep Learning for Software Engineering (DL4SE) [302].

The applications of DL to improve and automate SE tasks points to a clear synergy

between ongoing research in SE and DL [116]. However, in order to effectively chart the

most impactful path forward for research at the intersection of these two fields, researchers

need a clear map of what has been done, what has been successful, and what can be

improved. In an effort to map and guide research at the intersection of DL and SE, we

conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) to identify and systematically enumerate

the synergies between the two research fields. As a result of the analysis performed in our

SLR, we synthesize a detailed research roadmap of past work on DL techniques applied

to SE tasks1 (i.e., DL4SE), complete with identified open challenges and best practices
1It should be noted that another area, known as Software Engineering for Deep Learning (SE4DL),

which explores improvements to engineering processes for DL-based systems, was also identified at the
2019 NSF workshop. However, the number of papers we identified on this topic was small, and mostly
centered around emerging testing techniques for DL models. Therefore, we reserve a survey on this line of
research for future work.
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for applying DL techniques to SE-related tasks and data. Additionally, we analyzed the

impacts of these DL-based approaches and discuss some observed concerns related to the

potential reproducibility and replicability of our studied body of literature.

We organize our work around five major Research Questions (RQs) that are fundamen-

tally centered upon the components of learning. That is, we used the various components

of the machine learning process as enumerated by Abu-Mostafa [22], to aid in grounding

the creation of our research roadmap and exploration of the DL4SE topic. Our overar-

ching interest is to identify best practices and promising research directions for applying

DL frameworks to SE contexts. Clarity in these respective areas will provide researchers

with the tools necessary to effectively apply DL models to SE tasks. To answer our RQs,

we created a taxonomy of our selected research papers that highlights important concepts

and methodologies characterized by the types of software artifacts analyzed, the learning

models implemented, and the evaluation of these approaches. We discovered that while

DL in SE has been successfully applied to many SE tasks, there are common pitfalls and

details that are critical to the components of learning that are often omitted. Therefore,

in addition to our taxonomy that describes how the components of learning have been

addressed, we provide insight into components that are often omitted, alongside strategies

for avoiding such omissions. As a result, this paper provides the SE community with im-

portant guidelines for applying DL models that address issues such as sampling bias, data

snooping, and over- and under-fitting of models. Finally, we provide an online appendix

with all of our data and results to facilitate reproducability and encourage contributions

from the community to continue to taxonomize DL4SE research2 [384].

2http://wm-semeru.github.io/dl4se/
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3.1 Research Question Synthesis

1) Unknown Target 
Function
𝑓: 𝑥 → 𝑦

2) Training Examples (Data)
𝑥!,𝑦! … 𝑥",𝑦"

3) Learning 
Algorithm

𝓐

5) Final Hypothesis
𝑔(𝑥) ≈ 𝑓(𝑥)

4) Hypothesis Set
𝓗

Figure 3.1: The Components of Learning

The synthesis and generation of research

questions (RQs) is an essential step to any

systematic literature review (SLR). In or-

der to study the intersection of DL & SE,

our intention was to formulate RQs that

would naturally result in the derivation of

a taxonomy of the surveyed research, es-

tablish coherent guidelines for applying DL

to SE tasks, and address common pitfalls

when implementing these complex models. Therefore, in order to properly accomplish

these tasks and frame our review, we centered the synthesis of our RQs on the components

of learning [22], which are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The components of learning are a

formalization introduced by Abu-Mostafa [22] in an effort to enumerate the conditions

for computational learning. By framing our top-level research questions according to these

components, we can ensure that that analysis component of our literature review effectively

captures the essential elements that any research project applying a deep learning-based

solution should discuss, allowing for a thorough taxonomic inspection. Given that these

components represent essential elements that should be described in any application of

computational learning, framing our research questions in this manner allows for the ex-

trapolation of observed trends related to those elements that are commonly included or

omitted from the surveyed literature. This, in turn, allows us to make informed recom-

mendations to the community related to the reproducibility of our surveyed work. In

the remainder of this section, we detail how each of our top-level research questions were

derived from the elements of learning. Note that, in order to perform our analysis to a

sufficient level of detail, in addition to our top-level RQs, we also define several Sub-RQs
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that allow for a deeper analysis of some of the more complex elements of learning. We

provide the full list of all the research questions at the end of this section.

3.1.1 The First Element of Learning: The Target Function

The first component of learning is an unknown target function (f : x → y), which repre-

sents the relationship between two observed phenomenon x and y. The target function is

typically tightly coupled to the task to which a learning algorithm is applied. By analyzing

the target function to be learned, one can infer the input and output of the model, the type

of learning, hypothetical features to be extracted from the data and potential applicable

architectures. To capture the essence of this component of learning we formulated the

following research question:

RQ1: What types of SE tasks have been addressed by DL-based approaches?

In understanding what SE tasks have been analyzed, we are able to naturally present

a taxonomy of what tasks have yet to be explored using a DL-based approach. We were

also able to infer why certain SE tasks may present unique challenges for DL models as

well as the target users of these DL approaches, given the SE task they address.

3.1.2 The Second Element of Learning: The (Training) Data

The second component of learning is defined by the data that is presented to a given

learning algorithm in order to learn this unknown target function. Here, we primarily

focused on studying the input and output training examples and the techniques used in DL

approaches to prepare the data for the model. An understanding of the training examples

presents greater insight into the target function while also providing further intuition about

the potential features and applicable DL architectures that can be used to extract those

features. Thus, in capturing this component of learning, we aimed to derive a taxonomy of

the data used, how it was extracted and preprocessed, and how these relate to different DL
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architectures and SE tasks. This taxonomy captures relationships between data and the

other elements of learning, illustrating effective (and ineffective) combinations for various

SE-related applications. Our intention is that this information can inform researchers of

effective combinations and potentially unexplored combinations of data/models/tasks to

guide future work. Thus, our second RQ is formulated as follows:

RQ2: How are software artifacts being extracted, prepared, and used in DL-based

approaches for SE tasks?

Given the multi-faceted nature of selecting, creating, and preprocessing data, we specifi-

cally examine three sub-research questions that explore the use of SE data in DL approaches

in depth:

• RQ2a: What types of SE data are being used?

• RQ2b: How is this data being extracted and pre-processed into formats that are con-

sumable by DL approaches?

• RQ2c: What type of exploratory data analysis is conducted to help inform model

design and training?

RQ2a explores the different types of data that are being used in DL-based approaches.

Given the plethora of different software artifacts currently stored in online repositories,

it is important to know which of those artifacts are being analyzed and modeled. RQ2b

examines how data is being extracted and pre-processed into a format that a DL model

can appropriately consume. The results of this RQ will enumerate the potential tools

and techniques to mine different types of data for various DL applications within SE.

Additionally, the representation of data is often dependent on the DL architecture and

its ability to extract features from that representation, which lends importance to the

discussion of the relationship between DL architectures and the data they process. RQ2c

investigates what type of exploratory data analysis is conducted to help inform model
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design and training. In order to perform effectively, DL models typically require large-

scale datasets, and the quality of the learned hypothesis is a product of the quality of

data from which the model learns. Therefore, since the quality of a given DL model

is often directly associated with its data, we examined how research performed (or didn’t

perform) various analyses to avoid common data- related pitfalls recognized by the ML/DL

community, including sampling bias and data snooping.

3.1.3 The Third & Fourth Elements of Learning: The Learning Algorithm

& Hypothesis Set

Next, we jointly examine both the third and fourth components of learning, the learning

algorithm and hypothesis set, in a single research question due to their highly interconnected

nature. The learning algorithm is a mechanism that navigates the hypothesis set in order

to best fit a given model to the data. The learning algorithm typically consists of a

numeric process that uses a probability distribution over the input data to appropriately

approximate the optimal hypothesis from the hypothesis set. The hypothesis set is a set

of all hypotheses, based on the learning algorithm, to which the input can be mapped.

This set changes because it is a function of the possible outputs given the input space, and

is dependent on the learning algorithm’s ability to model those possible outputs. Taken

together the learning algorithm and the hypothesis set are referred to as the learning model,

thus, our third RQ is formulated as follows:

RQ3: What deep learning models are used to support SE tasks?

Given the various types of DL model architectures and optimization techniques that may

be applicable to various SE tasks, we examine RQ3 through the lens of three sub-RQs,

which address the aforementioned attributes of the learning model individually.

• RQ3a: What types of model architectures are used to perform automated feature

engineering of the data related to various SE tasks?
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• RQ3b: What learning algorithms and training processes are used in order to optimize

the models?

• RQ3c: What methods are employed to combat over- and under-fitting of the models?

Firstly, RQ3a explores the different types of model architectures that are used to perform

automated feature engineering of different SE artifacts for various SE tasks. As part of

the analysis of this RQ we also examine how the type of architecture chosen to model a

particular target function relates to the types of features that are being extracted from the

data. Secondly, RQ3b examines the different learning algorithms and training processes

that are used to optimize various DL models. As part of this analysis, we explore a variety

of different learning algorithms whose responsibility is to properly capture the hypothesis

set for the given input space. The different optimization algorithms and training processes

used to tune the weights of the model are an important step for finding the target hypothesis

that best represents the data. Lastly, RQ3c analyses the methods used to combat over-

and under-fitting. Our intention with this RQ is to understand the specific methods (or

lack thereof) used in SE research to combat over- or under-fitting, and the successes and

shortcomings of such techniques.

3.1.4 The Fifth Element of Learning: The Final Hypothesis

Our fourth RQ addresses the component of learning known as the final hypothesis, which

is the target function learned by the model that is used to predict aspects of previously

unseen data points. In essence, in order to investigate this component of learning in

the context of SE applications, we examine the effectiveness of the learned hypothesis as

reported according to a variety of metrics across different SE tasks. Our intention with

this analysis is to provide an indication of the advantages of certain data selection and

processing pipelines, DL architectures, and training processes that have been successful

for certain SE tasks in the past. Thus, our fourth RQ is formulated as follows:
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RQ4: How well do DL tasks perform in supporting various SE tasks?

Analyzing the effectiveness of DL applied to a wide range of SE tasks can be a difficult

undertaking due to the variety of different metrics and evolving evaluation settings used

in different contexts. Thus we examined two primary aspects of the literature as sub-RQs

in order to provide a holistic illustration of DL effectiveness in SE research:

• RQ4a: What “baseline” techniques are used to evaluate DL models and what bench-

marks are used for these comparisons?

• RQ4b: How is the impact or automatization of DL approaches measured and in what

way do these models promote generalizability?

Understanding the metrics used to quantify the comparison between DL approaches is

important for informing future work regarding methods for best measuring the efficacy of

newly proposed techniques. Thus, RQ4a explores trade-offs related to model complexity

and accuracy. In essence, we examine applications of DL architectures through the lens of

the Occam’s Razor Principal, which states that “the least complex model that is able to

learn the target function is the one that should be implemented” [309]. We attempted to

answer this overarching RQ by first delineating the baseline techniques that are used to

evaluate new DL models and identifying what metrics are used in those comparisons. An

evaluation that contains a comparison with a baseline approach, or even non-learning based

solution, is important for determining the increased effectiveness of applying a new DL

framework. RQ4b examines how DL-based approaches are impacting the automatization of

SE tasks through measures of their effectiveness and in what ways these models generalize

to practical scenarios, as generalizability of DL approaches in SE is vital for their usability.

For instance, if a state-of-the-art DL approach is only applicable within a narrowly defined

set of circumstances, then there may still be room for improvement.
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3.1.5 Analyzing Trends Across RQs

Our last RQ encompasses all of the components of learning by examining the extent to

which our analyzed body of literature properly accounts for and describes each element of

learning. In essence, such an analysis explores the potential reproducibility & replicability

(or lack thereof) of DL applied to solve or automate various SE tasks. Therefore, our final

RQ is formulated as follows:

RQ5: What common factors contribute to the difficulty when reproducing or repli-

cating DL4SE studies?

Our goal with this RQ is to identify common DL components which may be absent

or underdescribed in our surveyed literature. In particular, we examined both the repro-

ducibility and replicability of our primary studies as they relate to the sufficient presence

or absence of descriptions of the elements of computational learning. Reproducibility is

defined as the ability to take the exact same model with the exact same dataset from a

primary study and produce the same results [2]. Conversely, replicability is defined as the

process of following the methodology described in the primary study such that a similar

implementation can be generated and applied in the same or different contexts [2]. The

results of this RQ will assist the SE community in understanding what factors are be-

ing insufficiently described or omitted from approach descriptions, leading to difficulty in

reproducing or replicating a given approach.

Lastly, given the analysis we perform as part of RQ5 we derive a set of guidelines that

both enumerate methods for properly applying DL techniques to SE tasks, and advocate for

clear descriptions of the various different elements of learning. These guidelines start with

the identification of the SE task to be studied and provide a step by step process through

evaluating the new DL approach. Due to the high variability of DL approaches and the SE

tasks they are applied to, we synthesized these steps to be flexible and generalizable. In

addition, we provide checkpoints throughout this process that address common pitfalls or
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mistakes that future SE researchers can avoid when implementing these complex models.

Our hope is that adhering to these guidelines will lead to future DL approaches in SE with

an increased amount of clarity and replicability/reproducibility.

3.1.6 Research Questions At-a-Glance

We provide our full set of research questions below:

• RQ1: What types of SE tasks have been addressed by DL-based approaches?

• RQ2: How are software artifacts being extracted, prepared, and used in DL-based

approaches for SE tasks?

– RQ2a: What types of SE data are being used?

– RQ2b: How is this data being extracted and pre-processed into formats that are con-

sumable by DL approaches?

– RQ2c: What type of exploratory data analysis is conducted to help inform model design

and training?

• RQ3: What deep learning models are used to support SE tasks?

– RQ3a: What types of model architectures are used to perform automated feature engi-

neering of the data related to various SE tasks?

– RQ3b: What learning algorithms and training processes are used in order to optimize

the models?

– RQ3c: What methods are employed to combat over- and under-fitting of the models?

• RQ4: How well do DL tasks perform in supporting various SE tasks?

– RQ4a: What “baseline” techniques are used to evaluate DL models and what bench-

marks are used for these comparisons?

– RQ4b: How is the impact or automatization of DL approaches measured and in what

way do these models promote generalizability?

• RQ5: What common factors contribute to the difficulty when reproducing or

replicating DL studies in SE?
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Note: For this dissertation, I have decided to only include the results from the research

questions that apply to this dissertation. Specifically, only RQ1, RQ3, and RQ4.

3.2 RQ1: What types of SE tasks have been addressed by

DL-based approaches?

This RQ explores and quantifies the different applications of DL approaches to help im-

prove or automate various SE tasks. Out of the 128papers we analyzed for this SLR, we

identified 23 separate SE tasks where a DL-based approach had been applied. Figure 3.2

provides a visual breakdown of how many SE tasks we found within these 128primary

studies across a 10 year period. Unsurprisingly, there was very little work done between

the years of 2009 and 2014. However, even after the popularization of DL techniques

brought about by results achieved by approaches such as AlexNet [217], it took the SE

community nearly ≈ 3 years to begin exploring the use of DL techniques for SE tasks.

This also coincides with the offering and popularization of DL frameworks such as Py-

Torch and TensorFlow. The first SE tasks to use a DL technique were those of Source

Code Generation, Code Comprehension, Source Code Retrieval & Traceability, Bug-Fixing

Processes, and Feature Location. Each of these tasks uses source code as their primary

form of data. Source code served as a natural starting point for applications of DL tech-

niques given the interest in large scale mining of open source software repositories in the

research community, and relative availability of large-scale code datasets to researchers.

Access to a large amount of data and a well-defined task is important for DL4SE, since

in order for DL to have an effective application two main components are needed: i) a

large-scale dataset of data to support the training of multi-parameter models capable of

extracting complex representations and ii) a task that can be addressed with some type

of predictable target. One of the major benefits of DL implementations is the ability for

automatic feature extraction. However, this requires data associated with the predicted

target variable.
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Figure 3.2: Papers published per year according to SE task. Note that a single paper
can be associated with multiple SE Tasks.

It was not until 2017 that DL was used extensively in solving SE tasks as shown in

Figure 3.2, with a large increase in the number of papers, more than doubling over the

previous year from 9 to 25. During this period, the set of target SE tasks also grew to

become more diverse, including tasks such as Code Smell Detection, Software Security, and

Software Categorization. However, there are three main SE tasks that have remained the

most active across the years: Code Comprehension, Source Code Retrieval & Traceability,

and Program Synthesis. The most popular of the three being Program Synthesis, compos-

ing a total of 22 papers out of the 128we collected. We suspect that a variety of reasons

contribute to the multiple applications of DL in program synthesis. First and foremost, is

that the accessibility to data is more prevalent. Program synthesis is trained using a set of

input-output examples. This makes for accessible, high quality training data, since one can

train the DL model to generate a program, given a set of existing or curated specifications.

The second largest reason is the clear mapping between training examples and a target

programs. Given that it has proven difficult to engineer effective features that are capable

to predict or infer programs, DL techniques are able to take advantage of the structured
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Table 3.1: SE Task Taxonomy
SE Task Papers

Code Comprehension [232, 50, 296, 171, 223, 27, 26, 335, 275, 406, 266, 411, 185, 153]
Souce Code Generation [204, 172, 390, 152, 84, 346, 311, 143, 281, 107]

Source Code Retrieval & Traceability [88, 156, 151, 115, 219, 82, 27, 404, 395]
Source Code Summarization [88, 373, 28, 362, 404, 185]

Bug-Fixing Process [228, 276, 115, 219, 157, 159, 406, 249, 362, 301, 237, 188, 414]
Code Smells [248, 26, 251, 362, 260, 353, 130]

Software Testing [252, 149, 106, 337, 253, 413, 419]
Non Code Related Software Artifacts [193, 333, 94, 96, 95, 186, 224]

Clone Detection [235, 387, 327, 142, 246, 363, 417, 408, 411, 295, 68]
Software Energy Metrics [322]

Program Synthesis [144, 71, 412, 117, 344, 277, 312, 247,
42, 119, 67, 202, 91, 173, 36, 424, 336,
125, 126, 238, 294, 45]

Image To Structured Representation [114, 84, 268]
Software Security [163, 421, 83, 142, 165, 110, 132]
Program Repair [56, 376, 165, 366, 249, 157, 159, 389]

Software Reliability / Defect Prediction [379, 386, 380, 111, 180, 255]
Feature Location [104]

Developer Forum Analysis [85, 399, 240, 378, 153]
Program Translation [92]

Software Categorization [65, 66]
Compilers [205]

Code Location Within Media [287, 415]
Developer Intention Mining [186]
Software Resource Control [161, 224]

nature of this problem and extracting effective hierarchical representations. We display

the full taxonomy in Table 3.1, which associates the cited primary study paired with its

respective SE task.

3.2.1 Results of Exploratory Data Analysis

In performing our exploratory data analysis, we derived two primary findings. First, it is

clear that SE researchers apply DL techniques to a diverse set of tasks, as 70% of our derived

SE task distribution was comprised of distinct topics that were evenly distributed (≈ 3-

5%). Our second finding is that the SE task was the most informative feature we extracted

(≈ 4.04B), meaning that it provides the highest level of discriminatory power in predicting

the other features (e.g., elements of learning) related to a given study. In particular,

we found that SE tasks had strong correlations to data (1.51B), the loss function used

(1.14B) and the architecture employed (1.11B). This suggests that there are DL framework
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components that are better suited to address specific SE tasks, as authors clearly chose to

implement certain combinations of DL techniques associated with different SE tasks. For

example, we found that SE tasks such as program synthesis, source code generation and

program repair were highly correlated with the preprocessing technique of tokenization.

Additionally, we discovered that the SE tasks of source code retrieval and source code

traceability were highly correlated with the preprocessing technique of neural embeddings.

When we analyzed the type of architecture employed, we found that code comprehension,

prediction of software repository metadata, and program repair were highly correlated

with both recurrent neural networks and encoder-decoder models. When discussing some

of the less popular architectures we found that clone detection was highly correlated with

siamese deep learning models and security related tasks were highly correlated with deep

reinforcement learning models. Throughout the remaining RQs, we look to expand upon

the associations we find to better assist software engineers in choosing the most appropriate

DL components to build their approach.

3.2.2 Opportunities for Future Work

Although the applications of DL-based approaches to SE related tasks is apparent, there

are many research areas of interest in the SE community as shown in ICSE’20’s topics of

interest3 that DL has not been used for. Many of these topics have no readily apparent

applicability for a DL-based solution. Still, some potentially interesting topics that seem

well suited or positioned to benefit from DL-based techniques have yet to be explored

by the research community or are underrepresented. Topics of this unexplored nature

include software performance, program analysis, cloud computing, human aspects of SE,

parallel programming, feature location, defect prediction and many others. Some possible

reasons certain SE tasks have yet to gain traction in DL-related research is likely due to

the following:
3https://conf.researchr.org/track/icse-2020/icse-2020-papers#Call-for-Papers
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• There is a lack of available, “clean” data in order to support such DL techniques;

• The problem itself is not well-defined, such that a DL model would struggle to be

effectively trained and optimized;

• No current architectures are adequately fit to be used on the available data.

We believe that one possible research interest could be in the application of new DL

models toward commonly explored SE tasks. For example, a DL model that is gaining

popularity is the use of transformers, such as BERT, to represent sequential data [118].

It is possible that models such as this could be applied to topics related to clone detec-

tion and program repair. There is sufficient exploration in the use of DL within these

topics to determine if these new architectures would be able to create a more meaningful

representation of the data when compared to their predecessors.

Researchers have applied DL techniques to a diverse set of tasks, wherein program
synthesis, code comprehension, and source code generation are the most preva-
lent. The SE task targeted by a given study is typically a strong indicator of the
other details regarding the other components of learning, suggesting that certain
SE tasks are better suited to certain combinations of these components. Our
associative rule learning analysis showed a strong correlation amongst SE task,
data type, preprocessing techniques, loss function used and DL architecture im-
plemented, indicating that the SE task is a strong signifier of what other details
about the approach are present. While there has been a recent wealth of work on
DL4SE, there are still underrepresented topics that should be considered by the
research community, including different topics in software testing and program
analysis.

Summary of Results for RQ1:

3.3 RQ3: What Deep Learning Models are Used to Support

SE Tasks?

In RQ2 we investigated how different types of SE data were used, preprocessed, and ana-

lyzed for use in DL techniques. In this section, we shift our focus to the two key compo-
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Figure 3.3: DL Model Taxonomy & Type Distribution
nents of DL models: the architecture and the learning algorithm. The type of architecture

selected for use in a DL application reveals key aspects of the types of features that re-

searchers hope to model for a given SE task. Thus, we aim to empirically determine if

certain architectures pair with specific SE tasks. Additionally, we aim to explore the di-

versity of the types of architectures used across different SE tasks and whether or not

idiosyncrasies between architectures might be important when considering the specific SE

task at hand. We also examined how various architectures are used in conjunction with

different learning or optimization algorithms. Specifically, we aimed to create a taxonomy

of different learning algorithms and determine if there was a correlation between the DL

architectures, the learning algorithms and the SE tasks.

3.3.1 RQ3A: What types of model architectures are used to perform

automated feature engineering of the data related to various SE

tasks?

In this section, we discuss the different types of DL models software engineers are using to

address SE tasks. Figure 3.3 illustrates the various different DL architecture types that we
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extracted from our selected studies. We observe seven major architecture types: Recurrent

Neural Networks (≈ 45%), Encoder-Decoder Models (≈ 22%), Convolutional Neural Net-

works (≈ 21%), Feed-Forward Neural Networks (FNNs) (≈ 13%), AutoEncoders (≈ 8%),

Siamese Neural Networks (≈ 5%), as well as a subset of other custom, highly tailored ar-

chitectures. We observe an additional level of diversity within each of these different types

of architectures with Encoder-Decoder models illustrating the most diversity, followed by

RNNs and the tailored techniques. The diversity of Encoder-Decoder models is expected,

as this type of model is, in essence, a combination of two distinct model types, and is there-

fore extensible to a range of different combinations and hence architectural variations. The

variance in RNNs is also logical. RNNs excel in modeling sequential data since the archi-

tecture is formulated such that a weight matrix is responsible for representing the features

between the sequence of inputs [150], making them suitable to source code. Given that one

of the most popular SE data types is source code which is inherently sequential data, the

varied application of RNNS is expected. We also observe a number of architectures, such

as Graph Neural Networks, that are specifically tailored for given SE tasks. For instances,

graph-based neural networks have been adapted to better model the complex structural

relationships between code entities.

Figure 3.4 delineates the prevalence of various different types of architectures according

to the SE tasks to which they are applied. The popularity of our identified techniques

closely mirrors their diversity. Examining this data, we find that RNNs are the most

prevalent architectures, followed by Encoder-Decoder models, CNNs, and FNNs. The

prevalence of RNNs is not surprising given the prevalence of source code as a utilized

data type, as discussed above. The flexibility of Encoder-Decoder models is also expected

as they excel at understanding and “translating” between parallel sets of sequential data,

which is a common scenario in SE data (e.g., code and natural language). The encoder’s

responsibility is to translate the raw data into a latent representation that the decoder is

capable of understanding and decoding into the target. Therefore, since neural embeddings

were such a popular preprocessing technique for data formatting and preparation, it aligns
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Figure 3.4: DL Architectures by the Task
with the high prevalence of the encoder-decoder DL architecture. CNNs serve as the most

popular architectures for processing visual data, such as images, and hence are popular for

visual SE data.

In addition to the prevalence, we observed certain trends between the DL architecture

utilized and the corresponding SE task, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. As expected, most

of the SE tasks having to do with source code generation, analysis, synthesis, traceability,

and repair make use of RNNs and encoder-decoder models. Likewise, SE tasks involving

the use of images or media data have CNNs commonly applied to them.

We also observed some pertinent trends related to some of the less popular types

of DL architectures, including: siamese networks, deep belief networks, Graph Neural

Networks (GNNs) and auto-encoders. While these architectures have only been applied

to a few taszks it is important to note that they have only recently gained prominence

and become accessible outside of ML/DL research communities. It is possible that such

architectures can highlight orthogonal features of SE data that other architectures may

struggle to observe. For example, the use of GNNs may better capture the structure or
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control flow of code or possibly the transition to different mobile screens within a mobile

application. There may also be an opportunity for the use of Siamese networks in software

categorization, as they have been shown to classify data into unique classes accurately

based only on a few examples [327]. One notable absence from our identified architecture

types is deep reinforcement learning, signaling its relative lack of adoption within the SE

community. Deep reinforcement learning excels at modeling decision-making tasks. One

could argue that deep reinforcement learning is highly applicable to a range of SE tasks

that can be modeled as decisions frequently made by developers. This is a fairly open

area of DL in SE that has not been sufficiently explored. The only type of SE task that

had an application of Reinforcement Learning was related to program verification. In this

paper the authors propose an approach that constructs the structural external memory

representation of a program. They then train the approach to make multi-step decisions

with an autoregressive model, querying the external memory using an attention mechanism.

Then, the decision at each step generates subparts of the loop invariant [337].

In addition to the discussion around the DL architectures and their relations to partic-

ular SE tasks, it is also important to understand trends related to the explicit and implicit

features extracted from these different architectures. As we discuss in Section for (RQ2B)4,

it is common for data to be fed into DL models only after being subjected to certain prepro-

cessing steps. However, in supervised learning, once that data has been preprocessed, the

DL model automatically extracts implicit features from the preprocessed data in order to

associate those features with a label or classification. In unsupervised learning, the model

extracts implicit features from the preprocessed data and groups similar datum together as

a form of classification. We refer to the preprocessing steps as highlighting certain explicit

features, since these steps frequently perform dimensionality reduction while maintaining

important features. In our analysis we found the most common techniques for highlighting

explicit features to be tokenization, abstraction, neural embeddings and vectorizing latent

representations. These techniques attempt to highlight explicit features that are uniquely
4Section omitted for dissertation
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Figure 3.5: DL Architectures by Data Type
tailored to the data being analyzed. Once the data is fed into the model itself, the model is

responsible for extracting implicit features to learn a relationship between the input data

and target function. The extraction of explicit and implicit features dramatically impacts a

DL model’s ability to represent a target function, which can be used to predict unobserved

data points.

Figure 3.5 shows a breakdown of DL architectures by the type of data to which they

are applied. This relationship between data and architecture is important since the ar-

chitecture is partially responsible for the type of implicit features being extracted. For

example, images and other visual data are commonly represented with a CNN. This is be-

cause CNNs are particularly proficient at modeling the spatial relationships of pixel-based

data. We also discovered a strong correlation between RNNs and sequential data such

as source code, natural language and program input-output examples. This correlation

is expected due to RNNs capturing implicit features relating to the sequential nature of

data. The models are able to capture temporal dependencies between text and source

code tokens. Another correlation we observed was the use of CNNs for visual data or data

which requires dimensionality reduction. This included the data types of images, videos,
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and even natural language and source code. CNNs have the ability to reduce features

within long sequential data which makes them useful for tasks involving sentiment analy-

sis or summarization. We also observed less popular combinations such as the use of deep

belief networks (DBNs) for defect prediction [379]. Here, a DBN is used to learn semantic

features of token vectors from a program’s AST graph to better predict defects. A DBN

can be a useful architecture in this situation due to its ability to extract the necessary

semantic features from a tokenized vector of source code tokens. Those features are then

used within their prediction models to drastically increase performance.

3.3.1.1 Results of Exploratory Data Analysis

In our exploratory data analysis, we found that SE tasks greatly influence the architecture

adopted in an approach. The mutual information value between the features of a SE task

and a DL architecture is 1.11B. We also note that the SE research landscape has primarily

focused on SE tasks that consist primarily of text-based data, including source code. This

helps to explain why RNNs are used in ≈ 45% of the papers analyzed in this SLR. The

encoder-decoder architecture was also seen frequently (≈ 22% of papers), which generally

makes use of RNNs.

3.3.1.2 Opportunities for Future Work

We were able to correlate different DL architectures with particular SE tasks and data

types, primarily due to the fact that a given architecture is typically suited for a specific

type of implicit feature engineering. However, there exists a fundamental problem in

the ability of current research to validate and quantify these implicit features the model

is extracting. This leads to decreased transparency in DL models, which in turn, can

impact their practical applicability and deployment for real problems. Thus, there exists

an open research problem related to being able to explain how a given model was capable of

predicting the target function, specifically as it relates to SE data [409, 403, 34, 147, 394].

While interpretability is a broader issue for the DL community, insights into implicit feature
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engineering specifically for SE data would be beneficial for DL4SE work. It is necessary

for developers to understand what complex hierarchical features are used by the model for

this prediction. This could demystify their ability to correctly predict the output for a

given input datum.

The ability to increase the interpretability of DL4SE solution also contributes toward

the novel field of SE4DL, where SE methods are applied to the creation, sustainability

and maintenance of DL software. The ability to interpret DL based solutions could help

to create more complete testing suites for DL based software. This paradigm becomes

even more important as new and innovative DL architectures are being developed. The

SE community could take inspiration from the recent success in the NLP community on

developing benchmarks for explainability [318]. Peeling back the "black box" nature of

DL models should allow for an analysis on the integrity of the learning algorithms and an

ability to better understand and build usable tools around their predictions.

Our analysis revealed seven major types of DL architectures that have been used
in work on DL4SE including: Recurrent Neural Networks (≈ 45%), Encoder-
Decoder Models (≈ 22%), Convolutional Neural Networks (≈ 21%), Feed-Forward
Neural Networks (≈ 13%), AutoEncoders (≈ 8%), Siamese Neural Networks
(≈ 5%), as well as a subset of other custom, highly tailored architectures. RNNs
and Encoder-Decoder models were both the most prevalent architecture used in
our surveyed studies and the most diverse in terms of their varying configura-
tions. We also discovered strong correlations between particular DL architectures
to data types. For example, we found that architectures capable of capturing
temporal differences within sequential data are used to study source code, natu-
ral language, repository metadata and program input-output examples. Likewise,
architectures capable of capturing spatial and structural features from data have
been used to study images, bug reports and program structures (ASTs, CFGs,
etc.).

Summary of Results for RQ3A:
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3.3.2 RQ3B: What learning algorithms and training processes are used

in order to optimize the models?

In addition to the variety of DL models that can be used within a DL-based approach, the

way in which the model is trained can also vary. To answer RQ3B we aimed to analyze

the learning algorithms used in three primary ways: according to (i) the manner in which

the weights of the model are updated, (ii) the overall error calculation, and (iii) by the

optimization algorithm, which governs the parameters of the learning algorithm as training

progresses. Learning algorithms that have been defined in ML/DL research are typically

used in an “off-the-shelf” manner, without any alteration or adjustment, in the context of

SE research. This is likely a result of researchers in SE being primarily interested in DL

applications, rather than the intricacies of learning algorithms.

In terms of the process for adjusting weights, the most prevalent technique employed

among our analyzed studies was the incorporation of the gradient descent algorithm. The

breakdown of learning algorithms throughout our SLR are as follows: We found ≈ 76% of

the primary studies used some version of gradient descent to train their DL model. The

remaining studies used gradient ascent ≈ 2%, or policy based learning ≈ 2%. Other studies

did not explicitly specify their learning algorithm in the paper ≈ 18%. Our exploratory

data analysis revealed that papers published in recent years (2018 and 2019) have begun

to employ learning algorithms that differ from gradient descent, such as reward policies or

gradient ascent.

Our analysis reveled that there are a variety of ways that DL-based implementations

calculate error. However, we did find that a majority of the papers we analyzed used cross

entropy as their loss function ≈ 20%, which was most commonly paired with gradient

descent algorithms. Other common loss functions that were used with gradient descent

algorithms were negative log likelihood (≈ 9%), maximum log likelihood (≈ 9%), and

cosine loss (≈ 2%). There were a number of papers which did not provide any indication

about the loss function within their learning algorithm (≈ 42%). We did find that when
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the primary study was not using gradient descent as a way to adjust the weights associated

with the DL model, the error functions used became a lot more diverse. For example, the

work done by Ellis et al. learned to infer graphical programs from deep learning hand-

drawn images. They used gradient ascent rather than descent as their learning algorithm

and also used surrogate likelihood function as a way to calculate the error of the model

[126]. We found that approaches that implement reinforcement algorithms are based on a

developed policy, which calculates the error associated with the action taken by the model

and adjusts the weights.

Lastly, we examined the use of optimization algorithms to determine if there were any

relevant patterns. We discovered that the choice of optimization algorithm is somewhat

agnostic to the model, the weight adjustment algorithm and the error function. In many

cases, the optimization algorithm was not reported within the primary study (≈ 53% of the

time). However, we did analyze the papers that provided this information and identified

four major optimization algorithms: Adagrad (3) , AdaDelta (3), RMSprop (11), and

Adam (30). Below, we briefly address each optimization algorithm in order to point out

potential situations in which they should be used.

Adagrad is an algorithm that adapts the learning rate based on the impact that the

parameters have on classification. When a particular parameter is frequently involved

in classification across multiple inputs, the amount of adjustment to those parameters is

lower. Likewise, when the parameter is only associated with infrequent features, then the

adjustment to that parameter is relatively high [124]. A benefit of AdaGrad is that it

removes the need for manual adjustment of the learning rates. However, the technique

that AdaGrad calculates the degree by which it should adjust the parameters is using

an accumulation the sum of the squared gradients. This can lead to summations of the

gradient that are too large, often requiring an extremely small learning rate.

AdaDelta was formulated out of AdaGrad in order to combat the gradient size problem.

Rather than consider all the sums of the past squared gradients, AdaDelta only considers

the sum of the past squared gradients limited to a fixed size. Additionally, this optimization
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algorithm does not require a default learning rate as it is defined by an exponentially

decaying average of the calculated squared gradients up to a fixed size [410].

RMSprop is the next optimization algorithm, however, this algorithm has not been

published or subjected to peer review. This algorithm was developed by Hinton et al. and

follows the similar logic of AdaDelta. The way in which RMSprop battles the diminishing

learning rates that AdaGrad generates is by dividing the learning rate by the recent average

of the squared gradients. The only difference is that AdaDelta uses the root means squared

error in the numerator as a factor that contributes to the adjustment of the learning rate

where RMSprop does not.

Adam, the last of our optimization algorithms discussed, also calculates and uses the

exponentially decaying average of past squared gradients similar to AdaDelta and RM-

Sprop. However, the optimization algorithm also calculates the exponentially decaying

average of the past gradients. Keeping this average dependent on gradients rather than

just the squared gradients allows Adam to introduce a term which mimics the momentum

of how the learning rate is moving. It can increase the rate at which the learning rate is

optimized [207].

3.3.2.1 Results of Exploratory Data Analysis

We found that the loss function is correlated to the chosen technique to combat overfitting

with a mutual dependence of 1.00B. However, the SE community omits reporting the loss

function in ≈ 33% of the papers we analyzed. Additionally, the loss function is correlated

to SE task with a mutual dependence of 1.14B

3.3.2.2 Opportunities for Future Work

A consequential highlight of our analysis of employed learning algorithms was the lack of

data available from the primary studies. However, we did find a strong correlation between

certain loss functions paired to specific learning algorithms. One aspect we believe could

provide vital insight into the DL process is an analysis regarding how learning algorithms
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affect the parameters of the model for certain types of data. It would not only be important

to study the type of data that learning algorithms and loss functions are associated with,

but also what preprocessing techniques influence the learning algorithms and loss functions

chosen. It is possible that some loss functions and learning algorithms are more efficient

when applied to data that has been subjected to a particular preprocessing technique.

Finding the optimal pairing of loss function and learning algorithm for an architecture/data

pair remains an open problem.

Our analysis revealed four different techniques for updating the weights of the DL
models, with the large majority making use of gradient descent. We found four
major techniques that were utilized for calculating error, including cross entropy
≈ 20%, negative log likelihood ≈ 9%, maximum log likelihood ≈ 9%, and cosine
loss ≈ 2%– with cross entropy being the most prevalent. Finally, we observed the
use of four major optimization algorithms, including Adagrad (3) , AdaDelta (3),
RMSprop (11), and Adam (30).

Summary of Results for RQ3B:

3.3.3 RQ3C: What methods are employed to combat over- and under-

fitting?

Two potential problems associated with the use of any type of learning based approach,

whether that be canonical machine learning or deep learning, are overfitting and underfit-

ting. Both of these issues are related to the notion of generalization, i.e., how well does

a trained ML/DL model perform on unseen data. Overfitting is the process of a model

learning to fit the training data extremely well, yet not being able to generalize to unseen

data, and hence is a poor approximation of the actual target function to be learned [351].

Underfitting is typically described as the scenario in which a given model incurs a high

error rate on a training set. This can occur when the model lacks the necessary complex-

ity, is overly constrained, or has not had the sufficient training iterations to appropriately

approximate the target function. For RQ3C , we are primarily interested in the specific
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Figure 3.6: Overfitting and Underfitting Overview
methods employed by researchers to combat these two problems in the context of SE

tasks.

Figure 3.6 provides an overview of some general methods used to combat overfitting and

underfitting5. The figure also addresses what parts of an ML/DL approach are affected

by these techniques. As illustrated, there are three main types of regularization. The

first regularizes the model, which includes things such as adding Dropout layers [340] or

Batch Normalization [191]. The second regularizes the data itself, either through adding

more data or cleaning the data already extracted. The third type of regularization is

applied to the training process, which modifies the loss function with L1 regularization,

L2 regularization or incorporates early stop training.

As outlined in [22], the use of a validation set is a commonly used method for detecting

if a model is overfitting or underfitting to the data, which is why it is very common to split

data into training, validation and evaluation sets. The splitting of data helps to ensure that

the model is capable of classifying unseen data points. This can be done in parallel with

a training procedure, to ensure that overfitting is not occurring. We see cross-validation

in ≈ 11% papers we analyzed. However, other potentially more effective techniques were

seen less frequently.
5Generated through an analysis of the following sources:

https://elitedatascience.com/overfitting-in-machine-learning,
https://hackernoon.com/memorizing-is-not-learning-6-tricks-to-prevent-overfitting-in-machine-learning-820b091dc42,
https://towardsdatascience.com/dont-overfit-how-to-prevent-overfitting-in-your-deep-learning-models-63274e552323,
https://elitedatascience.com/bias-variance-tradeoff
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We aimed to determine if a given SE task had any relationship with the methods

employed to prevent over/under-fitting. Figure 3.7 analyzes the relationship between DL

approaches and the techniques that combat overfitting. This figure shows that there are

some techniques that are much more commonly applied to SE tasks than others. For

example, dropout (≈ 32%) was the most commonly used regularization technique and

is used in a variety of DL approaches that address different SE tasks, followed by data

cleaning (≈ 14%), L1/L2 regularization (≈ 15%), and early stopping (≈ 13%). Dropout is

one of the most popular regularization techniques because of its effectiveness and ease of

implementation. Dropout randomly blocks signals from a node within a layer of the neural

network with a certain probability determined by the researcher. This ensures that a single

node doesn’t overwhelmingly determine the classification of a given data point. We also

observed a number of custom methods that were employed. These methods are configured

to address the specific neural network architecture or data type being used. For example, in

Sun et al. [344], they encourage diversity in the behavior of generated programs by giving a

higher sampling rate to the perception primitives that have higher entropy over K different

initial states. In Delvin et al. [117] they perform multiple techniques to combat overfitting

which include the even sampling of the dataset during training and ensuring that each I/O

grid of every example is unique. In addition to the aforementioned techniques, we found a

subset of more unique approaches including the use of deep reinforcement learning instead

of supervised learning [373], gradient clipping, lifelong learning [144], modification of the

loss function [67], pretraining [373, 337], and ensemble modeling [193].

We also analyzed the relationships between techniques to combat over/under-fitting,

and the underlying data type that a given model operated upon. We observed similar

patterns in that there are a variety of techniques to combat overfitting regardless of the data

type. The only exception to this pattern was seen when analyzing natural language, where

L1/L2 regularization was predominately used. Figure 3.7 illustrates that the techniques

used to combat overfitting do not have a strong association with the SE task. Therefore, we

observe that a range of different techniques are applicable across many different contexts.
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One of the more concerning trends that we observed is the number of papers catego-

rized into the Did Not Discuss (≈ 19%) category. Given the importance of combating

overfitting when applying a DL approach, it is troublesome that so many primary studies

did not mention these techniques. We hope that our observation of this trend signals the

importance of recording such information.

Combating underfitting is a more complex process, as there aren’t a well-defined set of

standard techniques that are typically applied. One method that can be used to combat

underfitting is searching for the optimal capacity of a given model. The optimal capacity

is the inflection point where the model starts to overfit to the training data and performs

worse on the unseen validation set. One technique for achieving this optimal capacity

include maximizing training time while monitoring performance on validation data. Other

techniques include the use of a more complex model or a model better suited for the

target function, which can be determined by varying the number of neurons, varying the

number of layers, using different DL architectures, pretraining the model, and pruning the

search space. From our SLR, the most commonly used underfitting techniques applied

were pruning the search space of the model [202, 91], curriculum training [412, 312, 91]

and pretraining [373, 337]. We found that only 6/128primary studies explicitly stated the
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implementation of an underfitting technique. This is a stark contrast to the number of

studies implementing an overfitting technique, 97/128.

Surprisingly, more than ≈ 19% of our studied papers did not discuss any techniques

used to combat overfitting or underfitting. Combating this issue is a delicate balancing act,

as attempting to prevent one can begin to cause the other if the processes are not carefully

considered. For example, having a heavily regularized learning model to prevent overfitting

to a noisy dataset can lead to an inability to learn the target function, thus causing

underfitting of the model. This is also possible while attempting to prevent underfitting.

An increase in the number of parameters within the architecture to increase the complexity

of the model can cause the model to learn a target function that is too specific to the noise

of the training data. Therefore, the incorporation of techniques to address over- and

under-fitting is crucial to the generalizability of the DL approach.

3.3.3.1 Opportunities for Future Research

Given the relative lack of discussion of techniques to combat the over- and under-fitting

observed in our studies, it is clear that additional work is needed in order to better under-

stand different mitigation techniques in the context of SE tasks and datasets, culminating

in a set of shared guidelines for the DL4SE community. In addition, more work needs to

be done to analyze and understand specialized techniques for SE tasks, data types, and

architectures. Similar to preprocessing data, the implementation of over- and underfitting

techniques are subject to a set of variables or parameters that define how they work. An

in-depth analysis on how these details and parameters change depending on the type of

SE task, architecture or data, is beyond the scope of this review. However, it would be

useful to the SE community to provide some intuition about what combination of over-

and underfitting techniques to apply and what parameters inherent to those techniques

will likely lead to beneficial results.
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Our analysis shows that dropout (≈ 32%) was the most commonly used method
to combat over/under-fitting, followed by data cleaning (≈ 14%), L1/L2 regu-
larization (≈ 15%), and early stopping (≈ 13%). Nearly 1/4 of papers did not
discuss such techniques.

Summary of Results for RQ3C :

3.4 RQ4: How well do DL tasks perform in supporting vari-

ous SE tasks?

In this RQ, we aim to explore the impact that DL4SE research has had through an exami-

nation of the effectiveness of the techniques proposed in our selected studies. we primarily

analyze metrics on a per task basis and summarize the current state of benchmarks and

baselines in DL4SE research.

3.4.1 RQ4A: What “baseline” techniques are used to evaluate DL models

and what benchmarks are used for these comparisons?

For RQ4A, we examine the baseline techniques and evaluation metrics used for comparison

in DL4SE work. In general, while we did observe the presence of some common benchmarks

for specific SE tasks, we also found that a majority of papers self-generated their own

benchmarks. We observed that baseline approaches are extremely individualized, even

within the same SE task. Some DL4SE papers do not compare against any baseline

approaches while others compare against 3-4 different models. Therefore, we included the

listing of baselines that each paper compared against in our supplemental material [384].

We found that many of the baseline approaches were canonical machine learning models or

very simple neural networks. We suspect the reason for this is in part due to DL4SE being

a relatively new field, meaning that there were not many available DL-based approaches

to compare against. As the field of DL4SE begins to mature, we expect to see a transition

to evaluations that include comparisons against previously implemented DL approaches.
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Figure 3.8: Benchmark Usage DL in SE
One somewhat troubling pattern that we observed is that many model implementations

do not include a publicly available implementation of a DL approach. This, in part, explains

why there are so many highly individualized, baseline approaches. Since researchers do not

have access to common baselines used for comparison, they are forced to implement their

own version of a baseline. The robustness of the results of such papers may suffer from

the fact that many papers did not include any information about the baselines themselves.

Additionally, a unique implementation of the same baselines could lead to confounding

results when attempting to examine purported improvements. While we expect that the

set of existing, publicly available baselines will continue to improve over time, we also

acknowledge the need for well-documented and publicly available baselines, and guidelines

that dictate their proper dissemination.

Our online appendix [384] includes a list of all the benchmarks and baselines used for

each paper within our SLR. The diversity and size of this list of benchmarks prohibited

its inclusion to the text of this manuscript. However, we recorded the number of primary

studies that used a previously curated benchmark as opposed to ones that curated their own

benchmark. We noted that there is an overwhelming number of self-generated benchmarks.
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Additionally, we classified self-generated benchmarks into those that are publicly available

and those that are not. Unfortunately, we found a majority of self-generated benchmarks

may not be available for public use. The full breakdown of benchmarks used in the primary

studies can be seen in Figure 3.8. This trend within DL4SE is worrying as there are

few instances where DL approaches can appropriately compare against one another with

available benchmarks. We hope that our online repository aids researchers by providing

them with an understanding about which benchmarks are available for an evaluation of

their approach within a specific SE task. Additionally, we urge future researchers to make

self-generated benchmarks publicly available, which will provide a much needed resource

not only for comparisons between approaches, but also for available data applicable to DL

techniques.

Although the use of previously established benchmarks was not common among our

studies, we did observe a subset of benchmarks that were used multiple times within

our primary studies. For the SE task of clone detection, we found that the dataset Big-

CloneBench [348] was used frequently to test the quality of the DL frameworks. Also,

for the task of defect prediction, we saw uses of the PROMISE dataset [330] as a way to

compare previous DL approaches that addressed defect prediction in software.

3.4.1.1 Opportunities for Future Research

The use of baselines and benchmarks in DL4SE studies, for the purpose of evaluation,

is developing into a standard practice. However, there exists a need for replicable, stan-

dardized, baseline approaches that can be used for comparison when applying a new DL

approach to a given SE task. The baseline implementations should be optimized for the

benchmark used as data for a non-biased evaluation. This requires a thorough and detailed

analysis of each published benchmark, within a specific SE task, for high quality data that

does not suffer from sampling bias, class imbalance, etc. Many of the primary studies used

a comparative approach for their evaluation, however, with a lack of standardized baselines

the evaluations are dependent on how optimized the baseline is for a particular dataset.
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This can lead to confusing or conflicting results across SE tasks. We have started to see

recent progress in the derivation and sharing of large-scale datasets with efforts such as

the CodeXGlue dataset from Microsoft [257].

Our analysis revealed a general lack of well-documented, reusable baselines or
benchmarks for work on DL4SE. A majority of the baseline techniques utilized in
the evaluations of our studied techniques were self-generated, and many are not
publicly available or reusable. While a subset of benchmark datasets do exist for
certain tasks, there is a need for well-documented and vetted benchmarks.

Summary of Results for RQ4A:

3.4.2 RQ4B: How is the impact or automatization of DL approaches

measured and in what way do these models promote generaliz-

ability?

Table 3.2 describes the distribution of metrics found in this SLR. In our analysis of utilized

metrics within work on DL4SE, we observed that the metrics chosen are often related to

the type of learning. Therefore, many of the supervised learning methods have metrics

that analyze the resulting hypothesis, such as the accuracy (≈ 46%), precision (≈ 35%),

recall (≈ 33%), or F1 measure (≈ 26%). In fact, classification metrics are reported in

≈ 74% of the papers. These metrics are used to compare the supervised learning algo-

rithms with the outputs representing the target hypothesis. Intuitively, the type of metric

chosen to evaluate the DL-based approach is dependent upon the data type and architec-

ture employed by the approach. The “other” category illustrated in Figure 3.2 is comprised

of less popular metrics including: likert scale, screen coverage, total energy consumption,

coverage of edges, ROUGE, Jaccard similarity, minimum absolute difference, cross entropy,

F-rank, top-k generalization, top-k model-guided search accuracy, Spearman’s rank correla-

tion coefficient, and confusion matrices. In addition to the use of these metrics, we found

a limited number of statistical tests to support the comparison between two approaches.

These statistical tests included: Kruskal’s γ, macro-averaged mean cost-error, Matthew’s
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correlation coefficient, and median absolute error. Surprisingly, only approximately 5% of

papers made use of statistical tests.
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Figure 3.9: Impact of DL4SE
We classified each primary study into seven categories, which represents the major

contribution of the work. The result of this inquiry can be seen in Figure 3.9. We found

three primary objectives that the implementation of a DL model is meant to address: (i)

in ≈ 43% of papers observed, a DL approach was implemented with the main goal of

increasing automation efficiency; (ii) in ≈ 24% of the papers observed, a DL approach was

implemented with the main goal of advancing or introducing a novel architecture; (iii) in

≈ 14% of the papers observed, a DL approach was implemented with the main goal of

increasing performance over a prior technique.

In addition to the primary studies major objectives, we also observed that many papers

did not analyze the complexity or generalizability of their implemented models. Thus to

examine this further, we analyzed our primary studies through the lends of Occam’s Razor

and model efficiency. A valid question for many proposed DL techniques applied to SE tasks

is whether the complexity of the model is worth the gains in effectiveness or automation for

a given task, as recent research has illustrated [139]. This concept is captured in a notion

known as Occam’s Razor. Occam’s Razor is defined by two major viewpoints: 1) "Given

two models with the same generalization error, the simpler one should be preferred because

simplicity is desirable" [121], 2) "Given two models with the same training-set error, the
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simpler one should be preferred because it is likely to have lower generalization error"

[121]. In the context of our SLR, we aimed to investigate the concept of Occam’s Razor

through analyzing whether authors considered technically “simpler” baseline techniques

in evaluating their approaches. In Figure 3.10 we break the primary studies into four

groups: 1) those that compare against less complex models and analyze the results; 2)

those that manipulate the complexity of their own model by testing a variety of layers or

nodes per layer; 3) those that perform both; 4) those that did not have any Occam’s Razor

consideration. Note that these are overlapping groupings and so the sum of papers exceeds

the number of papers in our SLR.

27, 15%

42, 23%

75, 41%

39, 21%

No Consideration Varied Model Baseline Comparison Both

Figure 3.10: Evidence of Occam’s Ra-
zor

Although a majority of the primary studies

do consider Occam’s Razor, there are still ≈ 16%

of DL4SE studies that do not consider the prin-

ciple. Without a consideration of Occam’s Ra-

zor, it is possible that a canonical machine learn-

ing model or a simple statistical based approach

could yield an optimal solution. This idea coin-

cides with the findings mentioned by Fu et al.

[139], who discovered that by applying a simpler

optimizer to fine tune an SVM they were able to outperform a DL model applied to the

same task. Fu et al. warn against the blind use of DL models without a thorough evaluation

regarding whether the DL technology is a necessary fit for the problem [139]. Interestingly,

in ≈ 23% of the primary studies, the author’s considered Occam’s Razor by adjusting the

complexity of the model being evaluated. This is done by varying the number of layers,

the number of nodes, the size of embeddings, etc. The downside to this method is that

there is no way to determine if the extraction of complex hierarchical features is more

complex than what is necessary to address the SE task. The only way to properly answer

this question is to compare against baseline approaches that are not as complex. In our

DL4SE studies, this often took the form of a comparison to a canonical ML technique.
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3.4.2.1 Results of Exploratory Data Analysis

Our exploratory data analysis revealed papers that combat overfitting, excluding data

augmentation, omit ROC or AUC evaluations with a confidence level of ≈ 0.95. This metric

is a common means by which comparisons to baseline approaches can be performed. Our

exploratory data analysis of this RQ revealed that the automation impact is correlated to

the SE task deduced from a mutual information of 0.71B. This means that there is a subtle

association between the SE task and the claimed automation impact of the approach.

3.4.2.2 Opportunities for Future Research

Throughout our analysis regarding the evaluation of DL4SE studies, it became apparent

that there is a troubling lack of consistency of analysis, even within a given application to

an SE task. Thus, there is an opportunity to develop guidelines and supporting evaluation

infrastructure for metrics and approach comparisons. Such work would allow for clearer

and more concise evaluations of new approaches, solidifying claims made from the results

of a given evaluation. DL models are evaluated on their ability to be generalizable, this

is normally accomplished through the use of a testing set, which the model has not been

trained on. However, these testing sets can suffer from under representing certain class

of data that can be found in the real world. More work is needed on evaluating the

quality of testing sets and determining how representative they are when being used for

evaluation. Having the limitations of DL approaches well document will create a greater

opportunity for these DL solutions to be applied in the context of industry and real software

development scenarios. Lastly, it would be advantageous for the research community to

develop a methodology that could demonstrate the need for the complexity that DL offers

when addressing a particular problem.
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Our analysis illustrates that a variety of metrics have been used to evaluate
DL4SE techniques, with accuracy (≈ 46%), precision (≈ 35%), recall (≈ 33%),
and F1-measure (≈ 26%) being the most prominent. In terms of claimed impact
of our primary studies, the most claimed was increased automation or efficiency,
followed by advancing a DL architecture, and replacing human expertise. We also
found that most studies did consider the concept of Occam’s Razor and offered a
comparison to a conceptually simpler learning model.

Summary of Results for RQ4b:

3.5 Threats to Validity

Our systematic literature review was conducted according to the guidelines set forth by

Kitchenham et al. [209]. However, as with any SLR our review does exhibit certain limita-

tions primarily related to our search methodology and our data extraction process employed

to build our paper taxonomy.

3.5.0.1 External Validity

Issues related to external validity typically concern the generalization of the conclusions

drawn by a given study. A potential threat to the external validity to our systematic

literature review is the search string and filtering process used to identify meaningful

DL4SE studies. It is possible that our search string missed studies that should have been

included in our review. This could be due to a missed term or combination of terms that

may have returned more significant results. We mitigated this threat by testing a variety

of DL and SE terms such as:

1. (“Deep Learning” OR “Neural Network”)

2. (“Learning”) AND (“Neural” OR “Automatic” OR “Autoencoder” OR “Represent”)

3. (“Learning”) AND (“Supervised” OR “Reinforcement” OR “Unsupervised” OR “Semi-

supervised”)

4. (“Learning” OR “Deep” OR “Neural” OR “Network”)
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5. (“Learning” OR “Deep” OR “Neural”)

6. (“Artificial Intelligence” OR “Learning” OR “Representational” OR “Neural” OR “Net-

work”)

We evaluated these potential search strings through an iterative process as outlined by

Kitchenham et al. The utilized search string "Deep" OR "Learning" OR "Neural" returned

the greatest number of DL4SE studies. This search string was also chosen to limit selection

bias since it “cast the widest net” in order to bolster completeness and limit potential biases

introduced by more restrictive search strings. However, the trade-off was that it required

a much more substantial effort to remove studies that were not applicable to DL4SE.

We also face potential selection bias of the studies to be included into our SLR. We

attempt to mitigate this threat through the use of inclusion and exclusion criteria, which

is predefined before the filtering process begins, and which we have listed in our online

appendix [384]. This criteria is also helpful in reducing the manual effort of filtering

papers given our broad search string. We also perform snowballing as a means to mitigate

selection bias. In this method, we collect all the references from the primary studies that

passed our inclusion and exclusion criteria and determine if any of those references should

be considered for the SLR.

Additionally, to further illustrate the generalizability of our paper sampling methodol-

ogy, we perform a probability sampling to determine if we capture a significant proportion

of DL4SE papers. We found that our expert sampling strategy captures a statistically

significant number of studies, such that we are confident in our taxonomy’s representation.

Therefore, we feel that the trends highlighted in this review can be generalized to the entire

body of DL4SE work.

Another potential threat to our systematic literature review consists of the venues

chosen for consideration. For our review, we included the top SE, PL, and AI related

conferences and journals. We included venues with at least a C CORE ranking [21],

which helped us to determine venue impact. Although it is possible that not considering
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other conferences and journals caused us to miss some pertinent studies, we wanted to

capture trends as seen in top SE, PL, and AI venues. Furthermore, we provide our current

taxonomy and list of venues on our website, and welcome contributions from the broader

research community. We intend for our online appendix to serve as a "living" document

that continues to survey and categorize DL4SE research.

3.5.0.2 Internal Validity

A major contribution of this dissertation lies in our derived taxonomy that characterizes the

field of DL4SE. To mitigate any mistakes in our taxonomy, we followed a process inspired

by open coding in constructivist grounded theory [80] where each attribute classification

of a primary study within our SLR was reviewed by at least three authors. However,

while multiple evaluators limit the potential bias of this process, the classifications are still

potentially affected by the collective views and opinions of the authors. Therefore, in effort

to provide transparency into our process and bolster the integrity of our taxonomy, we have

released all data extraction and classifications in our online repository [384]. In releasing

this information, authors of the works included in the SLR can review our classifications.

3.5.0.3 Construct Validity

One point of construct validity is the conclusions we draw at the end of each research

question. In order to draw these conclusions, we performed an exploratory data analysis

using rule association mining. In this analysis, we mine associations between attributes

of DL solutions to SE tasks, which provides inspiration to further research why certain

attributes show a strong or weak correlation.

Another threat to construct validity is our methodology for data synthesis and taxon-

omy derivation. To mitigate this threat we followed a systematic and reproducible process

for analyzing the primary studies and creating a resulting taxonomy. To reduce the po-

tential bias of data extraction, the authors developed and agreed upon a data extraction

form to apply to each study. For our taxonomy, primary studies were categorized by three
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authors and refined by one additional authors. Through this process, we limit the number

of individual mistakes in extracting the data and synthesizing the taxonomy.

3.6 Bibliographical Notes

The paper supporting the content described in this Chapter was written in collaboration
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Chapter 4

Combining Visual and Textual

Information for Detecting Duplicate

Video-Based Bug Reports

Many modern mobile applications (apps) allow users to report bugs in a graphical form,

given the GUI-based nature of mobile apps. For instance, Android and iOS apps can

include built-in screen-recording capabilities in order to simplify the reporting of bugs by

end-users and crowd-testers [11, 19, 13]. The reporting of visual data is also supported by

many crowd-testing and bug reporting services for mobile apps [11, 19, 20, 14, 13, 18, 12,

10, 9, 16, 339], which intend to aid developers in collecting, processing, and understanding

the reported bugs [53, 262, 290, 291].

The proliferation of sharing images to convey additional context for understanding

bugs, e.g., in Stack Overflow Q&As [242], has been steadily increasing over the last few

years [278]. Given this and the increased integration of screen capture technology into

mobile apps, developers are likely to face a growing set of challenges related to processing

and managing app screen-recordings in order to triage and resolve bugs — and hence

maintain the quality of their apps.
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One important challenge that developers will likely face in relation to video-related

artifacts is determining whether two videos depict and report the same bug (i.e., detecting

duplicate video-based bug reports), as it is currently done for textual bug reports [306,

307, 54]. When video-based bug reports are collected at scale, either via a crowdsourced

testing service [11, 19, 20, 14, 13, 18, 12, 10, 9, 16] or by popular apps, the sizable corpus of

collected reports will likely lead to significant developer effort dedicated to determining if a

new bug report depicts a previously-reported fault, which is necessary to avoid redundant

effort in the bug triaging and resolution process [54, 236, 53, 262]. In a user study which we

detail later in this chapter (Sec. 4.2.5), we investigated the effort required for experienced

programmers to identify duplicate video-based bug reports and found that participants

reported a range of difficulties for the task (e.g., a single change of one step can result

in two very similar looking videos showing entirely different bugs), and spent about 20

seconds of comprehension effort on average per video viewed. If this effort is extrapolated

to the large influx of bug reports that could be collected on a daily basis [306, 307, 54, 78],

it illustrates the potential for the excessive effort associated with video-based duplicate

bug detection. This is further supported by the plans of a large company that supports

crowd-sourced bug reporting (name omitted for anonymity), which we contacted as part

of eliciting the design goals for this research, who stated that they anticipate increasing

developer effort in managing video-based reports and that they are planning to build a

feature in their framework to support this process.

To aid developers in determining whether video-based bug reports depict the same

bug, this work introduces Tango, a novel approach that analyzes both visual and textual

information present in mobile screen-recordings using tailored computer vision (CV) and

text retrieval (TR) techniques, with the goal of generating a list of candidate videos (from

an issue tracker) similar to a target video-based report. In practice, Tango is triggered

upon the submission of a new video-based report to an issue tracker. A developer would

then use Tango to retrieve the video-based reports that are most similar (e.g., top-5) to

the incoming report for inspection. If duplicate videos are found in the ranked results, the
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new bug report can be marked as a duplicate in the issue tracker. Otherwise, the developer

can continue to inspect the ranked results until she has enough confidence that the newly

reported bug was not reported before (i.e., it is not a duplicate).

Tango operates purely upon the graphical information in videos in order to offer

flexibility and practicality. These videos may show the unexpected behavior of a mobile

app (i.e., a crash or other misbehavior) and the steps to reproduce such behavior. Two

videos are considered to be duplicates if they show the same unexpected behavior (a.k.a.

a bug) regardless of the steps to reproduce the bug. Given the nature of screen-recordings,

video-based bug reports are likely to depict unexpected behavior towards the end of the

video. Tango attempts to account for this by leveraging the temporal nature of video

frames and weighting the importance of frames towards the end of videos more heavily

than other segments.

We conducted two empirical studies to measure: (i) the effectiveness of different config-

urations of Tango by examining the benefit of combining visual and textual information

from videos, as opposed to using only a single information source; and (ii) Tango’s ability

to save developer effort in identifying duplicate video-based bug reports. To carry out

these studies, we collected a set of 180 video-bug reports from six popular apps used in

prior research [52, 77, 270, 271], and defined 4,860 duplicate detection tasks that resemble

those that developers currently face for textual bug reports – wherein a corpus of potential

duplicates must be ranked according to their similarity to an incoming bug report.

The results of these studies illustrate that Tango’s most effective configuration, which

selectively combines visual and textual information, achieves 79.8% mRR and 73.2% mAP,

an average rank of 1.7, a Hit@1 of 67.7%, and a Hit@2 of 83%. This means that Tango

is able to suggest correct duplicate reports in the top-2 of the ranked candidates for 83%

of duplicate detection tasks. The results of the user study we conducted with experienced

programmers demonstrate that on a subset of the tasks, Tango can reduce the time they

spend in finding duplicate video-based bug reports by ≈ 65%.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are the following:
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Figure 4.1: The Tango approach for detecting duplicate video-based bug reports.
1. Tango, a duplicate detection approach for video-based bug reports of mobile apps

which is able to accurately suggest duplicate reports;

2. The results of a comprehensive empirical evaluation that measures the effectiveness

of Tango in terms of suggesting candidate duplicate reports;

3. The results of a user study with experienced programmers that illustrates Tango’s

practical applicability by measuring its potential for saving developer effort ; and

4. A benchmark (included in our online appendix [103]) that enables (i) future research

on video-based duplicate detection, bug replication, and mobile app testing, and (ii)

the replicability of this work. The benchmark contains 180 video-based bug reports

with duplicates, source code, trained models, duplicate detection tasks, Tango’s

output, and detailed evaluation results.

4.1 Tango’s Approach

Tango (deTecting duplicAte screeN recordinGs of sOftware bugs) is an

automated approach based on CV and TR techniques, which leverages visual and textual

information to detect duplicate video-based bug reports.
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4.1.1 Tango Overview

Tango models duplicate bug report detection as an information retrieval problem. Given

a new video-based bug report, Tango computes a similarity score between the new video

and videos previously submitted by app users in a bug tracking system. The new video

represents the query and the set of existing videos represent the corpus. Tango sorts

the corpus of videos in decreasing order by similarity score and returns a ranked list of

candidate videos. In the list, those videos which are more likely to show the same bug as

the new video are ranked higher than those that show a different bug.

Tango has two major components, which we refer to as Tangovis and Tangotxt

(Fig. 4.1), that compute video similarity scores independently. Tangovis computes the

visual similarity and Tangotxt computes the textual similarity between videos. The re-

sulting similarity scores are linearly combined to obtain a final score that indicates the

likelihood of two videos being duplicates. In designing Tangovis, we incorporated support

for two methods of computing visual similarity — one of which is sensitive to the sequential

order of visual data, and the other one that is not — and we evaluate the effectiveness of

these two techniques in experiments described in Sec. 4.2-4.3.

The first step in Tango’s processing pipeline (Fig. 4.1) is to decompose the query video,

and videos from the existing corpus, into their constituent frames using a given sampling

rate (i.e., 1 and 5 frames per second - fps). Then, the Tangovis and Tangotxt components

of the approach are executed in parallel. The un-ordered Tangovis pipeline is shown at

the top of Fig. 4.1, comprising steps V1 -V3 ; the ordered Tangovis pipeline is illustrated

in the middle of Fig. 4.1, comprising steps V1 , V4 , and V5 ; and finally, the Tangotxt

pipeline is illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 4.1 through steps T1 -T3 . Any of these three

pipelines can be used to compute the video ranking independently or in combination (i.e.,

combining the two Tangovis together, one Tangovis pipeline with Tangotxt, which we

call Tangocomb, or all three – see Sec. 4.2.3). Next, we discuss these three pipelines in

detail.
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4.1.2 TANGOvis: Measuring Unordered Visual Video Similarity

The unordered version of Tangovis computes the visual similarity (Svis) of video-based bug

reports by extracting visual features from video frames and converting these features into

a vector-based representation for a video using a Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) approach

[338, 195]. This process is depicted in the top of Fig. 4.1. The visual features are extracted

by the visual feature extractor model (V1 in Fig. 4.1). Then, the visual indexer V2 assigns

to each frame feature vector a visual word from a visual codebook and produces a BoVW

for a video. The visual encoder V5 , based on the video BoVW, encodes the videos using

a TF-IDF representation that can be used for similarity computation.

4.1.2.1 Visual Feature Extraction

The visual feature extractor V1 can either use the SIFT [256] algorithm to extract features,

or SimCLR [89], a recently proposed Deep Learning model capable of learning visual repre-

sentations in an unsupervised, contrastive manner. Tango’s implementation of SimCLR

is adapted to extract visual features from app videos.

The first method by which Tango can extract visual features is using the Scale-

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [256] algorithm. SIFT is a state-of-the-art model

for extracting local features from images that are invariant to scale and orientation. These

features can be matched across images for detecting similar objects. This matching ability

makes SIFT promising for generating features that can help locate duplicate images (in

our case, duplicate video frames) by aggregating the extracted features. Tango’s imple-

mentation of SIFT does not resize images and uses the top-10 features that are the most

invariant to changes and are based on the local contrast of neighboring pixels, with higher

contrast usually meaning more invariant. This is done to reduce the number of SIFT fea-

tures, which could reach at least three orders of magnitude for a single frame, and make

the visual indexing V2 (through k-Means – see Sec. 4.1.2.2) computationally feasible.
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The other technique that Tango can use to extract features is SimCLR. In essence,

the goal of this technique is to generate robust visual features that cluster similar images

together while maximizing the distance between dissimilar images in an abstract feature

space. This is accomplished by (i) generating sets of image pairs (containing one original

image and one augmented image) and applying a variety of random augmentations (i.e.,

image cropping, horizontal flipping, color jittering, and gray-scaling); (ii) encoding this set

of image pairs using a base encoder, typically a variation of a convolutional neural network;

and (iii) training a multi-layer-perceptron (MLP) to produce feature vectors that increase

the cosine similarity between each pair of image variants and decrease the cosine similarity

between negative examples, where negative examples for a given image pair are represented

as all other images not in that pair, for a given training batch. Tango’s implementation

of SimCLR employs the ResNet50 [170] CNN architecture as the base encoder, where this

architecture has been shown to be effective [89].

To ensure that Tango’s visual feature extractor is tailored to the domain of mobile app

screenshots, we trained this component on the entire RICO dataset [113], which contains

over 66k Android screenshots from over 9k of the most popular apps on Google Play. Our

implementation of SimCLR was trained using a batch size of 1, 792 and 100 epochs, the

same hyperparameters (e.g., learning rate, weight decay, etc.) recommended by Chen et al.

[89] in the original SimCLR paper, and resized images to 224×224 to ensure consistency

with our base ResNet50 architecture. The training process was carried out on an Ubuntu

20.04 server with three NVIDIA T4 Tesla 16GB GPUs.

The output of the feature extractor for SimCLR is a feature vector (of size 64) for each

frame of a given video.

4.1.2.2 Visual Indexing

While the SimCLR or SIFT feature vectors generated by Tango’s visual feature extractor

V1 could be used to directly compute the similarity between video frames, recent work

has suggested that a BoVW approach combined with a TF-IDF similarity measure is more
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adept to the task of video retrieval [212]. Therefore, to transform the SimCLR or SIFT

feature vectors into a BoVW representation, Tango uses a visual indexing process V2 .

This process produces an artifact known as a Codebook that maps SimCLR or SIFT

feature vectors to “visual words” — which are discrete representations of a given image, and

have been shown to be suitable for image and video recognition tasks [212]. The Codebook

derives these visual words by clustering feature vectors and computing the centroids of these

clusters, wherein each centroid corresponds to a different visual word.

The Codebook makes use of the k-Means clustering algorithm, where the k represents

the diversity of the visual words, and thus can affect the representative power of this

indexing process. Tango’s implementation of this process is configurable to 1k, 5k, or

10k for the k number of clusters (i.e., the number of visual words - VW). 1k VW and 10k

VW were selected as recommended by Kordopatis-Zilos et al. [212] and we included 5k

VW as a “middle ground” to better understand how the number of visual words impacts

Tango’s performance. A Codebook is generated only once for a given k, however, it must

be trained before it can be applied to convert an input feature vector to its corresponding

visual word(s). Once trained, a Codebook can then be used to map visual words from

frame feature vectors without any further modification. Thus, we trained Tango’s six

Codebooks, three for SIFT and three for SimCLR, using features extracted from 15, 000

randomly selected images from the RICO dataset [113]. We did not use the entire RICO

dataset due to computational constraints of the k-means algorithm.

After the feature vector for a video frame is passed through the visual indexing process,

it is mapped to its BoVW representation by a trained Codebook. To do this, the Codebook

selects the closest centroid to each visual feature vector, based on Euclidean distance. For

SIFT, this process may generate more than one feature vector for a single frame, due to

the presence of multiple SIFT feature descriptors. In this case, Tango assigns multiple

visual words to each frame. For SimCLR, Tango assigns one visual word to each video

frame, as SimCLR generates only one vector per frame.
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4.1.2.3 Visual Encoding

After the video is represented as a BoVW, the visual encoder V3 computes the final

vector representation of the video through a TF-IDF-based approach [328]. The term

frequency (TF) is computed as the number of visual words occurrences in the BoVW

representation of the video, and the inverse document frequency (IDF) is computed as

the number of occurrences of a given visual word in the BoVW representations built from

the RICO dataset. Since RICO does not provide videos but individual app screenshots,

we consider each RICO image as one document. We opted to use RICO to compute our

IDF representation for two reasons: (i) to combat the potentially small number of frames

present in a given video recording, and (ii) to bolster the generalizability of our similarity

measure across a diverse set of apps.

4.1.2.4 Similarity Computation

Given two videos, Tangovis encodes them into their BoVW representations, and each

video is represented as one visual TF-IDF vector. These vectors are compared using cosine

similarity, which is taken as the visual similarity S of the videos (Svis = SBoVW ).

4.1.3 TANGOvis: Measuring Ordered Visual Video Similarity

The ordered version of Tangovis considers the sequence of video frames when comparing

two videos and is capable of giving more weight to common frames nearer the end of the

videos, as this is likely where buggy behavior manifests. To accomplish this, the feature

vector extractor V1 is used to derive descriptive vectors from each video frame using either

SimCLR or SIFT. Tango determines how much the two videos overlap using an adapted

longest common substring (LCS) algorithm V4 . Finally, during the sequential comparison

process V5 , Tango calculates the similarity score by normalizing the computed LCS score.
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4.1.3.1 Video Overlap Identification

In order to account for the sequential ordering of videos, Tango employs two different

versions of the longest common substring (LCS) algorithm. The first version, which we

call fuzzy-LCS (f-LCS), modifies the comparison operator of the LCS algorithm to perform

fuzzy matching instead of exact matching between frames in two videos. This fuzzy match-

ing is done differently for SimCLR and SIFT-derived features. For SimCLR, given that

each frame is associated with only a single visual word, the standard BoVW vector would

be too sparse for a meaningful comparison. Therefore, we compare the feature vectors that

SimCLR extracts from the two frames directly using cosine similarity. For SIFT, we utilize

the BoVW vectors derived by the visual encoder V3 , but at a per-frame level.

The second LCS version, which we call weighted-LCS (w-LCS), uses the same fuzzy

matching that f-LCS performs. However, the similarity produced in this matching is then

weighted depending on where the two frames from each video appeared. Frames that

appear later in the video are weighted more heavily, since that is where the buggy behavior

is typically occurring in a video-based bug report, and thus should be given more weight

for duplicate detection. The exact weighting scheme used is i
m × j

m , where i is the ith

frame of video A, m is the # of frames in video A, j is the jth frame of video B, and n is

the # of frames in video B.

4.1.3.2 Sequential Comparison

In order to incorporate the LCS overlap measurements into Tango’s overall video simi-

larity calculation, the overlap scores must be normalized between zero and one ([0, 1]). To

accomplish this, we consider the case where two videos overlap perfectly to be the upper

bound of the possible LCS score between two videos, and use this to perform the normal-

ization. For f-LCS, this is done by simply dividing by the # of frames in the smaller video

since the max possible overlap that could occur is when the smaller video is a subsection

in the bigger video, calculated as overlap/min where overlap denotes the amount the two
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videos share in terms of their frames and min denotes the # of frames in the smaller of the

two videos. For w-LCS, if the videos are different lengths, we align the end of the shorter

video to the end of the longer video and consider this the upper bound on the LCS score,

which is normalized as follows:

Sw−LCS =
overlapP1

i=min
i

min × max−i
max

(4.1)

where Sw−LCS is the normalized similarity value produced by w-LCS, overlap and min

are similar to the f-LCS calculation and max denotes the # of frames in the longer of the

two videos. The denominator in Eq. 4.1 calculates the maximum possible overlap that can

occur if the videos were exact matches, summing across the similarity score of each frame

pair. Our online appendix contains the detailed f/w-LCS algorithms with examples [103].

4.1.3.3 Similarity Computation

f-LCS and w-LCS output the visual similarity S score Sf−LCS and Sw−LCS , respec-

tively. This can be combined with SBoVW to obtain an aggregate visual similarity score:

Svis = (SBoVW + Sf−LCS)/2 or Svis = (SBoVW + Sw−LCS)/2. We denote these Tangovis

variations as B+f-LCS and B+w-LCS, respectively.

4.1.4 Determining the Textual Similarity between Videos

In order to determine the textual similarity between video-based bug reports, Tango

leverages the textual information from labels, titles, messages, etc. found in the app GUI

components and screens depicted in the videos.

Tangotxt adopts a standard text retrieval approach based on Lucene [167] and Opti-

cal Character Recognition (OCR) [1, 17] to compute the textual similarity (Stxt) between

video-based bug reports. First, a textual document is built from each video in the issue

tracker (T1 in Fig. 4.1) using OCR to extract text from the video frames. The textual

documents are pre-processed using standard techniques to improve similarity computa-
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tion, namely tokenization, lemmatization, and removal of punctuation, numbers, special

characters, and one- and two-character words. The pre-processed documents are indexed

for fast similarity computation T2 . Each document is then represented as a vector using

TF-IDF and the index [328] T3 .

In order to build the textual documents from the videos, Tangotxt applies OCR on

the video frames through the Tesseract engine [1, 17] in the textual extractor T1 . We

experiment with three strategies to compose the textual documents using the extracted

frame text. The first strategy (all-text) concatenates all the text extracted from the frames.

The second strategy (unique-frames) concatenates all the text extracted from unique video

frames, determined by applying exact text matching (before text pre-processing). The third

strategy (unique-words) concatenates the unique words in the frames (after pre-processing).

4.1.4.1 Similarity Computation

Tango computes the textual similarity (Stxt) in S using Lucene’s scoring function [15]

based on cosine similarity and document length normalization.

4.1.5 Combining Visual and Textual Similarities

Tango combines both the visual (Svis) and textual (Stxt) similarity scores produced by

Tangovis and Tangotxt, respectively (S in Fig. 4.1). Tango uses a linear combination

approach to produce an aggregate similarity value:

Scomb = (1− w)× Svis + w × Stxt (4.2)

where w is a weight for Svis and Stxt, and takes a value between zero (0) and one (1).

Smaller w values weight Svis more heavily, and larger values weight Stxt more heavily. We

denote this approach as Tangocomb.
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Based on the combined similarity, Tango generates a ranked list of the video-based

bug reports found in the issue tracker. This list is then inspected by the developer to

determine if a new video reports a previously reported bug.

4.2 Tango’s Empirical Evaluation Design

We empirically evaluated Tango with two goals in mind: (i) determining how effective

Tango is at detecting duplicate video-based bug reports, when considering different con-

figurations of components and parameters, and (ii) estimating the effort that Tango can

save developers during duplicate video bug detection. Based on these goals, we defined the

following research questions (RQs):

RQ1: How effective is Tango when using either visual or textual information alone to

retrieve duplicate videos?

RQ2: What is the impact of combining frame sequence and visual information on Tango’s

detection performance?

RQ3: How effective is Tango when combining both visual and textual information for

detecting duplicate videos?

RQ4: How much effort can Tango save developers in finding duplicate video-based bug

reports?

To answer our RQs, we first collected video-based bug reports for six Android apps

(Sec. 4.2.1), and based on them, defined a set of duplicate detection tasks (Sec. 4.2.2).

We instantiated different configurations of Tango by combining its components and pa-

rameters (Sec. 4.2.3), and executed these configurations on the defined tasks (Sec. 4.2.4).

Based on standard metrics, applied on the video rankings that Tango produces, we mea-

sured Tango’s effectiveness (Sec. 4.2.4). We answer RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 based on the

collected measurements. To answer RQ4 (Sec. 4.2.5), we conducted a user study where we
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measured the time humans take to find duplicates for a subset of the defined tasks, and

estimated the time Tango can save for developers. We present and discuss the evaluation

results in Sec. 4.3.

4.2.1 Data Collection

We collected video-based bug reports for six open-source Android apps, namely Anten-

naPod (APOD) [3], Time Tracker (TIME) [7], Token (TOK) [8], GNUCash (GNU) [5],

GrowTracker (GROW) [6], and Droid Weight (DROID) [4]. We selected these apps be-

cause they have been used in previous studies [52, 77, 270, 271], support different app

categories (finance, productivity, etc.), and provide features that involve a variety of GUI

interactions (taps, long taps, swipes, etc.). Additionally, none of these apps are included

as part of the RICO dataset used to train Tango’s SimCLR model and Codebooks, pre-

venting the possibility of data snooping. Since video-based bug reports are not readily

available in these apps’ issue trackers, we designed and carried out a systematic procedure

for collecting them.

In total, we collected 180 videos that display 60 distinct bugs – 10 bugs for each app

and three videos per bug (i.e., three duplicate videos per bug). From the 60 bugs, five bugs

(one bug per app except for DROID) are reported in the apps’ issue trackers. These five

bugs were selected because they were the only ones in the issue trackers that we were able

to reproduce based on the provided bug descriptions. During the reproduction process, we

discovered five additional new bugs in the apps not reported in the issue trackers (one bug

each for APOD, GNU, and TOK, and two bugs for TIME) for a total of 10 confirmed real

bugs.

The remaining 50 bugs were introduced in the apps through mutation by executing

MutAPK [128], a mutation testing tool that injects bugs (i.e., mutants) into Android APK

binaries via a set of 35 mutation operators that were derived from a large-scale empirical

study on real Android application faults. Given the empirically-derived nature of these

operators, they were shown to accurately simulate real-world Android faults [128, 127].
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We applied MutAPK to the APKs of all six apps. Then, from the mutant list produced by

the tool, we randomly selected 7 to 10 bugs for each app, and ensured that they could be

reproduced and manifested in the GUI. To diversify the bug pool, we selected the bugs from

multiple mutant operators and ensured that they affected multiple app features/screens.

When selecting the 60 bugs, we ensured they manifest graphically and were reproducible

by manually replicating them on a specific Android emulator configuration (virtual Nexus

5X with Android 7.0 configured via Android Studio). For all the bugs, we screen-recorded

the bug and the reproduction scenario. We also generated a textual bug report (for bugs

that did not have one) containing the description of the unexpected and expected app

behavior and the steps to reproduce the bug.

To generate the remaining 120 video-based bug reports, we asked two professional

software engineers and eight computer science (CS) Ph.D. students to replicate and record

the bugs (using the same Android emulator), based only on the textual description of the

unexpected and expected app behavior. The participants have between 2 and 10 years of

programming experience (median of 6 years).

All the textual bug reports given to the study participants contained only a brief

description of the observed and expected app behavior, with no specific reproduction steps.

We opted to perform the collection in this manner to ensure the robustness of our evaluation

dataset by maximizing the diversity of video-based reproduction steps, and simulating a

real-world scenario where users are aware of the observed (incorrect) and expected app

behavior, and must produce the reproduction steps themselves.

We randomly assigned the bugs to the participants in such a way that each bug was

reproduced and recorded by two participants, and no participant recorded the same bug

twice. Before reproducing the bugs, the participants spent five minutes exploring the

apps to become familiar with their functionality. Since some of the participants could not

reproduce the bugs after multiple attempts (mainly due to bug misunderstandings) and

some of the videos were incorrectly recorded (due to mistakes), we reassigned these bugs

among the other participants, who were able to reproduce and record them successfully.
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Our bug dataset consists of 35 crashes and 25 non-crashes, and include a total of 470

steps (397 taps, 12 long taps, 14 swipes, among other types), with an average of 7.8 steps

per video. The average video length is ≈ 28 seconds.

4.2.2 Duplicate Detection Tasks

For each app, we defined a set of tasks that mimic a realistic scenario for duplicate detec-

tion. Each duplicate detection task is composed of a new video (i.e., the new bug report,

a.k.a. the query) and a set of existing videos (i.e., existing bug reports in the issue tracker,

a.k.a. the corpus). In practice, a developer would determine if the new video is a duplicate

by inspecting the corpus of videos in the order given by Tango (or any other approach).

For our task setup, the corpus contains both duplicate and non-duplicate videos. There

are two different types of duplicate videos that exist in the corpus: (i) those videos that are

a duplicate of the query (the Same Bug group), and (ii) those videos which are duplicates

of each other, but are not a duplicate of the query (the Different Bug group). This second

type of duplicate video is represented by bug reports marked as duplicates in the issue

tracker and their corresponding master reports [306, 342, 78]. Each non-duplicate video

reports a distinct bug.

We constructed the duplicate detection tasks on a per app basis, using the 30 video

reports collected for each app (i.e., three video reports for each of the 10 bugs, for a total of

30 video reports per app). We first divided all the 30 videos for an app into three groups,

each group containing 10 videos (one for each bug) created by one or more participants.

Then, we randomly selected a video from one bug as the query and took the other two

videos that reproduce the same bug as the Same Bug duplicate group (i.e., the ground

truth). Then, we selected one of the remaining nine bugs and added its three videos to

the Different Bug duplicate group. Finally, we selected one video from the remaining

eight bugs, and used these as the corpus’ Non-Duplicate group. This resulted in a total

of 14 distinct bug reports per task (two in the Same Bug group, three in the Different

Bug group, eight in the Non-Duplicate group, and the query video). After creating tasks
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based on all the combinations of query and corpus, we generated a total of 810 duplicate

detection tasks per app or 4, 860 aggregating across all apps.

We designed the duplicate detection setting described above to mimic a scenario likely

to be encountered in crowd-sourced app testing, where duplicates of the query, other

duplicates not associated with the query, and other videos reporting unique bugs, exist in

a shared corpus for a given app. While there are different potential task settings, we opted

not to vary this experimental variable in order to make for a feasible analysis that allowed

us to explore more thoroughly the different Tango configurations.

4.2.3 Tango Configurations

We designed Tangovis and Tangotxt to have different configurations. Tangovis’s config-

urations are based on different visual feature extractors (SIFT or SimCLR), video sampling

rates (1 and 5 fps), # of visual words (1k, 5k, and 10k VW), and approaches to compute

video similarity (BoVW, f-LCS, w-LCS, B+f-LCS, and B+w-LCS). Tangotxt’s configura-

tions are based on the same sampling rates (1 and 5 fps) and the approaches to extract the

text from the videos (all-text, unique-frames, and unique-words). Tangocomb combines

Tangovis and Tangotxt as described in Sec. 4.1.5.

4.2.4 Tango’s Execution and Effectiveness Measurement

We executed each Tango configuration on the 4, 860 duplicate detection tasks and mea-

sured its effectiveness using standard metrics used in prior text-based duplicate bug detec-

tion research [306, 342, 78]. For each task, we compare the ranked list of videos produced

by Tango and the expected duplicate videos from the ground truth.

We measured the rank of the first duplicate video found in the ranked list, which serves

as a proxy for how many videos the developer has to watch in order to find a duplicate

video. A smaller rank means higher duplicate detection effectiveness. Based on the rank,

we computed the reciprocal rank metric: 1/rank. We also computed the average precision

of Tango, which is the average of the precision values achieved at all the cutting points k
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of the ranked list (i.e., precision@k). Precision@k is the proportion of the top-k returned

videos that are duplicates according to the ground truth. We also computed HIT@k (a.k.a.

Recall Rate@k [306, 342, 78]), which is the proportion of tasks that are successful for the

cut point k of the ranked list. A task is successful if at least one duplicate video is found

in the top-k results returned by Tango. We report HIT@k for cut points k = 1-2 in this

dissertation, and 1-10 in our online appendix [103].

Additionally, we computed the average of these metrics over sets of duplicate detection

tasks: mean reciprocal rank (mRR), mean average precision (mAP), and mean rank (µ

rank or µRk) per app and across all apps. Higher mRR, mAP, and HIT@k values indicate

higher duplicate detection effectiveness. These metrics measure the overall performance of

a duplicate detector.

We focused on comparing mRR values to decide if one Tango configuration is more

effective than another, as we consider that it better reflects the usage scenario of Tango.

In practice, the developer would likely stop inspecting the suggested duplicates (given by

Tango) when she finds the first correct duplicate. This scenario is captured by mRR,

through the rank metric, which considers only the first correct duplicate video as opposed

to the entire set of duplicate videos to the query (as mAP does).

4.2.5 Investigating Tango’s Effort Saving Capabilities

We conducted a user study in order to estimate the effort that developers would spend

while manually finding video-based duplicates. This effort is then compared to the effort

measurements of the best Tango configuration, based on µ rank and HIT@k. This study

and the data collection procedure were conducted remotely due to COVID-19 constraints.

4.2.5.1 Participants and Tasks

One professional software engineer and four CS Ph.D. students from the data collection

procedure described in Sec. 4.2.1 participated in this study. The study focused on APOD,
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the app that all the participants had in common from the data collection. We randomly

selected 20 duplicate detection tasks, covering all 10 APOD bugs.

4.2.5.2 Methodology

Each of the 20 tasks was completed by two participants. Each participant completed four

tasks, each task’s query video reporting a unique bug. The assignment of the tasks to the

participants was done randomly. For each task, the participants had to watch the new

video (the query) and then find the videos in the corpus that showed the same bug of the

new video (i.e., find the duplicate videos). All the videos were anonymized so that the

duplicate videos were unknown to the participants. To do this, we named each video with

a number that represents the video order and the suffix “vid” (e.g., “2_vid.mp4”).

The corpus videos were given in random order and the participants could watch them

in any order. To make the bug of the new video clearer to the participants, we provided

them with the description of the unexpected and expected app behavior, taken from the

textual bug reports that we generated for the bugs. We consider the randomization of

the videos as a reasonable baseline given that other baselines (e.g., video-based duplicate

detectors) do not currently exist and the video-based bug reports in our dataset do not

have timestamps (which can be used to give a different order to the videos). This is a

threat to validity that we discuss in Sec. 4.4.

4.2.5.3 Collected Measurements

Through a survey, we asked each participant to provide the following information for

each task: (i) the name of the first video they deemed a duplicate of the query, (ii) the

time they spent to find this video, (iii) the number of videos they had to watch until

finding the first duplicate (including the duplicate), (iv) the names of other videos they

deemed duplicates, and (v) the time they spent to find these additional duplicates. We

instructed the participants to perform the tasks without any interruptions in order to

minimize inaccuracies in the time measurements.
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Table 4.1: Effectiveness for the best Tango configurations that use either visual (Sim-
CLR/SIFT) or textual (OCR&IR) information.

App Config. mRR mAP µRk HIT@1 HIT@2

APOD
SIFT 64.6% 51.1% 3.0 47.7% 71.7%

SimCLR 80.0% 66.8% 1.7 68.1% 82.6%
OCR&IR 80.8% 75.3% 1.5 65.7% 88.6%

DROID
SIFT 66.3% 55.0% 2.5 49.1% 69.5%

SimCLR 64.6% 59.2% 2.6 49.5% 61.7%
OCR&IR 67.9% 64.7% 2.3 52.0% 69.8%

GNU
SIFT 66.1% 57.2% 2.2 47.4% 68.4%

SimCLR 81.8% 75.1% 1.6 70.1% 85.3%
OCR&IR 84.5% 82.3% 1.4 72.2% 92.0%

GROW
SIFT 56.0% 49.9% 3.0 36.5% 54.3%

SimCLR 72.7% 68.8% 2.0 57.4% 75.6%
OCR&IR 76.8% 69.0% 1.9 63.6% 80.1%

TIME
SIFT 49.2% 40.7% 3.3 26.7% 46.4%

SimCLR 74.8% 67.6% 2.3 63.7% 75.9%
OCR&IR 47.4% 37.7% 4.0 28.3% 44.4%

TOK
SIFT 39.0% 32.1% 4.4 17.0% 33.7%

SimCLR 77.7% 69.3% 1.6 60.6% 86.7%
OCR&IR 61.3% 53.3% 2.6 42.6% 60.7%

Overall
SIFT 56.9% 47.7% 3.1 37.4% 57.3%

SimCLR 75.3% 67.8% 1.9 61.6% 78.0%
OCR&IR 69.8% 63.7% 2.3 54.1% 72.6%

4.2.5.4 Comparing Tango and Manual Duplicate Detection

The collected measurements from the participants were compared against the effective-

ness obtained by executing the best Tango configuration on the 20 tasks, in terms of

µ rank and HIT@k. We compared the avg. number of videos the participants watched to

find one duplicate against the avg. number of videos they would have watched had they

used Tango.

4.3 Tango’s Evaluation Results

4.3.1 RQ1: Using Only Visual or Textual Information

We analyzed the performance of Tango when using only visual or textual information

exclusively. In this section, we present the results for Tango’s best performing configu-

rations. However, complete results can be found in our online appendix [103]. Table 4.1
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shows the results for Tangovis and Tangotxt when using SimCLR, SIFT, as the visual

feature extractor, and OCR as the textual extractor. For simplicity, we use SimCLR, SIFT,

and OCR&IR to refer to SimCLR-based Tangovis, SIFT-based Tangovis, and Tangotxt,

respectively. The best results for each metric are illustrated in bold on a per app basis.

The results provided in Table 4.1 are those for the best parameters of the SimCLR, SIFT,

and OCR&IR feature extractors, which are (BoVW, 5 fps, 1k VW), (w-LCS, 1 fps, 10k

VW), and (all-text, 5 fps), respectively.

Table 4.1 shows that Tangovis is more effective when using SimCLR rather than SIFT

across all the apps, achieving an overall mRR, mAP, avg. rank, HIT@1, and HIT@2 of

75.3%, 67.8%, 1.9, 61.6%, and 78%, respectively. SimCLR is also superior to OCR&IR

overall, whereas SIFT performs least effectively of the three approaches. When analyzing

the results per app, we observe that SimCLR is outperformed by OCR&IR (by 0.7%

- 4% difference in mRR) for APOD, DROID, GNU and GROW; with OCR&IR being

the most effective for these apps. SimCLR outperforms the other two approaches for

TIME and TOK by more than 16% difference in mRR. The differences explain the overall

performance of SimCLR and OCR&IR. SimCLR is more consistent in its performance

compared to OCR&IR and SIFT. Across apps, the mRR standard deviation of SimCLR

is 6.2%, which is lower than that for SIFT and OCR&IR: 11.1% and 13.9%, respectively.

The trend is similar for mAP and avg. rank.

Since the least consistent approach across apps is Tangotxt in terms of effectiveness, we

investigated the root causes for its lower performance on TIME and TOK. After manually

watching a subset of the videos for these apps, we found that their textual content was quite

similar across bugs. Based on this, we hypothesized that the amount of vocabulary shared

between duplicate videos (from the same bugs) and non-duplicate videos (across different

bugs) affected the discriminatory power of Lucene-based Tangotxt (see Sec. 4.1.4).

To verify this hypothesis, we measured the shared vocabulary of duplicate and non-

duplicate video pairs, similarly to Chaparro et al.’s analysis of textual bug reports [78].

We formed unique pairs of duplicate and non-duplicate videos from all the videos collected
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Table 4.2: Vocabulary agreement & effectiveness for the best Tangotxt.

App Vocabulary agreement mRR mAP
Vd Vnd |Vd − Vnd|

APOD 70.8% 37.9% 32.9% 80.8% 75.3%
DROID 73.9% 57.0% 16.9% 67.9% 64.7%
GNU 82.2% 58.6% 23.6% 84.5% 82.3%

GROW 67.0% 41.7% 25.4% 76.8% 69.0%
TIME 86.0% 86.3% 0.3% 47.4% 37.7%
TOK 69.6% 61.0% 8.6% 61.3% 53.3%

Overall 74.2% 56.7% 17.5% 69.8% 63.7%

for all six apps. For each app, we formed 30 duplicate and 405 non-duplicate pairs, and

we measured the avg. amount of shared vocabulary of all pairs, using the vocabulary

agreement metric used by Chaparro et al. [78]. Table 4.2 shows the vocabulary agreement

of duplicate (Vd) and non-duplicate pairs (Vnd) as well as the mRR and mAP values of

Tangotxt for each app. The table reveals that the vocabulary agreement of duplicates and

non-duplicates is very similar for TIME and TOK, and dissimilar for the other apps. The

absolute difference between these measurements (i.e., |Vd − Vnd|) for TIME and TOK is

0.3% and 8.6%, while for the other apps it is above 16%. We found 0.94 / 0.91 Pearson

correlation [136] between these differences and the mRR/mAP values.

The results indicate that, for TIME and TOK, the similar vocabulary between dupli-

cate and non-duplicate videos negatively affects the discriminatory power of Tangotxt,

which suggests that for some apps, using only textual information may be sub-optimal for

duplicate detection.

Answer for RQ1: SimCLR performs the best overall with an mRR and HIT@1 of

75.3% and 61.6%, respectively. For 4 of 6 apps, OCR&IR outperforms SimCLR by

a significant margin. However, due to issues with vocabulary overlap, it performs

worse overall. SIFT is the worst-performing technique across all the apps.
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4.3.2 RQ2: Combining Visual and Frame Sequence Information

To answer RQ2, we compared the effectiveness of the best configuration of Tango when

using visual information alone (SimCLR, BoVW, 5fps, 1k VW) and when combining visual

& frame sequence information (i.e., B+f-LCS and B+w-LCS).

The results are shown in Table 4.3. Overall, using Tango with BoVW alone is more

effective than combining the approaches; Tango based on BoVW achieves 75.3%, 67.8%,

1.9, 61.6%, and 78% mRR, mAP, avg. rank, HIT@1, and HIT@2, respectively. Using

BoVW and w-LCS combined is the least effective approach. BoVW alone and B+f-LCS

are comparable in performance. However, BoVW is more consistent in its performance

across apps: 6.2% mRR std. deviation vs. 6.6% and 9.2% for B+f-LCS and B+w-LCS.

The per-app results reveal that B+w-LCS consistently is the least effective approach

for all apps except for GROW, for which B+w-LCS performs best. After watching the

videos for GROW, we found unnecessary steps in the beginning/middle of the duplicate

videos, which led to their endings being weighted more heavily by w-LCS, where steps were

similar. In contrast, BoVW and B+f-LCS give a lower weight to these cases thus reducing

the overall video similarity.

The lower performance of B+f-LCS and B+w-LCS, compared to BoVW, is partially

explained by the fact that f-LCS and w-LCS are more restrictive by definition. Since

they find the longest common sub-strings of frames between videos, small variations (e.g.,

extra steps) in the reproduction steps of the bugs may lead to drastic changes in similarity

measurement for these approaches. Also, these approaches only find one common substring

(i.e., the longest one), which may not be highly discriminative for duplicate detection. In

the future, we plan to explore additional approaches for aligning the frames, for example,

by using an approach based on longest common sub-sequence algorithms [160] that can

help align multiple portions between videos. Another potential reason for these results may

lie in the manner that Tango combines visual and sequential similarity scores – weighting

both equally. In future work, we plan to explore additional combination techniques.
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Table 4.3: Effectiveness for the best Tangovis configuration using either visual informa-
tion (BoVW) or a combination of visual and frame sequence information (B+f-LCS and
B+w-LCS).

App Config. mRR mAP µRk HIT@1 HIT@2

APOD
B+f-LCS 79.3% 67.8% 1.7 66.2% 82.3%
B+w-LCS 77.2% 65.5% 1.9 64.2% 80.1%

BoVW 80.0% 66.8% 1.7 68.1% 82.6%

DROID
B+f-LCS 64.8% 60.7% 2.6 50.2% 61.6%
B+w-LCS 63.7% 54.8% 2.7 48.9% 62.3%

BoVW 64.6% 59.2% 2.6 49.5% 61.7%

GNU
B+f-LCS 83.3% 75.6% 1.6 73.2% 85.6%
B+w-LCS 77.3% 65.7% 1.8 62.3% 83.6%

BoVW 81.8% 75.1% 1.6 70.1% 85.3%

GROW
B+f-LCS 76.0% 70.2% 2.0 64.2% 75.2%
B+w-LCS 81.3% 75.0% 1.7 70.9% 82.8%

BoVW 72.7% 68.8% 2.0 57.4% 75.6%

TIME
B+f-LCS 70.4% 63.4% 2.3 54.4% 74.3%
B+w-LCS 63.8% 58.5% 2.8 48.0% 64.9%

BoVW 74.8% 67.6% 2.3 63.7% 75.9%

TOK
B+f-LCS 73.4% 65.6% 1.7 54.0% 82.5%
B+w-LCS 59.2% 53.7% 2.6 37.9% 60.0%

BoVW 77.7% 69.3% 1.6 60.6% 86.7%

Overall
B+f-LCS 74.5% 67.2% 2.0 60.4% 76.9%
B+w-LCS 70.4% 62.2% 2.2 55.4% 72.3%

BoVW 75.3% 67.8% 1.9 61.6% 78.0%

Answer for RQ2: Combining ordered visual information (via f-LCS and w-LCS)

with the orderless BoVW improves the results for four of the six apps. However,

across all apps, BoVW performs more consistently.

4.3.3 RQ3: Combining Visual and Textual Information

We investigated Tango’s effectiveness when combining visual and textual information.

We selected the best configurations of Tangovis (SimCLR, BoVW, 5 fps, 1k VW) and

Tangotxt (all-text, 5 fps) from RQ1 based on their mRR score and measured its perfor-

mance overall and per app. We provide the results for the best weight we obtained for

Tango’s similarity computation and ranking which was w = 0.2, i.e., a weight of 0.8 and

0.2 on Tangovis and Tangotxt, respectively. These weights were found by evaluating dif-

ferent w values from zero (0) to one (1) in increments of 0.1 and selecting the one leading
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Table 4.4: Effectiveness of the best Tangocomb, Tangovis, and Tangotxt.

App Config. mRR mAP µRk HIT@1 HIT@2

APOD
Tangocomb 84.4% 75.8% 1.4 73.1% 87.9%
Tangovis 80.0% 66.8% 1.7 68.1% 82.6%
Tangotxt 80.8% 75.3% 1.5 65.7% 88.6%

DROID
Tangocomb 70.6% 66.7% 2.2 55.9% 71.0%
Tangovis 64.6% 59.2% 2.6 49.5% 61.7%
Tangotxt 67.9% 64.7% 2.3 52.0% 69.8%

GNU
Tangocomb 89.5% 84.7% 1.3 81.6% 94.2%
Tangovis 81.8% 75.1% 1.6 70.1% 85.3%
Tangotxt 84.5% 82.3% 1.4 72.2% 92.0%

GROW
Tangocomb 81.7% 75.4% 1.7 71.4% 82.5%
Tangovis 72.7% 68.8% 2.0 57.4% 75.6%
Tangotxt 76.8% 69.0% 1.9 63.6% 80.1%

TIME
Tangocomb 59.6% 51.7% 2.8 40.2% 58.8%
Tangovis 74.8% 67.6% 2.3 63.7% 75.9%
Tangotxt 47.4% 37.7% 4.0 28.3% 44.4%

TOK
Tangocomb 69.8% 60.8% 2.0 50.9% 76.9%
Tangovis 77.7% 69.3% 1.6 60.6% 86.7%
Tangotxt 61.3% 53.3% 2.6 42.6% 60.7%

Overall
Tangocomb 75.9% 69.2% 1.9 62.2% 78.5%
Tangovis 75.3% 67.8% 1.9 61.6% 78.0%
Tangotxt 69.8% 63.7% 2.3 54.1% 72.6%

to the highest overall mRR score. Complete results can be found in our online appendix

[103].

Table 4.4 shows that the overall effectiveness achieved by Tangocomb is higher than

that achieved by Tangotxt and Tangovis. Tangocomb achieves 75.9%, 69.2%, 1.9, 62.2%,

and 78.5% mRR, mAP, avg. rank, HIT@1, and HIT@2, on average. The avg. improvement

margin of Tangocomb is substantially higher for Tangotxt (6.2%/5.5% mRR/mAP) than

for Tangovis (0.7%/1.4% mRR/mAP).

Our analysis of the per-app results explains these differences. Table 4.4 reveals that

combining visual and textual information substantially increases the performance over just

using one of the information types alone, except for the TIME and TOK apps. This is

because Tangotxt’s effectiveness is substantially lower for these apps, compared to the

visual version (see Table 4.1), due to the aforementioned vocabulary agreement. Thus,

incorporating the textual information significantly harms the performance of Tangocomb.
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4.3.3.1 A Better Combination of Visual and Textual Information

The results indicate that combining visual and textual information is beneficial for most of

our studied apps but harmful for a subset (TIME and TOK). This is because the textual

information used alone, for TIME and TOK, leads to low performance. The analysis we

made for Tangotxt in RQ1, revealed that the reason for the low performance of Tangotxt

lies in the similar amount of vocabulary overlap between duplicate and non-duplicate

videos. Fortunately, based on this amount of vocabulary, we can predict the performance of

Tangotxt for new video-based bug reports as follows [78]. In practice, the issue tracker will

contain reports marked as duplicates (reporting the same bugs) from previous submissions

of bug reports as well as non-duplicates (reporting unique bugs). This information can be

used to compute the vocabulary agreement between duplicates and non-duplicates, which

can be used to predict how well Tangotxt would perform for new reports.

Based on this, we defined a new approach for Tango, which is based on the vocabulary

agreement metric from [78] applied on existing duplicate and non-duplicate reports. This

approach dictates that if the difference of vocabulary agreement between existing duplicates

and non-duplicates is greater than a certain threshold, then Tango should combine visual

and textual information. Otherwise, Tango should only use the visual information because

it is likely that the combination would not be better than using the visual information alone.

From the vocabulary agreement measurements shown in Table 4.2, we infer a proper

threshold from the new Tango approach. This threshold may be taken as one value from

the interval 8.6% - 16.9% (exclusive) because those are the limits that separate the apps for

which Tangotxt obtains low (TIME and TOK) and high performance (APOD, DROID,

GNU, and GROW). For practical reasons, we select the threshold to be the middle value:

8.6 + (16.9 − 8.6)/2 = 12.8%. In future work, we plan to further evaluate this threshold

on other apps.

We implemented this approach for Tango, using 0.2 as weight, and measured its

effectiveness. This approach resulted in a mRR, mAP, avg. rank, HIT@1 and HIT@2
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of 79.8%, 73.2%, 1.7, 67.7%, and 83%, respectively. The approach leads to a substantial

improvement (i.e., 3.9% / 4.1% higher mRR / mAP) over Tangocomb shown in Table 4.4.

The results mean that the best version of Tango is able to suggest correct duplicate

video-based bug reports in the first or second position of the returned candidate list for

83% of the duplicate detection tasks.

Answer for RQ3: Combining visual and textual information significantly improves

results for 4 of 6 apps. However, due to the vocabulary agreement issue, across all

apps, this approach is similar in effectiveness to using visual information alone. Ac-

counting for this vocabulary overlap issue through a selective combination of visual

and textual information via a threshold, Tango achieves the highest effectiveness:

an mRR, mAP, avg. rank, HIT@1, and HIT@2 of 79.8%, 73.2%, 1.7, 67.7%, and

83%, respectively.

4.3.4 RQ4: Time Saved Discovering Duplicates

As expected, the participants were successful in finding the duplicate videos for all 20

tasks. In only one task, one participant incorrectly flagged a video as duplicate because it

was highly similar to the query. Participants found the first duplicate video in 96.4 seconds

and watched 4.3 videos on avg. across all tasks to find it. Participants also found all the

duplicates in 263.8 seconds on avg. by watching the entire corpus of videos. This means

they spent 20.3 seconds in watching one video on average.

We compared these results with the measurements taken from Tango’s best version

(i.e., selective Tango) on the tasks the participants completed. Tango achieved a 1.5 avg.

rank, which means that, by using Tango, they would only have to watch one or two videos

on avg. to find the first duplicate. This would have resulted in (4.3 − 1.5)/4.3 = 65.1%

of the time saved. In other words, instead of spending 20.3 × 4 = 81.2 seconds (on avg.)

finding a duplicate for a given task, the participants could have spent 20.3 × 1.5 = 30.5
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seconds. These results indicate the potential of Tango to help developers save time when

finding duplicates.

Answer for RQ4: On average, Tango’s best-performing configuration can save

65.1% of the time participants spend finding duplicate videos.

4.4 Tango Limitations & Threats to Validity

Limitations. Tango has three main limitations that motivate future work.

The first one stems from the finding that textual information may not be beneficial for

some apps. The best Tango version implements an approach for detecting this situation,

based on a threshold for the difference in vocabulary overlap between duplicate and non-

duplicate videos, which is used for selectively combining visual or textual information. This

threshold is based on the collected data and may not generalize to other apps. Second,

the visual TF-IDF representation for the videos is based on the mobile app images from

the RICO dataset, rather than on the videos found in the tasks’ corpus, as it is typically

done in text retrieval. Additionally, we considered single images as documents rather

than groups of frames that make up a video. These decisions were made to improve

the generalization of Tango’s visual features and to support projects that have limited

training data. Third, differences in themes and languages across video-based bug reports

for an application could have an impact in the performance of Tango. We believe that

different themes (i.e., dark vs. light modes) will not significantly impact Tango since

the SimCLR model is trained to account for such color differences by performing color

jittering and gray-scaling augmentations. However, additional experiments are needed to

validate this conjecture. For different languages, Tango currently assumes the text in

an application to be English when performing OCR and textual similarity. Therefore, its

detection effectiveness where the bug reports display different languages (e.g., English vs.

French) could be negatively impacted. We will investigate this aspect in our future work.
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Internal & Construct Validity. Most of the mobile app bugs in our dataset were

introduced by MutAPK [128], and hence potentially may not resemble real bugs. However,

MutAPK’s mutation operators were empirically derived from a large-scale study of real

Android faults, and prior research lends credence of the ability of mutants to resemble

real faults [33]. We intentionally selected generated mutants from a range of operators to

increase the diversity of our set of bugs and mitigate potential biases. Another potential

threat is related to using real bugs from issue trackers that cannot be reproduced or that

do not manifest graphically. We mitigated this threat by using a small, carefully vetted

subset of real bugs that were analyzed by multiple authors before being used in our dataset.

We did not observe major differences in the results between mutants and real bugs.

Another threat to validity is that our approach to construct the duplicate detection

tasks does not take into account bug report timestamps, which would be typical in a

realistic scenario [306], and timestamps could be used as a baseline ordering of videos for

comparing against the ranking given by Tango. The lack of timestamps stems from the

fact that we were not able to collect the video-based bug reports from existing mobile

projects. We mitigated this threat in our user study by randomizing the ordering of the

corpus videos given to the participants. We consider this as a reasonable baseline for

evaluating our approach considering that, to the best of our knowledge, (1) no existing

datasets, with timestamps, are available for conducting research on video-based duplicate

detection, and (2) no existing duplicate detectors work exclusively on video-based bug

reports, as Tango does.

External Validity. We selected a diverse set of apps that have different function-

ality, screens, and visual designs, in an attempt to mitigate threats to external validity.

Additionally, our selection of bugs also attempted to select diverse bug types (crashes and

non-crashes), and the duplicate videos were recorded by different participants. As pre-

viously discussed, there is the potential that Tango’s different parameters & thresholds

may not generalize to video data from other apps.
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Chapter 5

Impact Analysis

Modern software systems are long-lived, with extensive development and maintenance

histories.

Projects experience churn in the developers or teams working on them, and can consist

of millions of lines of code. Even understanding the potential cascading impacts of seem-

ingly simple code changes can be a difficult proposition. As such, the premise of impact

analysis (IA) is that a given change may result in undesirable side effects, such as a fault

that leads to an erroneous program state, caused by unintended interactions between the

changes and other parts of a software system [201]. Thus, the task of IA involves esti-

mating an impact set of entities, usually classes or methods of a software system, from a

given change to an entity, also usually a class or a method [57]. This process can be cog-

nitively challenging for developers, as reasoning about complex interactions of a software

system requires careful comprehension of large volumes of code. Given that many impor-

tant engineering and maintenance tasks – such as bug fixing and refactoring – require code

changes, they necessarily require IA as well. This process is typically performed manually

by developers, but given its complexity, researchers have proposed a range of approaches

for automating it.

The most recent approaches which aim to automate IA utilize coupling metrics between

parts of a software system as a proxy for how likely a change in one part will affect
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another [61]. Popular coupling metrics include evolutionary/logical coupling [140, 423]

where change histories are used to inform future changes or conceptual coupling [300, 316]

where underlying textual similarities among code elements are used to estimate impact

sets. This formulation has also been found to be better aligned with how developers

perceive coupling [46]. However, making use of evolutionary information requires careful

mining of change histories, and past work that measures textual similarity across code

entities make use of textual representations that are limited in their ability to accurately

assess the semantic similarity of terms and identifiers used in source code [332, 331]. Other

techniques have made use of static [357, 141, 420, 215, 372, 329] or dynamic [37, 166]

analyses to aid in impact set estimation. However, static analysis techniques tend to suffer

from trade-offs in the soundness and completeness of their analyses [58, 31, 32] and running

programs to collect dynamic information can be prohibitively expensive, particularly for

large projects.

Recently, Deep Learning has seen great success in code generation and understanding

tasks such as code search [190, 134, 155, 154], code completion [97, 87, 38, 137], bug fixing

[159, 158, 362, 405], clone detection [387, 246, 64, 295, 327, 363, 408, 411, 417], etc.. Gen-

erally, these approaches learn code semantics from unimodal code-only data or bimodal

(comment, code pair) data and map code snippets to high dimensional vector representa-

tions that can be used to automate downstream code-related tasks. However, despite their

success, none of these approaches have been applied to the task of IA. Therefore, in this

dissertation, we aim to explore the potential of adapting three representative transformer-

based [369] models [134, 155, 154] which utilize their corresponding semantically rich code

representations to advance automated approaches for IA.

However, there are at least two issues that complicate the application of neural models

for source code to the task of impact analysis. First, we currently lack extremely large-scale,

vetted datasets or benchmarks that would allow a neural model to directly learn the task

of impact analysis. This is due to the fact that deriving an IA dataset requires substantial

human effort, as impact sets cannot be easily mined from software repositories without
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manual validation. Despite this, neural embeddings could be used to calculate semantic

similarities between code entities to estimate conceptual coupling. However, while such an

approach would already represent an advancement over past work, it ignores the context

the code finds itself in, i.e., how the code is used within a software system. Recent work

has shown this information to be important to developers when determining relevance of

retrieved code snippets for code search [190], a similar task to IA.

To overcome these limitations, and advance the task of automated impact analysis, we

introduce Athena, a DL-based approach to IA that integrates both rich neural representa-

tions of code snippets and structural information about a given code snippet’s relationships

with other entities in a project using call graph information. Specifically, Athena builds a

software system’s call graph, where nodes represent methods and edges represent the call

dependencies between methods. This call graph information is then used to aggregate the

neural representations of the methods using an Embedding Propagation strategy inspired

by work on Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [208] that requires no additional train-

ing. In this way, Athena not only utilizes the local code semantics within the methods,

but also utilizes the information of global call dependencies for the task of IA. More im-

portantly, our technique does not require a specialized training procedure, and makes use

of existing neural language models for code that can be trained in an unsupervised manner

on massive datasets of code mined at scale.

Evaluating our proposed approach effectively also presents challenges. Existing IA

benchmarks have been found to contain tangled commits resulting in inaccurate impact

sets [176]. Additionally, they tend to be small, i.e., less than ten software systems. There-

fore, to evaluate Athena for the task of IA, we created a large-scale IA benchmark, called

Alexandria, that leverages an existing dataset of fine-grained, manually untangled com-

mit information from bug-fixes [176]. The benchmark consists of 910 commits across 25

open-source Java projects, which we use to construct 4,405 IA tasks – where each task

consists of a query method and a set of impacted methods. Using standard information

retrieval metrics of mRR, mAP, and HIT@10, we find Athena significantly (based on
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the Workflow of the Athena Impact Analysis Approach
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statistical tests) improve over the neural semantic-only baseline without call graph infor-

mation by 4.58%-5.32%, 3.85%-4.62%, and 5.67%-7.51%, respectively.

In aggregate, we make the following contributions:

• A new large-scale evaluation benchmark for impact analysis, called Alexandria, com-

posed of 4,405 IA tasks from 910 commits of 25 open source software systems;

• Athena, a novel approach to automated impact analysis that utilizes call graph infor-

mation as well as neural code semantics to estimate impact sets;

• A thorough set of ablations and qualitative analyses showing the improved performance

is attributable to integrating call-graph information;

• A comprehensive online appendix [401] that contains the code for Athena, our IA

benchmark Alexandria and our experimental infrastructure to allow for the replica-

tion of this work to help foster future work that aims to advance automated IA.

5.1 Athena’s Approach

We formulate impact analysis as an information retrieval task where if a developer intends

to modify a method (i.e., query method) in a software system, Athena will return a

ranked list of other methods being potentially impacted in descending order of likelihood.

All methods but the query are used as the search corpus. Formally, for a software system S
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containing a set of methods S = {m1,m2, ...,mn}, a change to one of the methods mi ∈ S

triggers Athena to rank all other methods thus estimating the impact set.

Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the Athena approach. Athena first builds a call

graph generator to aid in capturing the call dependencies among all methods across an en-

tire software system in which the nodes represent the methods, and the edges represent the

call dependencies between methods. All methods are then converted into method tokens

which are processed by a state-of-the-art neural-based models, e.g., CodeBERT, Graph-

CodeBERT and UniXcoder, fine-tuned on the code search task, to extract the method

representations. Next, Athena analyzes the global call dependencies and propagates in-

formation from the neural embeddings of "neighbor" nodes in a method call graph to a

given target method. Therefore, the initial representation vectors are updated based on

a propagation strategy inspired by Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [208] so that

each method node incorporates the contextual information from its neighboring methods.

The cosine similarity between the updated representations of a given query method and

each method in the corpus is computed to obtain a final ranked list. We will now discuss

each step of Athena in detail.

5.1.1 Software System Call Graph Generator

The first step of Athena is to build a call graph to capture method caller-callee dependen-

cies across a software system. Call graphs can be generated either statically or dynamically.

Given that dynamic approaches may result in incomplete information [396] as they usually

analyze only a small set of execution paths (and also require extensive test suites and/or

manual construction of scenarios for execution trace collection), Athena uses static analy-

sis to build more complete call-graphs in a more efficient manner. Since existing tools such

as DOOP [60] and WALA [135] only analyze the call dependencies within a given package

but ignore the dependencies across packages, we created our own tool for generating call

graphs that covers all call dependencies, even across packages, without requiring tests and

only using the code files of a system as input.
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Algorithm 1 provides an overview of our call graph generation process. For each .java

production source file of the repository, Athena identifies all methods, imported packages,

and all method invocation statements by using the Tree-Sitter [63] library, which builds a

concrete syntax tree for each file and supports searching for various patterns in the tree.

The type of the return values and the method arguments are not parsed to save time and

ensure scalability of the approach. Next, we resolve each method invocation statement in

each file to obtain the index of the caller method and the information needed for finding

the callee by analyzing the file in a bottom-up manner using the Tree-sitter query syntax.

To handle the inheritance relationship between classes, if the callee is not found in the class

based on the given file path with the class name, the method will be further searched in its

extended class. We use both the method name and # arguments (rather than the complete

signature) to identify each method. Thus, some overloaded methods cannot be uniquely

identified. Therefore, the edges are added between the caller and each of the overloaded

callee methods if they have the same method name and # arguments. For nested method

calls, only the outermost call is resolved and the others are discarded as return value types

are not resolved.

By using our tool, a static directed call graph G = (V,E) is constructed, where V is

the set of method nodes identified by the method index and its content and E is the set of

edges representing the method invocation relationships. Each edge in E is a pair of (caller,

callee) indices. The method content is directly attached to each method node instead of

using only partial information, such as method signatures as in previous techniques, to

help facilitate the process of method representation extraction.

5.1.2 Method Representation Extraction

To extract method representations, all the methods in the software system are first pre-

processed to be converted into method tokens. Since the three neural-based models we

evaluate treat the comment and code in separate ways by using a special [SEP ] token,

we first remove all the docstrings and comments from a method to obtain only code. The
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Algorithm 1: Call Graph Generation from Repository
Input: A software repository R
Output: A call graph representing method invocations in the project

1 V ← ∅, I ← ∅, C ← ∅, E ← ∅
2 foreach file ∈ R do
3 if file /∈ test files then

/* Identify all methods, imported classes/packages, and calls in
the file */

4 methods, imports, calls = fileContents(file)
5 V = V ∪methods, I = I ∪ imports, C = C ∪ calls

6 end
7 end
8 foreach file ∈ R do
9 foreach call ∈ calls do

/* Identify the caller index, and the import module, class name,
method name, # arguments of callee */

10 calleridx, namecls, namemthd, nargs, filepath = callInfo(M, I, call, file) /* Find the
callee in the software based on the file path, class name,
method name, # arguments */

11 calledidx = callInfo(pathfile, namecls, namemthd, nargs,M)
12 E = E ∪ (calleridx, calleeidx)

13 end
14 end
15 return G = (V,E)

methods are then parsed into an AST using the Tree-Sitter library [63] to obtain the

ordered method tokens, and composite identifier names are split into subtokens based on

the preprocessing pipeline from CodeSearchNet [190].

Next, the method tokens are passed through a neural-based code model, e.g., Code-

BERT [134], GraphCodeBERT [155] or UniXcoder [154], to generate representation vec-

tors, as shown in Figure 5.1- 1 . We chose CodeBERT as one of our models since it was

one of the first bi-modal pre-trained models which captures the semantic connections be-

tween natural language (i.e., comment) and programming languages (i.e., code) so that

the information from the natural language comments can enhance the model’s code un-

derstanding. CodeBERT is a representative model that makes full use of the sequence

information existing in the comment and code.

In Contrast to CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT further extracts the DFG in the code to

learn the inherent semantic-level structure information by incorporating the relationship

of “where-the-value-comes-from” between variables. Finally, UniXcoder is one of the latest

open-source code representation models that achieved state-of-the-art performance in code
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understanding and generation tasks by utilizing the AST instead of the DFG to learn rich

syntactic information from code. Both the AST and DFG are mapped into sequence

structures to be easily learned by transformers.

CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT and UniXcoder are pretrained on 2.3 million (comment,

code) pairs across six programming languages from the CodeSearchNet dataset. Code rep-

resentations can be directly obtained from the pre-trained models, but the pre-training

objectives (i.e., masked language modeling, replaced token detection, code fragment rep-

resentation learning, etc.) are quite different from IA and these representations are too

general to represent one specific Java programming language. Although these models have

been further fine-tuned for downstream tasks, none of them have been fine-tuned or eval-

uated for IA. In the absence of large available training dataset for IA, we fine-tuned the

three models based on the code search task. Code search aims to retrieve relevant code

snippets given a natural language query, and we choose this task as a proxy for IA because

the models implicitly learn the functional goal of each code snippet during the fine-tuning,

and it is highly likely that methods with similar functional goals get changed together when

performing IA, as shown in the conceptual coupling metric introduced by Poshyvanyk et

al. [300].

Specifically, we fine-tuned the three models on all 164, 923 (comment, code) pairs of

the CodeSearchNet Java split based on the Siamese framework according to similar fine-

tuning pipelines shared by Ranasinghe et al. [308]. Each code snippet in the paired data is a

complete method from a software repository. During the fine-tuning process, the comment

and method tokens are first converted into token IDs based on the tokenizer from the three

models and then passed into the comment encoder and method encoder, respectively, to

obtain the comment and method embeddings. Both encoders share the same configurations

with the same model parameters and weights. Then, for each batch of data, the distance

between the comment and its corresponding method is minimized in the embedding space

by using the standard cross-entropy loss function. We use the AdamW [206] optimizer and

the same hyperparameters recommended by the three respective models (e.g., # epochs,
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learning rate, batch size etc.) for fine-tuning, and the whole process was performed on an

Ubuntu 20.04 server with an NVIDIA A100 40GB GPU. For GraphCodeBERT, we use

the same approach of including the DFG information of the method during the fine-tuning

process. CodeBERT and UniXcoder models only use the method information without

any additional content. These trained models are then used to generate the embedding

representations of the methods for the IA task, i.e., we perform zero-shot learning [352]

without any further training for the IA task.

5.1.3 Embedding Propagation

By using any one of the three neural-based models, we obtain the initial method embed-

dings of all methods in a software system call graph G = (V,E), where |V | = N .

However, these embeddings are only equipped with the local method semantics but

ignore the global dependencies between methods. Therefore, we utilize an embedding

propagation strategy to update each of them based on the embeddings of its neighbor

methods to combine the local semantics and structural information, i.e., DFG or AST,

with global dependency information from the call graph. We visualize this process in

Figure 5.1- 2 . Formally, this is represented as the following:

mi = f(mi,m
nebr
1 ,mnebr

2 , ...,mnebr
k ), (5.1)

where mi is the method being updated through the embedding propagation strategy f with

its neighbors mnebr
j (1 ≤ j ≤ k). Since a change in the callee method can still require a

change in the caller method and this dependency is not capture in a directed call graph, we

treat all edges as undirected for the propagation. Specifically, our embedding propagation

strategy is inspired from the Graph Convolutional Network [208] which adopts layer-wise

propagation on the neural networks motivated by a localized first-order approximation of

spectral graph convolutions:
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M ′ = σ(D̃− 1
2 ÃD̃− 1

2MW ), (5.2)

where σ represents an activation function and W is a trainable weight matrix. Ã = A+IN

denotes the adjacency matrix of G with self-connections. IN is the identity matrix and

D̃ii =
P

j Ãij . This propagation strategy has been modified using a renormalization

method [208] in order to mitigate the effects of numerical instabilities and exploding/van-

ishing gradients when matrix multiplication operators are repeated during the training of

the deep neural network. Since we do not train the call graph in this phase, our embed-

ding propagation strategy is directly derived from the first-order approximation of localized

spectral filters on graphs, which can be summarized as follows:

M ′ = (IN + wD− 1
2AD− 1

2 )M. (5.3)

M ∈ RN×F represents the matrix of all the method embeddings from G and M ′ repre-

sents the updated matrix by incorporating the information from the neighbor methods. F

denotes the dimension of each method embedding (i.e., 768). A is the adjacency matrix of

G without self-connections and D is the degree matrix of A so that the adjacency matrix is

normalized by D with respect to both the row and the column. w is a constant to balance

the information from the original method with contextual information from the neighbor

methods. Moreover, in order to evaluate the effect of the distance of neighbor methods

used for embedding propagation, neighbor methods in other orders (distances) are also

utilized in addition to the direct neighbors:

M ′ = (IN + w
X

i

D
− 1

2
i AiD

− 1
2

i )M, (5.4)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 since we at most take into account the neighbor methods within three

orders due to computational constraints. After the Embedding propagation strategy has

completed, all of the identified methods in a given project will have an augmented embed-

ding calculated by propagating the original method embedding from neighbors (i.e., as
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Table 5.1: Dataset statistics of our evaluation benchmark

Settings # queries # commits ground-truth set corpus
1 - whole 4,405 910 15.14 3,346
2 - inner 3,379 734 3.47 31
3 - outer 2,999 444 17.21 3,440

generated by one of our three neural models) to the target method, as illustrated at the

top of Figure 5.1- 3 .

5.1.4 Impact Set Estimation

Finally, as illustrated in Figure 5.1- 3 , Athena computes the cosine similarity between the

augmented embeddings of a given query method and the augmented embeddings for each

method in the search corpus. Based on the cosine similarity scores, our approach returns

a ranked list in descending order to help developers find other methods that are possibly

affected and likely to be modified.

5.2 Evaluation

To evaluate Athena’s effectiveness in the IA task, we investigate the following research

questions (RQs):

RQ1: How well do traditional information retrieval and neural-based techniques perform

on the task of impact analysis?

RQ2: Does augmenting baseline techniques with call-graph information improve the ef-

fectiveness on impact analysis?

RQ3: What leads to the difference in effectiveness (or lack thereof) between baseline tech-

niques and techniques augmented with call-graph information?

RQ4: How do properties of different impact analysis tasks affect our studied techniques?
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5.2.1 Impact Analysis Benchmark: Alexandria

As one of the most common and important types of changes to a software system, we

chose to focus our efforts on bug fixes. Many of the existing datasets, such as the one by

Tufano et al. [366], are quite large, but unfortunately do not contain manually vetted data

to be useful for IA. In contrast, existing IA datasets tend to be quite small only containing

fewer than ten software projects [254, 381]. Further, there is the potential for tangling in

software repository commits, wherein a commit which claims to be fixing a bug, both fixes

the bug and may include additional unrelated changes, such as refactorings. As a result,

the ground-truth impact sets from previous benchmarks may carry with them inaccuracies

in their impact sets, as some methods may not actually be affected by a given change.

Recently, Herbold et al. [176] introduced a large dataset consisting of 3,498 commits

(i.e., changes) from 28 Java projects, with the purpose of studying the tangling that occurs

in bug fixing commits. In this dataset, each changed line was annotated with its type of

change, whether it was modified to fix a bug, or was a change to tests, whitespace, a

refactoring, or a documentation change. The data were annotated by four participants,

and consensus was obtained if at least three participants agreed on the annotation to ensure

accuracy. This paper also illustrated that many of the changes in the bug-fixing commits

were changes to non-production artifacts, such as tests or documentation, rather than bug

fixes. Therefore, we constructed our evaluation benchmark at method-level granularity

based on this dataset which manually untangles the commits so that we know exactly

which methods are changed for addressing one single concern, namely fixing one bug.

Impact Set Construction. To construct the impact set, we systematically mined

the dataset from Herbold et al. [176]. Specifically, for each changed line in the production

code file labeled as “contributes to the bug fix”, we added the corresponding method to our

benchmark by recording the information of GitHub Diff URL, repository name, commit

ID, parent commit ID, file path, method name, line numbers where the method starts and

ends corresponding to both current commit and parent commit. Since Herbold et al. [176]
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does not provide the method-related information, such as method name and line numbers

where the method starts and ends, we checked-out the source code of the repository for

the parent commit. We then used the srcML library [100] to locate the changed methods

based on the labeled changed line number. We use the snapshot of the software system

that corresponds to the parent commit of a given as that is the state in which the change

will be applied. Then, for each parent commit, we formulate the changed method set based

on the concurrently changed methods. Since there is no clear single query method, i.e.,

which method was changed “first” in the commit, we treat each method in the changed

method set as a potential query, whereas the others are the ground truth impact set. Each

query to impact set pair is considered a task. From developers’ point of view, they usually

at least know where the change starts, and intend to know which other methods need to be

modified. We further post-process the dataset by removing commits that contain only one

changed method. This process of formulating co-changing methods into impact analysis

tasks has been widely used by past work to assess IA approaches [229, 201, 146, 145].

Task Definition and Settings. For each changed method set M = {m1,m2, ...,mn}, n ≥

2, we perform the impact analysis task with the query being ∀ mi ∈ M and the ground-

truth impact set being M −mi. The search corpus is all methods except the query in the

production files from the corresponding repository (Setting 1 - whole). In practice, the

developer would determine whether a method should be modified by inspecting the corpus

of methods in the order given by the specific approach. After inspecting our dataset, we

found that methods in the same file could potentially be changed together. To mitigate

the effect of possible shortcuts taken by approaches which pay more attention to all meth-

ods from the same file as the query, we formulate two more specific task settings: (i) The

methods in both the ground-truth impact set and the search corpus are from the same

file as the query (Setting 2 - inner). (ii) The methods in both the ground-truth impact

set and the search corpus are from different files than the query (Setting 3 - outer). For

setting 2, we focus on the methods that need to be modified in the same file as the query,

while for setting 3, we focus on the methods that need to be modified in other files. The
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data corresponding to these two settings are further filtered by discarding the impact sets

whose size is less than two.

Dataset Statistics. Two software projects in [176] are no longer accessible (santuario-

java and wss4j ) and for the software project eagle, we could not build any valid impact

set,i.e., the size of the impact set less than two. As a result, our benchmark contains 25

open-source software systems and # tasks/queries per software project is shown in Table

5.5. Moreover, for each of the three settings, Table 5.1 shows # tasks/queries, # commits,

the average number of methods in the ground-truth impact set and in the search corpus

respectively.

Compared to Setting 2 (inner) which retrieves three or four affected methods from 31

methods, the Setting 3 (outer) is far more challenging which retrieves 17 or 18 methods

from the corpus with 3,440 methods on average.

5.2.2 Evaluation Metrics

We use standard information retrieval metrics to measure the effectiveness of the proposed

approaches, namely mRR (mean Reciprocal Rank), mAP (mean Average Precision) and

Hit@k. Specifically, for each task, the ranked list obtained from the proposed approach is

compared with the expected impact set from the ground truth. Given one query method,

we computed the rank of the first actually affected method found in the ranked list, which

indicates how many methods developers have to check to find the first one that needs

to be modified. Then, we computed the reciprocal rank for each task and averaged it

across all the tasks to obtain the final mRR score. The mRR score measures the ability

of the approach in helping developers find at least one method that needs to be modified.

Correspondingly, the AP score for each task is calculated and averaged across tasks to

obtain the final mAP score. AP is the average of the precision values which are computed

after each ground-truth method in the impact set is retrieved to approximate the area

under the uninterpolated Precision-Recall curve. mAP scores measure the ability of the

approach in helping developers find all the methods that need to be modified. Moreover, we
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use HIT@k to measure the proportion of successful tasks for the cut point k. A successful

task means finding at least one affected method among the top-k (10 in this dissertation)

results returned by the approach.

Most prior IA techniques [254] [70] use Precision, Recall and F-measure to evaluate

their approaches since they consider the IA as a binary classification task by finding the

possible affected methods based on dependencies instead of analyzing all methods in the

repository. Therefore, what their method produces is not a ranked list, but an unordered

estimated impact set, which is then directly compared with the ground truth impact set to

obtain an F-score (i.e., the harmonic mean of the Precision and Recall values). However,

Poshyvanyk et al. [300] previously formulated impact analysis as an information retrieval

task, but adapted prior metrics to the IR setting. We argue that IR metrics provide a

more realistic representation of the potential benefit that an automated IA approach may

actually provide to a developer in a recommender system setting. Furthermore, mAP score

is more accurate than F-measure because it analyzes Precision-Recall relationship globally

rather than just based on the mean value calculation.

5.2.3 ATHENA Configurations

Three models are generated using our proposed approach, namely Athena (CodeBERT),

Athena (GraphCodeBERT) and Athena (UniXcoder), whose initial method represen-

tations are extracted based on each of the three neural-based code understanding models

and we set w = 0.5 for information balancing. To compare with our approach, we also

conducted the experiments based on these models without call graph information, using

only the initial method representations without embedding propagation to compute the

cosine similarity which serve as the corresponding baselines, including CodeBERT, Graph-

CodeBERT and UniXcoder.

Moreover, we use the traditional bag-of-words model (i.e., TF-IDF) to obtain method

representations where the term frequency (TF) is computed as the number of times a given

code token appears in all tokens of its corresponding method, and the inverse document
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frequency (IDF) is calculated as the number of occurrences of a given code token in all

code tokens built from the search corpus which includes all the production methods in

a repository. Since TF-IDF representations are not real meaningful embeddings but fre-

quency numbers without fixed vector length, we directly use a simple similarity weighting

strategy for the Athena (TF-IDF), in which the cosine distance between the query and

each of its neighbor methods is reduced by 50% to obtain the final ranked list.

In addition, instead of using call graphs, we build class graphs to further validate the

effectiveness of call graphs when applied to IA, where the edges are added between each

pair of methods in the same class resulting in many small strongly connected graphs for a

repository. Due to the magnitude of # edges, we still use the similarity weighting strategy

to obtain class-graph-based CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT, and UniXcoder respectively.

Note that due to the nature of strongly connected graphs, there is no difference when

neighbor methods of different orders are taken into account.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 RQ1: Baseline Performance on IA

Table 5.2 gives an overview of our different models both without (Baseline) and with

(Athena) call graph information, which we will discuss in the next subsection. The first

observation is that for setting 1 (whole), the traditional TF-IDF and neural-based mod-

els CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT, and UnixCoder all achieve similar mAP scores, 22.89,

23.77, 24.25, and 23.65, respectively.

The second observation is that GraphCodeBERT, regardless of setting or metric, is

the best performing model. This is in opposition of work from Guo et al. [154], show-

ing UnixCoder to outperform GraphCodeBERT. This might be due to GraphCodeBERT

being the only model using additional information through Dataflow Graphs (DFGs) dur-

ing the fine-tuning phase, thereby being able to fully utilize the semantic and structural

information within the method.
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Table 5.2: Effectiveness of the baseline models and their Athena versions with the call
graph information

Type Models Setting mAP mRR HIT@10

Baseline

TF-IDF
Whole 22.89 45.36 63.91
Inner 61.59 71.12 92.51
Outer 14.97 32.01 46.62

CodeBERT
Whole 23.77 46.25 67.20
Inner 62.50 73.00 94.58
Outer 19.16 37.81 53.55

GraphCodeBERT
Whole 24.42 46.70 68.79
Inner 63.97 73.04 94.32
Outer 19.85 38.13 54.09

UniXcoder
Whole 23.65 45.96 66.95
Inner 61.95 72.07 93.58
Outer 19.19 37.33 52.38

Athena

TF-IDF
Whole 23.96 47.41 70.60
Inner 60.69 69.42 93.40
Outer 15.79 33.48 50.78

CodeBERT
Whole 27.38 50.96 73.24
Inner 63.28 73.32 95.59
Outer 21.60 41.43 59.49

GraphCodeBERT
Whole 28.27 51.28 74.46
Inner 63.78 73.73 95.12
Outer 22.12 41.40 59.29

UniXcoder
Whole 27.28 49.91 72.83
Inner 62.75 72.40 94.58
Outer 21.35 40.20 57.55

When deconstructing setting 1 (whole) into its constituents, setting 2 (inner) and

setting 3 (outer), we observe that these models perform best on the setting 2 case, i.e.,

when only considering changes within the same class. For example, GraphCodeBERT’s

mAP score for setting 2 is 63.97, yet when considering only changes outside of the query

method’s class it achieves a score of 19.85. This result is intuitive, as there are many

more detractors in the setting 3 than setting 2 when ranking methods for estimating the

impact set.

One of the surprising observations is that TF-IDF performs quite strong in setting 1

and 2 compared to neural-based approaches to code representation. However, for setting

3, it suffers significantly achieving an mAP score of 14.97 compared to the next worst

CodeBERT performance of 19.16. The reason behind this is that TF-IDF is particular good

at keyword matching [190] rather than the understanding of underlying code semantics,
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and keyword overlapping is more common for the methods within the same file as the

query as compared to those in different files, so TF-IDF ranked all these methods higher

than others. Meanwhile, the methods within the same file are more likely to be actually

affected based on the ratio of the size of ground-truth impact set to the corpus size from

Table 5.1. Therefore, the performance of TF-IDF is comparable to neural-based models

in setting 1. However, when based on keyword matching only, the relative positions of

these methods hardly change, thus having little impact on the accuracy of settings 2 and

3. More details about this phenomenon are explained in RQ3. In contrast, neural-based

models focus more on the underlying semantics understanding, which affects the relative

positions for the methods in the same file as the query and the methods in other files,

contributing to higher mRR and mAP in both setting 2 and 3.

5.3.2 RQ2: Athena Performance on IA

Table 5.2 also shows the results of each of the models with call graph information integrated.

As observed, each neural-based Athena models improves significantly (Wilcoxon’s paired

test p < 0.05) compared to its corresponding baseline in setting 1 (whole). Specifically,

Athena achieves an improvement of 3.61 mAP for CodeBERT, 3.85 mAP for GraphCode-

BERT, and 3.63 mAP for UnixCoder, but only obtains an improvement of 1.07 mAP for

TF-IDF because of the employed simpler similarity weighting strategy.

Similar to the previous analysis, when looking at the constituents of setting 1, we

see that setting 2 (inner) is not greatly improved. The improvements largely come from

setting 3 (outer), which is intuitive since the integration of the call graph information

adds contextual information about the rest of the software system through connections

that extend outside of the query method’s class. For example, for the best performing

overall neural-based model GraphCodeBERT, when using Athena to integrate the call

graph information improves by 2.27 mAP for setting 3 (outer), yet sees a slight decrease

for setting 2 (inner).
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Table 5.3: Effectiveness of Athena for different configurations
Configuration mAP mRR HIT@10

CodeBERT 23.77 46.25 67.20
ATHENA (CodeBERT) 27.38 50.96 73.24

+1 Neighbor 26.01 49.06 72.05
+3 Neighbor 27.23 50.67 73.49

GraphCodeBERT 24.42 46.70 68.79
ATHENA (GraphCodeBERT) 28.27 51.28 74.46

+1 Neighbor 26.75 49.33 73.39
+3 Neighbor 28.22 51.18 74.53

UnixCoder 23.65 45.96 66.95
ATHENA (UnixCoder) 27.28 49.91 72.83

+1 Neighbor 25.68 48.10 70.87
+3 Neighbor 27.63 50.27 73.14

The results from Table 5.2 of the Athena versions of the models utilize the best per-

forming integration of neighborhood information, namely using second order neighbors.

However, we are also interested in how the number of neighbor orders, i.e., neighbors of

neighbors etc., impact performance. Table 5.3 shows the neural-based models under differ-

ent number of neighbor orders, with the one marked Athena being two order neighbors

used in Table 5.2. As shown, even with one order neighbors, the neural-based models are

significantly improved over their baselines with an improvement of 2.24 mAP for Code-

BERT, 2.33 mAP for GraphCodeBERT, and 2.03 mAP for UnixCoder on setting 1 (whole).

Further increasing the number of orders to two also see another significant improvement

across models of 1.22 mAP for CodeBERT, 1.52 mAP for GraphCodeBERT, and 1.6 mAP

for UnixCoder on setting 1. However, increasing the order neighbors indefinitely does not

continually lead to large gains as shown with three orders vs two: there is very little change

in terms of mAP and for CodeBERT and GraphCodeBERT, we see a decrease.

We conducted additional experiments by concatenating the tokens of the method with

its corresponding comment for CodeBERT and Athena (CodeBERT), but we did not

observe an obvious benefit (the results are available in our online replication package [401]).

Therefore, all the presented results are based on code only, without comment information.
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Figure 5.2: Three qualitative examples for illustrating the effectiveness of Athena.

public class BasicURLHandler extends AbstractURLHandler {

    private boolean checkStatusCode(URL url, HttpURLConnection con) throws IOException {
        int status = con.getResponseCode();
        if (status == HttpStatus.SC_OK) {
            return true;
        }
        Message.debug("HTTP response status: " + status + " url=" + url);
        if (status == HttpStatus.SC_PROXY_AUTHENTICATION_REQUIRED) {
            Message.warn("Your proxy requires authentication.");
        } else if (String.valueOf(status).startsWith("4")) {
            Message.verbose("CLIENT ERROR: " + con.getResponseMessage() + " url=" + url);
        } else if (String.valueOf(status).startsWith("5")) {
            Message.error("SERVER ERROR: " + con.getResponseMessage() + " url=" + url);
        }
        return false;
    }
}

public class HttpClientHandler extends AbstractURLHandler {

private boolean checkStatusCode(URL url, HttpMethodBase method) throws IOException {
        int status = method.getStatusCode();
        if (status == HttpStatus.SC_OK) {
            return true;
        }
        Message.debug("HTTP response status: " + status + " url=" + url);
        if (status == HttpStatus.SC_PROXY_AUTHENTICATION_REQUIRED) {
            Message.warn("Your proxy requires authentication.");
        } else if (String.valueOf(status).startsWith("4")) {
            Message.verbose("CLIENT ERROR: " + method.getStatusText() + " url=" + url);
        } else if (String.valueOf(status).startsWith("5")) {
            Message.error("SERVER ERROR: " + method.getStatusText() + " url=" + url);
        }

false

public class UrlValidator implements Serializable {
    public boolean isValid(String value) {
        if (value == null) {
            return false;
        }
        if (!ASCII_PATTERN.matcher(value).matches()) {
            // Non-ASCII input, try and convert HTTP domain
            return false;
        }
        // Check the whole url address structure
        Matcher urlMatcher = URL_PATTERN.matcher(value);

public class DomainValidator implements Serializable {
private static String unicodeToASCII(String input) {

        try {
            return /* java.net.IDN. */ toASCII(input);
        } catch (IllegalArgumentException e) { // input is not valid
            return input;
        }
    }
    public boolean isValid(String domain) {
        if (domain == null || domain.length() > 253) {
            return false;
        }
        domain = unicodeToASCII(domain); // TODO should this be before the length check?
        String[] groups = domainRegex.match(domain);
        if (groups != null && groups.length > 0) {
            return isValidTld(groups[0]);
        }
        return allowLocal && hostnameRegex.isValid(domain);
    }

static class extends CharSequenceTranslator {
    @Override
    public int translate(final CharSequence input, final int index, final

        if(index != 0) {
            throw new IllegalStateException("CsvEscaper should never reach the [1] inde
        }

        if (StringUtils.containsNone(input.toString(), CSV_SEARCH_CHARS)) {
            out.write(input.toString());
        } else {
            out.write(CSV_QUOTE);
            out.write(StringUtils.replace(input.toString(), CSV_QUOTE_STR, CSV_QUOTE_ST
            out.write(CSV_QUOTE);
        }
    }   

}

public abstract class CharSequenceTranslator {
public abstract int translate(CharSequence input, int index, Writer out) 
public final void translate(final CharSequence input, final Writer out) 

        if (out == null) {
            throw new IllegalArgumentException("The Writer must not be null"
        }
        if (input == null) {
            return;
        }
        int pos = 0;
        final int len = input.length();
        while (pos < len) {
            final int consumed = translate(input, pos, out);
            if (consumed == 0) {
                final char[] c = Character.toChars(Character.codePointAt
                out.write(c);
                pos+= c.length;

(a) (b) (c)

Table 5.4: Effectiveness of three neural-based models by using class graphs
Type Models Setting mAP mRR HIT@10

Class Graph

CodeBERT
Whole 32.94 56.15 80.32
Inner 62.50 73.00 94.58
Outer 19.16 37.81 53.55

GraphCodeBERT
Whole 33.59 56.46 80.89
Inner 63.97 73.04 94.32
Outer 19.85 38.13 54.09

UnixCoder
Whole 32.74 55.19 79.36
Inner 61.95 72.07 93.58
Outer 19.19 37.33 52.38

5.3.3 RQ3: In-Depth Analysis of the Improvement

In Table 5.2, the improvement produced by Athena compared to the baseline in setting

1 (whole) is distributed between the improvements in setting 2 (inner) and in setting 3

(outer), with setting 3 accounting for the major part of the improvement.

Specifically, in setting 3, Athena (CodeBERT) outperforms CodeBERT by 3.62%

on mRR, 2.44% on mAP and 5.94% on HIT@10, Athena (GraphCodeBERT) is better

than GraphCodeBERT by 3.27% on mRR, 2.27% on mAP and 5.20% on HiT@10, and

Athena (UniXCoder) outperforms UniXCoder by 2.87% on mRR, 2.16% on mAP and

5.17% on HIT@10, which accounts for 76.65% & 67.59%, 71.40% & 58.96%, and 72.66%

& 59.50% of the improvement on mRR & mAP in setting 1 respectively. Since setting

3 is a more challenging setting than setting 2 which finds the actual affected method in

other files, Athena exhibits a better ability to reason about change impact sets across file

boundaries – which may be a more cognitively challenging task. Moreover, the Athena
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version of each neural model still performs significantly better than Athena (TF-IDF)

in each of the three settings based on the Wilcoxon’s paired test, and the improvement

also comes mainly from the setting 3 (+7.92% on mRR, +6.33% on mAP, and 8.51% on

HIT@10 when compared to Athena (GraphCodeBERT)).

To further validate the effectiveness of call graphs combined with code semantics when

applied to IA, the performance of class graph-based CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT, and

UniXcoder is shown in Table 5.4. The class graph-based models improve their correspond-

ing baselines by larger margins than our call graph-based models in setting 1, but as

expected, they perform the same as their baselines in setting 2 and 3. Since all methods in

the same file as the query are drawn closer to the query based on the similarity weighting

strategy, they are all ranked higher than other methods. Given that the methods within

the same file are more likely to be affected, we obtain a larger improvement in setting 1 as

mentioned in RQ1. However, their relative positions in the ranked list do not change, so

there is no impact on the performance in setting 2 and 3. This also explains why TF-IDF

is comparable to neural-based models in setting 1, but worse than them in setting 2 and

3. In contrast, the improvement produced by our call graph-based models in setting 1

effectively contributes to the improvement in setting 2 and 3.

5.3.4 RQ4: Qualitative Analyses on IA Tasks

We begin our analysis of impact tasks by looking at the performance of our studied tehc-

niques across our different studied software projects. Table 5.5 provides a finer grained

picture of the improvements per repository the best performing Athena model achieves

over its corresponding baseline.

As shown, Athena improves performance on 22 of 25 repositories in terms of mAP and

20 of 25 in terms of mRR. We investigated the reasons for the failure of Athena in those

repositories, especially for the project commons-digester and gora due to the relatively

larger performance difference between Athena (GraphCodeBERT) and GraphCodeBERT.

For commons-digester, this is mainly due to the number of method calls in the method,
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Table 5.5: Effectiveness of Athena for each software system

Repo Name Queries BaselineGCB AthenaGCB

mAP mRR mAP mRR
ant-ivy 785 19.14 29.59 22.78 34.83
archiva 43 14.21 41.07 21.67 48.51
commons-bcel 138 25.93 45.45 30.31 48.28
commons-beanutils 42 36.96 51.65 37.22 53.49
commons-codec 41 36.79 47.93 41.55 48.87
commons-collections 73 24.70 30.25 24.88 30.52
commons-compress 260 19.86 30.06 27.8 40.91
commons-configuration 253 21.95 30.43 26.56 35.5
commons-dbcp 91 48.45 60.00 50.32 62.31
commons-digester 22 14.40 17.59 11.64 15.83
commons-io 58 49.40 57.11 54.48 63.33
commons-jcs 221 24.07 40.11 23.16 39.12
commons-lang 115 42.45 51.28 54.54 60.64
commons-math 589 31.57 42.04 38.03 48.64
commons-net 171 28.56 40.00 30.27 40.84
commons-scxml 114 17.31 27.01 25.48 38.25
commons-validator 35 41.87 45.71 43.02 46.29
commons-vfs 166 22.29 30.27 27.85 37.75
deltaspike 5 34.08 41.86 50.28 50.28
giraph 527 27.43 44.48 34.29 51.16
gora 174 23.76 36.95 17.21 27.76
jspwiki 12 13.24 52.12 15.54 51.20
opennlp 141 23.66 34.40 27.26 37.44
parquet 324 19.97 37.24 21.53 39.52
systemml 5 46.19 50.35 47.32 50.10

e.g., there are more than 10 called methods in the query, while there is only one or two

called methods in the method from the impact set. As for the project gora, we found that

there are many semantically similar pairs in the changed method set, such as (serialize,

deserialize), (encodeInt, decodeInt) etc., but since their goals are opposite, the methods

they called are quite different. Therefore, Athena does not improve in identifying the

actual affected method after incorporating the call graph information into the original

semantics.

Now that we have examined the performance of Athena across IA tasks at a repos-

itory level, we will now discuss some exemplars from our benchmark that showcase how

incorporating both structural information and semantic information can benefit the task

of automated impact analysis.

Example 1: The Importance of Semantics. Figure 5.2 (a) shows two methods from

different classes. The top method checkStatusCode (URL, HttpURLConnection) from
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class BasicURLHandler is the query method in this exemplar and the bottom method

checkStatusCode (URL, HttpMethodBase) is one of the impact set methods. They

share no call graph information that a structural IA technique could use to determine

these methods are coupled. Yet, a change in one requires a change in the other. This is

representative of conceptual coupling [300], where the concepts of the two methods, i.e.,

both performing a check on a status code, couples them together making it more likely that

change in one would result in a change in the other. Utilizing the semantic information

between the methods, i.e., their keywords, either through a traditional TF-IDF or a neural

based approach is necessary to determine that these two methods are highly coupled.

Example 2: The Importance of Combining Call Graph and Semantics. Figure 5.2

(b) shows a different example where The isValid method from the class UrlValidator is

the query method, and the unicodeToASCII method from the class DomainValidator is

part of the impact set. Note that the other isValid method from the class DomainValidator

(which shares a name with our query method) is not part of the impact set. When

examining the traditional TF-IDF and best performing neural-based GraphCodeBERT

approaches, they both fail to rank the impacted method unicodeToASCII high, rank-

ing it at 176 and 120, respectively. However, our Athena version of GraphCodeBERT

achieved a ranking of 31, so we aimed to understand why this occured. We found that

the method isValid in the DomainValidator calls the ground truth unicodeToASCII

method. Our Athena (GraphCodeBERT), obtains a rank of 31 for the ground truth asso-

ciated with the query even though there is no direct method invocation between the query

and unicodeToASCII impacted method. Therefore, utilizing the embedding propagation

strategy of our approach, unicodeToASCII was updated with the information from the

method isValid (in the DomainValidator class) that is more semantically similar to the

query, thus helping improve the ground truth rank.

Example 3: Call Graphs Improve IA with more code semantic overlap. Fig.

5.2 (c) presents an example with query being the method int_translate from the class

CsvEscaper and the ground truth being the method void_translate from the class
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CharSequenceTranslator. Owing to their similar code semantics, the original Graph-

CodeBERT ranks the ground truth 8th. In Athena (GraphCodeBERT), the information

of the abstract method int_translate from the same class CharSequenceTranslator

is incorporated into the method void_translate because of a call dependence between

them, which thus improves the similarity between the query and the ground truth since

the abstract method int_translate is more semantically similar to the query than

void_translate in terms of the method signature. Therefore, Athena (GraphCode-

BERT) achieves a higher rank of 6 for the target void_translate method.

As can be observed from these examples, there are clear benefits when the call graph

information is combined with the local code semantics, and we saw this pattern hold after

investigating additional cases where the Athena outperforms its corresponding baseline.

The contextual information obtained from the global call dependencies among methods

enriches the original semantics of the methods, which indeed helps to identify the impact

set associated with the given query.

5.4 Threats to Validity

Threats to Internal Validity: To reduce potential issues from internal threats to va-

lidity, we studied three different DL models and a non-DL model when validating our

proposed method of incorporating call graph information to improve IA. Additionally, we

constructed our benchmark from commits that have been manually annotated and had the

changes made to fix bugs untangled from other changes such as ones to documentation to

ensure our ground truth labels are high quality. Additionally, we ensured there were no

overlapping repositories between our training on the CodeSearchNet corpus and testing on

our impact analysis dataset.

Threats to External Validity: To lessen the potential for threats to external validity,

we used a significantly larger set of projects, 25 compared to previous work that used

around five, and tested our method across different DL and non-DL models to show gener-
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alizability. One potential issue with generality is that we only evaluated our approach on

Java and Apache projects, therefore, our approach may not generalize to other program-

ming languages such as Python or to different types of projects. However, the DL models

we used have shown success across multiple languages and so most likely the same would

apply to our approach.

Limitations: We leave many of our approaches’ limitations to future work. Particularly,

utilizing more specialized DL architectures that might improve results. One type that we

explored initially was Graph Neural Networks, namely GraphSage [162] and Graph Atten-

tion Network (GAT) [371]. However, their performance was subpar so we refocused on the

Transformer architecture, but additional investigation of such architectures is warranted.

Another future direction is related to incorporating other software engineering artifacts

into our approach such as change requests, test cases, architecture diagrams, etc.. Simi-

larly, integrating other types of software specific information besides call graph is another

potentially fruitful area. Another area that would cause for future work is how well this

improves developer productivity when performing code changes. Lastly, due to the flex-

ibility of our approach, future work could look into applying Athena to other software

engineering tasks such as code search, code comprehension, or other maintenance tasks,

such as commit message generation [105].
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Chapter 6

On the Generalizability of

Transformer Models for Code

Completion

Large Language Models (LLMs) for code have achieved state-of-the-art results across a

variety of software engineering tasks such as code completion [390, 97], code reviews [367,

368], clone detection [387], program repair [366, 93], testing [385, 365, 360], and others [383,

263, 362, 274, 267]. The Transformer [369] has been at the center of these improvements

due to its attention mechanism and ability to be highly parallelized, allowing for more

efficient training compared to previous models such as Recurrent Neural Networks [324].

When applied to code completion, Transformers take as input an incomplete code

component and try to predict the missing code tokens (e.g., [97, 87, 38, 137]). As already

happened in the field of Natural Language Processing [304], there has been a recent push in

increasing the maximum length of the sequences (incomplete code components) on which

Transformers are trained and tested. This is due to the fact that longer sequences (i)

allow to provide the model with additional contextual information which can help with

improving the prediction performance; and (ii) can help in simulating more variegate code
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completion scenarios. This, however, has a substantial cost to pay in terms of training

time [303].

It comes without surprise that efforts have been made in the NLP literature to address

this issue (e.g., [109, 305, 303, 345]): The most recent work targets the generalization of

Transformers to longer sequences than those they have been originally trained for [303, 345].

This allows to efficiently train a model on short sequences and, then, perform the inference

on longer sequences without a significant performance degradation. This is, for instance,

the goal of the ALiBi (Attention with Linear Biases) attention mechanism for Transformers

[303], which has been successfully used in NLP.

If solutions such as ALiBi properly work on source code as well, they could substantially

help reduce the training cost of code completion models such as the popular GitHub Copilot

[148]. This is the focus of our work. We aim to investigate the extent to which solutions

proposed in the NLP literature can support the generalization of Transformers on source

code. We focus on three state-of-the-art solutions and one baseline. The first (baseline),

Sinusoidal [369], uses Absolution Positional Encodings (APEs) by defining sine and cosine

functions to generate positional embeddings that the authors original hypothesized would

help the model to generalize. The second, xPOS [341, 345], is a hybrid between APEs

and Relative Positional Encodings (RPEs) and applies rotations to the sine and cosine

positional embedding to incorporate relative position information along with a attention

resolution metric to improve generalization. The third, ALiBi [303], offers a simple solution

of modifying the attention mechanism to weight positions far away as less important than

ones closer. The last, T5 [305], similarly modifies the attention mechanism by adding a

learned bias term that influences the attention given to a token.
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We want to assess whether models trained on sequences of a specific length are able to

generalize, i.e., not incur a significant performance degradation, on sequences being longer

(or shorter) than the training ones. To accomplish this, we built four datasets (short,

medium, long, and mix ) featuring incomplete Python and Java functions having different

lengths. Then, we train 32 Transformers, namely four models (Sinusoidal, xPOS, ALiBi,

and T5) for each of the four datasets and two programming languages. The performance of

the 32 models has been evaluated on a series of test sets of previously unseen Python and

Java functions of various different lengths, studying the generalization of their predictions.

For example, we verified if the models trained on short datasets are able to work on

instances in the test set having a length inline with the examples in the long dataset.

Overall, we make the following contributions:

1. A large systematic benchmark for evaluating the generalization of LLMs for code

completion of different lengths across two programming languages;

2. An empirical study on whether current generalization approaches extend to encoder-

decoder architectures for the task of code completion;

3. A set of results and implications that can be leveraged by researchers and developers

of these models for navigating trade-offs.

6.1 Background

We introduce some mathematical background to understand the specifics of the position

encoding schemes, namely Sinusoidal, xPOS, ALiBi, and Relative, and how they apply to

our study.

This dissertation focuses on the Sequence to Sequence Transformer [369] (see Fig.

6.1). It takes as input a sequence of tokens C ′ = x1, x2, ..., xn (in our case, the code

to be completed), and outputs a target sequence, M , that is similarly decomposed into

tokens M = y1, y2, ..., ym. M represents in our context the missing piece of code to be
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Figure 6.1: Sequence to Sequence Transformer Overview from the original paper [369].
The left part is the encoder and the right part is the decoder.

predicted. Thus, the combination C = C ′ + M equals the complete code snippet. Note

that the + operator does not imply an append, but rather a combination regardless of

where the missing part M is placed in C ′. The decomposition of both C ′ and M is

done through tokenization using a trained Byte Pair Encoding tokenizer [334] such that

C ′ or M → s0, s1, ...sT , where si ∈ V and V is the vocabulary of the tokenizer. We use the

same vocabulary for both C ′ and M . These tokens are passed through an Embedding layer,

which is shared across the encoder and decoder, to get the token’s vector representation,

which will be updated progressive through various Attention and Feed Forward layers, we

will explain further.

The output M is done in an autoregressive manner, where the output of one time step

from the model is fed back into the decoder portion of the Transformer for generating the
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Figure 6.2: ALiBi Overview from the original paper [303]

probability distribution of the next token. Formally, the probability distribution of token

yi is conditioned on the output of the encoder Z and the y<i previously generated tokens:

p(M) =
Qm

i p(yi|y<i, Z).

The Transformer architecture itself has no way of modeling sequential information.

Therefore, sequential information is injected either at the bottom of the network (Fig.

6.1) or at each Transformer block of the network depending on the positional scheme. For

our four positional schemes, only one injects the positional information at the bottom of

the network, namely sinusoidal, the rest of the schemes inject the information at each

Transformer block.

The Transformer block’s composition depends on if it is part of the encoder or decoder.

In the encoder portion, the attention is computed by transforming a given sequence, s =

(s1, s2, ..., sn) where si ∈ Rds into a new sequence of the same size, z = (z1, z2, ..., zn) where

zi ∈ Rdz via a weighted sum where the weight can be intuitively thought as the amount of

attention to pay to the value of sj in the sequence. Rds represents the embedding space

of the Embedding layer that transforms the discrete token into a continuous vector of size

ds and similarly Rdz represents the vector space that is composed of dz dimensions where

dz can be the same or a different size than ds. The weighted sum can be represented as

follows:
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zi =
nX

j=1

aij(sjW
V ) (6.1)

With W V being a learned value weight matrix and aij being calculated with the fol-

lowing softmax formula:

aij =
exp eijPn
k=1 exp eik

(6.2)

And eij being calculated by taking the corresponding si and sj tokens and multiplying

them by a learned query and key weight matrix, WQ and WK , to get the corresponding

query and key vectors. These vectors are then put through a compatibility function,

namely the scaled dot product:

eij =
(siW

Q)(sjW
K)T√

dk
(6.3)

As it can be seen, no positional information is present in these operations. So, the

original Transformer injected positional information into the beginning of the network by

adding a position vector to the token vector to encode this information for the rest of the

network. Let us now discuss each positional encoding scheme.

Sinusoidal: Sinusoidal is the original scheme proposed in the Transformer paper

[369]. The information is added directly to the token embeddings at the beginning of the

network. Concretely, the same dimension of the token embeddings is used for the position

embedding and the sinusoidals switch between sine and cosine:

PEpos,2i = sin(pos/10, 0002i/dmodel) (6.4)

PEpos,2i+1 = cos(pos/10, 0002i/dmodel) (6.5)

Where pos refers to the position in the sequence and i refers to the specific dimension of

the position embedding. The authors chose this scheme as they believed it would allow for
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the model to learn to use relative positions. However, this approach is generally considered

an Absolute Positional Encoding (APE) scheme.

xPOS: Sun et al. [345] extended work from Su et al. [341] which made the observation

that the dot product between queries and keys are where information is shared between

different tokens. Therefore, position information can also be added of the relative position

between the different tokens. Specifically, Su et al. [341] wanted to find an operation that

satisfies the following:

(fq(xm,m), fk(xn, n)) = g(xm, xn,m− n) (6.6)

Where functions fq and fk add this relative information to the token embeddings

xm and xn. respectively. To accomplish this, the authors introduced Rotary, which uses

rotations of the token embeddings based on their position so that the relative position of

the tokens are preserved through this dot product. Namely, they define the function g that

satisfies this to be

g(xm, xn,m− n) = Re((Wq · xm)(Wk · xn) ∗ ei(m−n)θ) (6.7)

where the function Re takes only the real part of the complex number. This is specif-

ically for the 2D case, however, this is generalizable to any dimension that the token

embeddings belong to.

For a complete discussion of the equations and their generalization, we refer readers to

the original paper [341].

Sun et al. [345] extended this approach to have similar extrapolation abilities of ALiBi,

discussed below, while still having better performance. To accomplish this, the authors

introduced the idea of attention resolution where a model’s attention should monotonically

decrease as the pair wise distance between tokens increases, similar to ALiBi. To integrate

this into the rotation matrix, they apply an exponential decay that adds this property.

They show that this gives a good trade-off between the Rotary performance and ALiBi’s
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ability to extrapolate to longer than seen during training sequences. For our experiments

with xPOS, we use the original implementation from Su et al. [341] for the encoder and

the extension, xPOS, by Sun et al. [345] for the decoder since the extension is unable to

be applied directly to an encoder.

ALiBi: In ALiBi, the positional information is injected by modifying the equation

above by adding a static bias:

eij =
(siW

Q)(sjW
K)T√

dk
+mh(j − i) (6.8)

Where m is a head-specific scalar that is selected before training. We use the same

geometric series for initializing these m values per head as in the original ALiBi paper,

namely starting from 2
−8

nheads and using the same value as the ratio. Intuitively, this static

bias penalizes query and key vectors that are far away from each other. Figure 6.2 visualizes

this process. Specifically, it shows how queries and keys corresponding to the same token

do not receive any reduction whereas mismatched queries and keys receive a reduction

proportional to their relative distance.

This process was originally designed for decoder-only Transformer models. However,

since we use an encoder-decoder Transformer model, we additionally use the bidirectional

version for the encoder portion as outlined in a post by the original author1.

T5: Similar to ALiBi, T5 introduces a bias inside the softmax equation that is based

on distance. Specifically, this bias is a learned scalar that is added to the query and key

dot product (siW
Q)(sjW

K)T + bhij where each attention head, h, has a different learned

bias. T5 introduces this idea of buckets, which are the different learned biases, where the

different ij pairs logarithmically map up to a relative position of 128 beyond which the

same ij pairs are mapped to the same bucket.

After each attention operation in the encoder Transformer block follows a normalized

residual connection, a simple Feed Forward Multi-Layer Perceptron, and another normal-
1https://github.com/ofirpress/attention_with_linear_biases/issues/5
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ized residual connection. A similar process happens in the decoder block. However, there is

an additional attention mechanism that happens after the normal self-attention is applied

to the transformed output token embeddings, which considers the encoder’s representation

of the input, Z. This is known as cross-attention and follows the same process as self-

attention except the keys and values are constructed from the representation Z while the

query is built from the output representation. Intuitively, this can be thought of as the

output tokens requesting specific information from the input tokens.

6.2 Study Design

The goal of our study is to determine whether popular positional encoding schemes for

length generalization work for the task of code completion. Namely, we seek to answer the

following question:

RQ1: To what extent can different positional encoding schemes generalize to different

code lengths for the task of code completion?

In the context of code completion this means studying whether models trained on com-

pleting code sequences having a specific length generalize when used to complete shorter/-

longer sequences. This is analogous to whether models are able to utilize different amounts

of information, in terms of the input tokens, as compared to what they have seen during

training. Naturally, shorter instances require shorter training time. Yet, it is unclear if a

model trained on short code completions can generalize to also work on longer ones and

vice versa.

While answering RQ1 we also check whether our findings generalize to multiple pro-

gramming languages. In particular, we contextualize our study to Python and Java, as

languages often adopted in code completion studies (see e.g., [97, 349]). Also, we consider

two different code completion tasks recently used in the code completion study by Ciniselli

et al. [97]: statement-level and block-level completion. The former is the classic code
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completion task in which the last n tokens of a single code statement are masked, with the

model in charge of predicting them. The latter, instead, possibly extends the completion

to multiple statements, masking the last n tokens in a block of code (e.g., the body of an

if statement) and asking the model to guess them.

In the following we detail the procedure used to (i) collect the training/testing datasets

employed in our study (Section 6.2.1), and (ii) perform the required data collection and

analysis (Section 6.2.2).

6.2.1 Dataset Construction

To build the datasets needed for our study, we mined data from GitHub open source

projects. In particular we: (i) used the GitHub search tool by Dabić et al. [108] to identify

all Python and Java GitHub projects having at least 100 commits, 10 contributors, 10

stars and 10 issues (to exclude toy projects); (ii) sorted the projects by number of stars;

(iii) cloned the top 3k and extracted from each of them the functions in the master branch

(to only rely on functions likely to be syntactically correct); (iv) removed all functions

containing non-ascii characters (to avoid problems when reading data); (vi) removed all

duplicates (to avoid leaking of information between the training, validation, and test sets

we created out of this dataset); (vii) removed from the dataset all instances consisting

of more than 1,024 tokens. The latter is a procedure usually adopted in applications of

DL4SE (e.g., [226, 361, 93]). Indeed, too long instances make the training of DL models

too expensive, also motivating our investigation into the length generalizability.

Such a process resulted in the collection of ∼4M Python functions and ∼4.5M Java

functions which we further processed to create datasets aimed at answering our research

question.

6.2.1.1 Java dataset: statement-level code completion task

The Java dataset will cover the statement-level code completion task. The goal is to build

three datasets featuring instances (i.e., functions) having different lengths, namely short,
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medium, and long instances. Basically, with “length” we refer to the number of input

tokens provided to the model. In all three datasets we keep constant the complexity of the

prediction to generate (i.e., the number of masked tokens). Indeed, only in this way we

can “isolate” the impact on performance of changing the input length.

Since the code completion task, which we are focusing on, requires the masking of code

statements, we start by removing for the set of collected Java functions all of those that do

not contain any statements. We also removed all Javadoc comments, since we are focusing

on completion tasks within the body of a function. We then compute the number of Java

tokens within each of the remaining 3,833,445 functions: this results in a distribution of

functions’ length.

We then compute a second distribution representing the number of Java tokens within

the code statements in the subject functions, observing a median of 11 tokens per state-

ment. The idea is to mask in each instance of the three datasets we will create (i.e., short,

medium, long) the exact same number of tokens (11). As previously mentioned, this is done

to keep constant the “complexity” of the completion task and better isolate the impact of

the sequence length on the observed performance.

Given such a constraint, we remove all the functions not containing any valid statements

to mask, i.e., a statements consisting of at least 11 Java tokens. We sort the remaining

1,855,578 functions by their length and split them into three sets of the same size, obtaining:

(i) a first set of functions with lengths ranging from 6 to 96 (short dataset); (ii) a second

set of functions with lengths ranging from 97 to 180 (medium); and (iii) a third set of

functions with lengths ranging from 181 to 1024 (long).

For each function F in each of the three datasets, we created n training instances,

where n is the number of valid statements to mask F contains (i.e., the statements having

at least 11 tokens). This may end up in generating duplicates due to different functions

from which we masked the only part being different, thus resulting in duplicates. For this

reason, we perform a second deduplication round on all the datasets.
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The final set of (masked) functions is then flattened to obtain the model input by

replacing all new line characters (i.e., ‘\n’) with a special tag, 〈NEW_LINE〉, and remove

all tabs (i.e., ‘\t’) and white spaces used to indent the code. We randomly split each set

(short, medium, long) into training (80%), validation (10%) and test (10%) by making sure

that all the instances obtained from the same function fall into the same set.

Finally, for each of the three datasets (short, medium, long), we limit the number of

training instances to 280k and, proportionally, those of the test and evaluation set to 35k.

This is done to reduce the training cost of our study, as explained later, required to train

and test 32 DL models. These numbers (i.e., 280k and 35k) are inherited from the (smaller)

Python dataset that we will describe in the next section. In other words, we aligned the

size of the Java and of the Python datasets towards the smallest one (Python), due to our

computational resources.

To summarize, at the end of this process we have three datasets (short, medium, and

long) each split into training, validation, and test, all containing the same number of

instances having, however, different lengths.

We also built a fourth dataset, named mixed, consisting of a mix of the three lengths:

1/3 of instances comes from the short dataset, 1/3 from the medium, and 1/3 from the

long. In this case we only built the training and the validation sets, since we will test the

model trained on the mixed dataset on the short, medium and long test sets.

6.2.1.2 Python dataset: block-level code completion task

Similarly to what we discussed for Java, we build three Python datasets (short, medium,

and long) featuring instances (functions) having different lengths but characterized by

the same task complexity (i.e., same number of masked tokens to predict). The main

difference between the Java and the Python dataset is that the latter simulates block-level

completion, thus possibly featuring completions spanning across multiple statements.

The process used to build the Python datasets resembles the one we presented for Java.

Thus, we only briefly summarize it here. We removed all functions not containing any code
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block (2,833,017). For consistency with the Java datasets, we decided to keep the same

task complexity, meaning that we target the masking of the last 11 Python tokens within

a given block. Thus, we remove from the dataset all functions not containing any valid

block to mask (i.e., a block consisting of at least 11 tokens).

We then sort the remaining functions by their length and split them into three sets of

the same size: short (featuring functions with length from 30 to 150), medium (from 151

to 309), and long (from 310 to 1024). For each function F we created n instances, each

one having a different block featuring its last 11 tokens masked. For the same reasons

previously explained, we remove any duplicates created at this stage.

We replace all characters used to indent the code (i.e., ‘\n’, ‘\t’ and extra white

spaces) with a special tag: 〈TAB〉. This allows to flatten each function without losing

information about the indentation, which is fundamental for the Python syntax.

Finally, we split each dataset (short, medium, long) into training, validation, and test

using the same procedure described for Java. For each dataset, the training contains 280k

instances, while the evaluation and test contain 35k instances. These numbers have been

dictated by the smallest dataset involved in our study, being the short Python dataset.

Aligning the size of all datasets removes another possible confounding factor.

6.2.2 Data Collection & Analysis

Table 6.1: Hyperparameters used and searched.

Hyperparameter Values
Learning Rate 1e-4
Batch Size 256
Inner Dimension 512
Encoder Max Length 1,024
Encoder Layers 6
Encoder Heads 8
Decoder Max Length 128
Decoder Layers 8
Decoder Heads 6
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To answer our research question, we train eight models (four per each of the subject

languages, namely Python and Java) for each of the four experimented position encoding

schemes (i.e., Sinusoidal, xPOS, ALiBi, and T5). This leads to a total of 32 trained models.

The four models for each language have been trained on datasets featuring code completions

having inputs (i.e., the Java or Python function to complete) characterized by different

lengths (i.e., short, medium, long, and mix ). Then, each of these models have been used

to generate predictions on three test sets featuring code completions of different lengths

(i.e., short, medium, and long). This allows us to verify if, for example, a model trained

on short code completions can generalize to a test set containing long instances. Also, we

can verify whether a model trained on code completions having a mixture of lengths (i.e.,

featuring short, medium, and long sequences) can achieve on each of the three test sets

(i.e., short, medium, and long) results competitive with those of models specialized (i.e.,

trained only) on instances having a specific length. For example, we can check whether

the model trained on the mixture of lengths achieves on the short test set performance

comparable to those of the model trained on the short training set. Remember that the

amount of instances in each training set is fixed. Thus, observed differences should be due

to the length of the employed training instances.

To reduce confounding factors, we used the same hyperparameters amongst all 32 mod-

els. The adopted hyperparameters are those suggested in the paper originally proposing

the Transformer architecture [369] and are reported in Table 6.1. This design decision also

avoided the need for an expensive hyperparameters tuning involving 32 different models.
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All models have been trained with the Adam optimizer [206] with a cosine learning

rate scheduler using a warmup of 2,000 steps. We used a vocabulary size of 50k for the

tokenizer, which was shared across all the models.

For implementing and training the Transformers, we used x-transformers [377] and

Pytorch Lightning [131]. Additionally, when generating samples, we used Nucleus Sampling

[182] with a topp = 0.95 and stopped generations once the 〈EOS〉 token was produced or the

maximum number of tokens, 128, were produced. We trained all models for a maximum

of five epochs and used the best performing checkpoint based on validation loss, which

happened to always be the models trained on all five epochs.

To assess the performance of the models on the test sets, we collect the predictions they

generate and measure the percentage of Exact Match (EM) with respect to the expected

target. An EM indicates that the code generated by the model for the completion instance

is identical to the target (i.e., the one we masked). We also compute metrics usually

adopted in the assessment of generative models, namely the BLEU [293], ChrF [298],

Levenshtein Distance [231], ROUGE [241], and METEOR [43] score with respect to the

target.

BLEU is a popular automatic metric for machine translation tasks due to the high

correlation to human judgement. It has become a standard metric in code completion

tasks [257] since it measures the overlap of a predicted sequence and a set of reference

sequences in terms of n-grams. ChrF is a character level metric which averages the F-

score of 1 to 6-grams of characters. Levenshtein Distance is a measure of the minimal

edit operations (i.e., insert, modify, and remove), that would be needed to convert the

predicted sequence into the target one, and it has been used in assessing the models’

performance in previous code completion studies [97]. ROUGE, and specifically RougeL,

is a metric that measures the longest common subsequence between the predicted and

ground truth sequences. Lastly, Meteor is also an F-score, where the recall is weighted

nine times more than the precision. Additionally, predictions are penalized for not having

adjacent unigrams that exist in the ground truth. We also measure the Cross-Entropy of
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the generated predictions (i.e., a measure of the surprise of the model when predicting the

ground truth sequence).

While we computed all the above-described metrics, we only discuss the results achieved

in terms of EM, ChrF, and RougeL. The former (EM) is an easy-to-interpret proxy of

the model’s performance. ChrF and RougeL, instead, have been found to be best at

measuring performance compared to human evaluation and allow to claim significance

(95% confidence) if the difference between two models on code generation tasks is greater

than two points [129]. Our full analysis can be found in our replication package [102].

For implementing these metrics, we used the Huggingface’s datasets library [233], which

contains a large selection of automated metrics for the evaluation of generative models.

6.3 Results and Discussion

Table 6.2: Exact Match Score (↑) achieved by the different position encoding schemes.

Test Set Encoding Java Python
Short Medium Long Avg. ∆ Short Medium Long Avg. ∆

Short

Sinusoidal 10.81% 2.91% 0.50% 84.23% 1.57% 0.26% 0.03% 90.76%
xPOS 12.49% 4.87% 0.85% 77.10% 2.33% 0.64% 0.07% 84.76%
ALiBi 10.97% 3.09% 0.36% 84.28% 1.48% 0.26% 0.03% 90.20%

T5 18.39% 6.66% 1.38% 78.14% 5.77% 3.19% 1.51% 59.27%

Medium

Sinusoidal 1.61% 6.67% 3.32% 63.04% 0.57% 1.33% 0.72% 51.50%
xPOS 2.85% 9.36% 8.02% 41.93% 1.53% 2.84% 1.73% 42.61%
ALiBi 1.56% 6.61% 3.68% 60.36% 0.49% 1.36% 0.64% 58.46%

T5 5.29% 14.06% 11.33% 40.90% 3.16% 5.71% 5.99% 19.88%

Long

Sinusoidal 0.60% 2.85% 8.27% 79.14% 0.05% 0.61% 8.81% 96.25%
xPOS 1.57% 5.47% 11.33% 68.93% 0.48% 1.80% 11.34% 89.95%
ALiBi 0.57% 2.79% 8.29% 79.73% 0.08% 0.50% 8.84% 96.72%

T5 3.62% 9.59% 17.03% 61.22% 3.10% 7.19% 20.73% 75.18%

Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 show the results in terms of EM, ChrF, and RougeL, respec-

tively, achieved by the four positional encoding schemes when trained on datasets featuring

code completions of different lengths (columns) and tested on the short, medium, and long

test sets (rows).

The results are reported for both Java and Python. To provide a concrete example,

let us consider the EM results reported in the Table 6.2. Here, the Sinusoidal schema
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Table 6.3: ChrF Score (↑) achieved by the different position encoding schemes.

Test Set Encoding Java Python
Short Medium Long Avg. ∆ Short Medium Long Avg. ∆

Short

Sinusoidal 30.72% 17.70% 13.19% 49.72% 37.48% 32.56% 30.00% 16.54%
xPOS 34.57% 23.36% 16.89% 41.78% 41.83% 37.51% 33.06% 15.65%
ALiBi 30.95% 17.46% 13.02% 50.76% 37.50% 33.10% 30.31% 15.45%

T5 42.97% 27.43% 17.37% 47.87% 50.86% 48.41% 43.30% 9.84%

Medium

Sinusoidal 16.57% 25.01% 19.94% 27.01% 35.99% 37.17% 35.21% 4.22%
xPOS 21.41% 30.96% 27.68% 20.72% 40.84% 43.95% 39.30% 8.83%
ALiBi 16.39% 24.93% 20.29% 26.43% 35.65% 36.88% 34.67% 4.66%

T5 29.18% 39.67% 35.95% 17.91% 47.45% 52.61% 51.36% 6.09%

Long

Sinusoidal 13.93% 17.19% 25.03% 37.83% 32.79% 34.72% 41.71% 19.07%
xPOS 18.30% 25.18% 32.38% 32.86% 38.36% 42.00% 50.58% 20.56%
ALiBi 13.47% 17.24% 24.91% 38.36% 32.36% 34.50% 41.66% 19.76%

T5 27.14% 36.42% 44.93% 29.27% 48.14% 54.86% 64.96% 20.72%

Table 6.4: ROUGE-L Score (↑) achieved by the different position encoding schemes.

Test Set Encoding
Java Python

Short Medium Long Avg. ∆ Short Medium Long Avg. ∆

Short

Sinusoidal 38.80% 24.56% 17.68% 45.57% 39.39% 33.61% 30.16% 19.05%
xPOS 45.61% 35.23% 25.66% 33.25% 45.01% 40.10% 32.96% 18.84%
ALiBi 39.24% 24.71% 17.85% 45.77% 39.41% 33.81% 30.62% 18.26%

T5 52.47% 38.99% 25.92% 38.15% 52.84% 50.46% 44.92% 9.75%

Medium

Sinusoidal 22.08% 29.63% 23.63% 22.87% 36.26% 37.15% 33.82% 5.68%
xPOS 30.98% 41.28% 36.71% 18.01% 43.14% 46.43% 41.28% 9.09%
ALiBi 21.39% 29.57% 24.18% 22.95% 35.98% 36.74% 33.81% 5.02%

T5 39.12% 49.36% 45.66% 14.12% 49.04% 54.49% 53.14% 6.24%

Long

Sinusoidal 19.05% 22.27% 26.60% 22.33% 32.80% 34.07% 39.83% 16.06%
xPOS 26.79% 36.05% 41.01% 23.38% 41.17% 44.39% 51.65% 17.17%
ALiBi 18.69% 22.33% 26.66% 23.07% 32.70% 33.90% 39.80% 16.33%

T5 36.20% 46.35% 52.84% 21.89% 49.71% 56.35% 65.52% 19.06%

trained on short Java completions generated 10.81% EM predictions when tested on short

instances (i.e., those resembling the training set instances).

Instead, when the training is performed on instances having a medium length, the

percentage of EM predictions drops, on the same short test set, to 2.91%, finally falling at

0.50% when the training was performed on long instances.

Similar results are observed for Python in which, however, the percentage of EM pre-

dictions is substantially lower, moving from 1.57% achieved on the short test set when

training on short instances down to the 0.03% when tested on the long ones.

Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 also contain two “Avg. ∆” columns (one per language). Given

a row in one of the tables (e.g., the first row in Table 6.2 reporting the performance of

the Sinusoidal schema when run on the short test set), the Avg. ∆ indicates the relative
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change in performance observed, on average, for the models trained on different lengths

(in our example, those trained on medium and long completions) when compared the

one specialized on lengths related to that row (i.e., short). Indeed, the 84.22% shown as

average ∆ in the subject row is the result of:

10.81%−2.91%
10.81% + 10.81%−0.50%

10.81

2
= 84.22%

where 10.81% is the percentage of EM predictions for Java generated by the Sinusoidal

schema when trained and tested on code completions of short length, while 2.91% and

0.50% are the EM scores achieved by the Sinusoidal schema when trained on medium and

long instances, respectively, while still being tested on short instances.

Finally, Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 adopt three styles to highlight findings in the context

of a specific test set length. Let us focus on the Java results achieved on the short test

set in terms of EM (Table 6.2). The black box shows the best-performing combination of

⟨encoding schema, training length⟩ for such a test set (i.e., T5 trained on short comple-

tions). The bold values highlight, for each encoding schema, the best-performing training

length for such a test set (i.e., in all cases, training on short instances works better when

testing on short instances). The red value in each “Avg. ∆” column highlights, instead, the

encoding schema manifesting the lowest relative drop in performances when moving from

a training length matching the instances in the test set (e.g., training on short, testing

on short) to the other training lengths. In this case, the lowest relative drop in terms of

EM predictions is exhibited by xPOS. Note that a lowest relative drop indicates a better

ability of the encoding schema to generalize to unseen lengths.

The first observation that can be made from the three tables is that T5’s positional

encoding schema performs better than all other approaches. Such a finding is consistently

captured by all metrics, including ChfR and RougeL for which the difference is always

substantially higher than two points, indicating a statistically significant difference at 95%

confidence [129]. Being the best performing one, however, does not save T5 from a strong
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general observation that can be made across the board for all training schemes: They all

suffer from a major degradation in performance when applied on code completions having

a length different from the one they have been trained on. Interestingly, the degradation

is not only observed when the models are tested on instances being longer (likely more

complex to handle) than those they have been trained on, but also in the opposite direction.

This can be easily seen in Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 by the fact that (i) the average ∆ values

are always positive, and (ii) the bold values in a given test set length are always associated

with the same length in the training set.
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The second observation concerns the encoding schema reporting the lowest average

drop in performance (red values in the “Avg. ∆” column in the three tables). Overall,

also from this perspective, T5 seems to be the best choice. There are a few exceptions to

this trend, depending on the test set under analysis and on the metric used as proxy for

performance.

For example, on the short Java test set, T5 is the second best in class in terms of

EM and ChfR score, while confirming its leadership when looking at the RougeL score.

By considering all 18 combinations of test set length (3), language (2), and evaluation

metrics (3), T5 is the one exhibiting the lowest relative drop in 11 (61%) of cases, and the

second-best in additional 3 cases (17%). Still, as observed, T5 also exhibits major drops

in performance when working on sequence lengths unseen during training. For example,

there is an absolute drop of 13.41% in terms of EM predictions when testing T5 on the long

dataset when trained on short sequences as compared to the one trained on long sequences

(17.03% vs 3.62%). The trend is confirmed when looking at the ChfR and the RougeL

scores.

xPOS is the second best performing schema, both in terms of absolute performance

and generalization to different lengths. ALiBi and Sonusoidal follow, exhibiting similar

performances from both perspectives.

Take Away #1: T5’s positional encoding scheme achieves the best overall perfor-

mance across metrics, lengths, and languages. Also, it is also better at generalizing to

unseen lengths. In general, however, all encoding schemes suffer generalization issues

for unseen lengths.

Differences across languages. Overall, our main findings hold on both languages.

These include: (i) the lack of generalizability to unseen lengths of any of the experimented

encoding schemes; and (ii) the superiority of T5 both in terms of absolute performance

and relative drop when dealing with unseen lengths.
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We do not compare the absolute performance achieved on the two languages since (i)

the test sets are different, (ii) the code completion tasks are different (statement-level vs.

block-level), and (iii) the syntaxt of the two languages make the prediction tasks quite

different, since Python requires the generation of the <TAB> indentation tokens while Java

does not.

Take Away #2: On both languages, all encoding schemes struggle to generalize to

unseen lengths. T5 confirms its superiority on both Java and Python code.

Table 6.5: Exact Match Mix (↑) achieved by the different position encoding schemes.
Java - Test Set Python - Test Set

Short Medium Long Short Medium Long
Sinusoidal 9.85% 7.05% 8.81% 1.03% 1.04% 7.50%

∆ -8.88% +5.70% +6.53% -34.39% -21.80% -14.87%
xPOS 11.99% 9.73% 11.42% 2.49% 2.76% 10.67%

∆ -4.00% +3.95% +0.79% +6.87% -2.82% -5.91%
ALiBi 10.12% 6.85% 8.53% 1.00% 0.98% 7.34%

∆ -7.75% +3.63% +2.90% -32.43% -27.94% -16.97%
T5 19.11% 17.57% 18.63% 3.19% 3.69% 12.22%
∆ +3.92% +24.96% +9.40% -44.71% -35.38% -41.05%

Table 6.6: ChrF Mix (↑) achieved by the different position encoding schemes.
Java - Test Set Python - Test Set

Short Medium Long Short Medium Long
Sinusoidal 30.49% 27.04% 26.60% 36.48% 36.24% 40.91%

∆ -0.75% +8.12% +6.27% -2.67% -2.50% -1.92%
xPOS 34.97% 33.20% 33.34% 43.83% 45.07% 51.33%

∆ +1.16% +7.24% +2.96% +4.78% +2.55% +1.48%
ALiBi 30.42% 26.72% 26.28% 36.44% 36.14% 40.93%

∆ -1.71% +7.18% +5.50% -2.83% -2.01% -1.75%
T5 45.47% 46.11% 47.73% 45.94% 48.33% 55.00%
∆ +5.82% +16.23% +6.23% -9.67% -8.14% -15.33%

Impact of training diversity. Tables 6.5 (EM), 6.6 (ChrF), and 6.7 (RougeL) report

the results achieved by the four encoding schemas (rows) when trained on the mix dataset
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Table 6.7: ROUGE-L Mix (↑) achieved by the different position encoding schemes.
Java - Test Set Python - Test Set

Short Medium Long Short Medium Long
Sinusoidal 36.85% 31.54% 29.37% 37.85% 36.18% 39.35%

∆ -5.03% +6.45% +10.41% -3.91% -2.61% -1.21%
xPOS 45.26% 43.36% 42.60% 46.27% 47.33% 52.25%

∆ -0.77% +5.04% +3.88% +1.94% +1.94% +1.16%
ALiBi 36.83% 31.03% 28.82% 37.80% 36.10% 39.28%

∆ -6.14% +4.94% +8.10% -1.74% -1.74% -1.31%
T5 52.60% 53.96% 55.18% 48.20% 50.47% 55.94%
∆ +0.25% +9.32% +4.43% -8.78% -7.38% -14.62%

(i.e., the one featuring a mixture of instances taken from the short, medium, and long

datasets) and tested on the three datasets featuring sequences of different length (columns).

Note that the mix training dataset has exactly the same number of instances of the

other length-specific datasets, thus do not introducing a confounding variable related to

the training size.

The ∆ associated to each combination of encoding schema and test set is the relative

change in performance with respect to the same schema exclusively trained for sequences

of the corresponding length. For example, in terms of ChrF score (Table 6.6), T5 trained

on short Java sequences achieves a 42.97% ChrF score when tested on the short dataset.

Such a score grows to 45.47% when T5 is trained on the mix dataset, with a relative

improvement equal to (45.47% - 42.97%)/42.97% = +5.82%. The achieved findings confirm

the superiority of T5 in this scenario as well.

Most importantly, we found that relying on a mixture of lengths during training is

generally sufficient to achieve results approaching, and in some cases improving, than

those achieved by specifically training the model for the target sequence length.

Indeed, by comparing the relative ∆ reported, for example, in Table 6.6 (ChfR scores

when training on the mix dataset) to those reported in Table 6.3 (ChfR scores when

training on datasets featuring functions having different lengths), it is possible to observe

a major difference in terms of magnitude of the deltas, with those in 6.6 being substantially

smaller. This indicates that, while in some cases training on a specific length range l could

help in achieving better performances on test instances fitting l, training on a mixture of
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lengths is a safe choice, since it would not result in dramatic lost of performances as those

observed in Table 6.3.

Take Away #3: Training on a mixture of lengths being representative of those that

will be seen during testing but also including other types of lengths might be the safest

choice in most of cases. Only in scenarios in which even minor increases in performance

are considered valuable, experimenting with a combination of models specialized on

different lengths might be worthwhile, to then decide the best strategy to adopt.

6.4 Threats to Validity and Limitations

Threats to Internal Validity. In order to control for various levels of bias that can

creep into our evaluation, we ensured to hold as many variables as possible in our datasets

and models constant. This involved ensuring that there were no duplicates across the

different training splits, both in the input and target [25]. Also, we held constant the

hyperparameters across our different models and only changed the type of length they

were trained on. However, despite these thorough mitigation strategies, bias can still be

present in our empirical study.

Threats to Construct Validity. To mitigate threats to construct validity, we calculated

a range of different metrics that have been commonly used in code completion literature.

Additionally, we focus our discussion either on metrics that have been shown to correlate

with human preference and that are more statistically stable [129] (i.e., ChfR and RougeL)

or that allow for a simple interpretation such as EM.

While there have been new recent metrics that are specific to code data for code com-

pletion, namely CodeBLEU [313] and functional-correctness [175, 87], we did not compute

these for the following reasons. CodeBLEU has been shown to be not as stable as ChrF

and RougeL [129]. Unfortunately, functional-correctness was not even an option for our

evaluation due to the lack of unit tests for our test examples.
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Besides the metric used, the type of code completion performed can result in bias as

there has been some studies showing that synthetic benchmarks of code completion where

the completions are randomized do not necessarily reflect the performance of real-world

code completions [174].

Threats to External Validity. We investigated two popular Transformer architectures

to mitigate the threats to external validity of our results. Additionally, we measured mul-

tiple types of metrics and constructed our datasets in such a way as to hopefully mimic

realistic code completion scenarios. Additionally, we used two popular programming lan-

guages, namely Java and Python, to better ensure our results generalize across languages.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions & Future Research

In this dissertation, I have discussed exploration to answer my original research question:

In what ways can the software development process be improved through leveraging Deep

Learning techniques on the vast amounts of unstructured software engineering artifacts?

Specifically, I discussed our work in first conducting a literature review and then using the

findings to guide the development of intelligent software development and maintenance

tools to assist software engineers in a variety of tasks. To give a succinct overview, I

discuss each projects’ conclusions and future work below.

7.1 DL4SE Literature Review

In Chapter 3, we presented a systematic literature review on the primary studies related to

DL4SE from the top software engineering research venues. Our work heavily relied on the

guidelines laid out by Kitchenham et al. for performing systematic literature reviews in

software engineering. We began by establishing a set of research questions that we wanted

to answer pertaining to applications of DL models on SE tasks. We then empirically

developed a search string to extract the relevant primary studies to the research questions

we wanted to answer. We supplemented our searching process with snowballing and manual

additions of papers that were not captured by our systematic approach but were relevant

to our study. We then classified the relevant pieces of work using a set of agreed upon
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inclusion and exclusion criteria. After distilling out a set of relevant papers, we extracted

the necessary information from those papers to answer our research questions. Through

the extraction process and the nature of our research questions, we inherently generated

a taxonomy which pertains to different aspects of applying a DL-based approach to a SE

task.

Future work. Our hope is that this SLR provides future SE researchers with the

necessary information and intuitions for applying DL in new and interesting ways within

the field of SE. The concepts described in this review should aid researchers and developers

in understanding where DL can be applied and the necessary considerations for applying

these complex models to automate SE tasks.

7.2 Video-Based Bug Reporting

Chapter 4 presented Tango, an approach that combines visual and textual information

to help developers find duplicate video-based bug reports. Our empirical evaluation, con-

ducted on 4, 680 duplicate detection tasks created from 180 video-based bug reports from

six mobile apps, illustrates that Tango is able to effectively identify duplicate reports and

save developer effort. Specifically, Tango correctly suggests duplicate video-based bug

reports within the top-2 candidate videos for 83% of the tasks, and saves 65.1% of the

time that humans spend finding duplicate videos.

Future work. Future work can focus on addressing Tango’s limitations and extend-

ing Tango’s evaluation. Specifically, research can (1) explore additional ways to address

the vocabulary overlap problem, (2) investigate the resilience of Tango to different app

characteristics such as the use of different themes, languages, and screen sizes, (3) extend

Tango for detecting duplicate bug reports that contain multimedia information (text,

images, and videos), (4) evaluate Tango using data from additional apps, and (5) assess

the usefulness of Tango in industrial settings.
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7.3 Impact Analysis with Deep Learning and Call Graphs

In Chapter 5, we proposed Athena, an information retrieval technique for the task of

impact analysis that combines neural code semantic embedding information with structural

software call graph information. Additionally, we constructed a large benchmark for impact

analysis that is constructed from manually verified bug fixing commits to prevent tangling.

On our new benchmark, Athena outperforms techniques without contextual call graph

information by a large margin (+4.58% mRR, +3.85% mAP, and +5.67% HIT@10) and is

robust across software systems with 22 out of 25 systems seeing improvement. Additionally,

through our analysis, we found Athena’s performance increase is on its ability to better

find impacted methods to a change when the methods are outside of the query method’s

class.

Future work. New research can explore using Athena for other tasks in software

engineering such as code search, clone detection, traceability, etc.. Additionally, looking

at different ways of integrating the two types of information such as through the usage of

Graph Neural Networks. Lastly, we believe exploring Athena’s ability to work with other

languages to see if the approach generalizes is also a fruitful endeavor.

7.4 Generalization of Code Completion Models

Lastly, in Chapter 6, we explored the generalization ability of popular decoder-only Trans-

former position encoding schemes that have shown success in Natural Language Process-

ing that can be extended to the encoder-decoder Transformer and code completion task.

Specifically, we investigated four different positional encoding schemes, namely Sinusoidal

[369], xPOS [341, 345], ALiBi [303], and T5 [305], which have been proposed as a way to

boost this generalization ability and represent the most popular position encoding types,

i.e., Absolute Positional Encoding and Relative Positional Encoding.

Overall, our results demonstrate that none of the studied positional encoding schemes

has the ability to generalize to unseen lengths. While these findings suggest that there
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are currently no “shortcuts” for researchers or developers of tools utilizing these models

to efficiently train on short lengths (which are less expensive to process) and generalize

to longer lengths, it is interesting to note that training on a mixture of lengths should

represent a safe compromise in most of cases. Still, the possible drop in performance this

may result in should be considered and assessed case by case, depending on the context in

which the models must be used, the targeted programming language, and the actual focus

on performance.

Moreover, it is worth considering that our conclusions are only based on performance

proxies we adopted (i.e., EM, ChrF, and RougeL). Different trade-offs come into play if

best performance is not the only constraint. For example, while T5 is the best performing

positional encoding, it is also the slowest and most memory intensive both for training and

inference. Therefore, in performance-critical settings it might be more beneficial to use

xPOS, which achieves less performance, but is more efficient. Similar observations can be

made for the Sinusoidal and ALiBi schemes for which, however, the cost to pay in terms

of performance as compared to T5 is noticeably higher.

Future work. Given our findings and the potential impact that the generalizability

of code completions models can have on the software engineering community in terms of

training efficiency, we believe future research should explicitly target this problem with

research focused outside of different positional encoding schemes and possibly involving

additional architectural changes to the Transformer or even proposing completely novel

architectures.
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